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Abstract 

Within this work, a new synthesis method for a Fe-N-C catalyst is developed. Fe-N-C catalysts are 

considered promising materials for the replacement of expensive Pt and catalyze the oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) on the cathode inside proton-exchange-membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). This work 

briefly summarizes the standpoint of current PEMFC technology and provides a detailed overview on 

the to this day reported synthesis methods and applied precursors for Fe-N-C catalysts. One major 

concern with the synthesis of Fe-N-C catalysts is that for a high performance often complex precursors 

like porphyrins or zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are used. These precursors are expensive or 

not well suited for a scale-up [1-3]. Here, a new method is presented which is based on a cheap and 

simple polypyrrole precursor which at the same time yields catalysts with a high fuel cell performance. 

Important parameters for the new preparation method are systematically investigated and useful 

insights, for instance on the influence of the iron salt precursor, a bimetallic iron and manganese 

approach, the heat-treatment temperature, or the effectiveness of the acid leaching, are presented. The 

final catalyst of this work is compared to the best-off performing Fe-N-C catalysts reported in 

literature. Further, the overall preparation method is briefly discussed with respect to its scale-up 

practicability by comparing the individual synthesis steps to the to this day commercially most 

advanced Fe-N-C catalysts.  
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1 Introduction and the Broader Context 

The Climate Challenge 

During the last centuries, in combination with other important discoveries the utilization of 

fossil-based energy carriers played a major role in the proceeding of mankind. A growing world 

population and an increasing gross domestic product (GDP) lead to a growth in the demand of these 

energy carriers [4]. The main product of the combustion of fossil fuels is CO2 (and H2O). As a 

consequence, the annual emissions caused by the combustion of fossil fuels is increasing, this is 

illustrated in Figure 1 a) with the data provided from the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center 

(CDIAC) [5, 6]. For the concentration of atmospheric CO2, a positive correlation with the global 

temperature is found as given in Figure 1 b) by the data obtained from the Earth Policy Institute in 

Washington, D.C., USA [7]. Hence, it has been pointed out by many researchers that the excessive 

utilization of fossil fuels has an influence on the global climate, leading to severe ecological damages 

[8-12].   

 

Figure 1: Annual global fossil fuel carbon emissions by individual contributors (a) and the average global temperature 

correlating with the atmospheric CO2 concentration (b) [5-7]. 

The causality of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions and climate change, as well as the 

significance of associated ecological, economical and health problems that comes along with this 

change, are also recognized in society and by political decision-makers. This is why recently the 

European Union (EU) intensified efforts in climate policy by the communication of the so-called 

"European Green Deal". The regarding communication paper from the European Commission states that 

"The atmosphere is warming and the climate is changing with each passing year. [...] The European Green 

Deal [...] aims to transform the EU into a fair and prosperous society, with a modern, resource-efficient 

and competitive economy where there are no net emissions of greenhouse gases in 2050 and where 

economic growth is decoupled from resource use." [13]. To reach the ambition of zero net 

greenhouse gas emission in 2050, substantial challenges in politics, economics and also science still 

remain.  
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Amongst other technologies, hydrogen driven fuel cells are considered to play a major role in the 

transition from the use of fossil fuel-based energy to renewable energy. A fuel cell is an electrochemical 

power converter which utilizes the energy stored in chemical bonds by turning it directly into electrical 

power. In the case of the hydrogen driven fuel cells, the energy is taken from the hydrogen-hydrogen 

bond of the H2 molecule. The reaction product of this energy transition is obtained after the 

combination of the hydrogen with oxygen (from air) producing pure water. If fed with "green" 

hydrogen, i.e. hydrogen generated for instance from water splitting powered by renewable electricity 

like solar or wind, no greenhouse gases are emitted during this process. Because of their high 

technology readiness level, the so-called proton-exchange-membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are of 

particular interest for the application in the transport and mobility sector, as well as for stationary 

applications. 

The Special Case of the Transport Sector and the Problem of Car Manufactures 

The transport sector is responsible for almost a quarter of EU's greenhouse gas emissions. The issue 

related to greenhouse gas emission from the transport sector is illustrated in Figure 2. Since 1990 the 

emissions of all other sectors have seen a decline whereas the emissions from the transport sector 

increased [14].  

 

Figure 2: Change in greenhouse gas emissions of the EU by sector, normalized to the emissions of the year 1990, figure taken 

from the European Environment Agency [14]. 

In 2014, road transport alone contributed with more than 70 % to the emissions from the transport 

sector [14]. Likewise in 2014, the EU passed a regulation considering the target average CO2 emissions 

of new passenger cars [15]. The regulation demands new passenger cars in average not to exceed the 

emission of 95 gCO2/km from 2021 onwards [16]. In detail the target value is also depending on the 

weight of the vehicle and is calculated according to: 
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Car manufactures face a penalty of 95 € per gram CO2 and per vehicle above this limit. In 2018 the 

average CO2 emission of new passenger cars in the EU was reported with 120.4 gCO2/km. Which is still 

126 % of the upcoming target value and has only slightly changed since 2014 when 123.4 gCO2/km 

were reported. A study conducted by the PA Consulting Group predicts the financial penalties for car 

manufactures to account for 14,655 billion Euro in 2021 [17]. For some manufactures the scenario 

penalty even exceeds the earnings. Details on the target value and the forecasted penalty for each car 

manufacture are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Forecasted penalties resulting from exceeding CO2 emission target values for car manufactures in the EU [17]. 

Car maker 
2018 
[gCO2/km] 

2021 target 
[gCO2/km] 

2021 
forecast 
[gCO2/km] 

Penalty  
[million €] 

Penalty  
[% of EBIT 
2018] 

Volkswagen 121.1 96.6 109.3 4,504 32.4 

Daimler 130.4 103.1 114.1 997 9.0 

Fiat-Chrysler 125.4 92.8 119.8 2,461 49.5 

BMW 123.6 102.5 110.1 754 8.3 

Renault-
Nissan-
Mitsubishi 

108.2 92.9 97.8 1,057 12.4 

Mazda 134.8 94.9 123.6 877 115.7 

Honda 126.8 94 119.2 322 5.5 

Toyota 100.9 94.9 95.1 18 0.1 

Volvo 129.5 108.5 119.8 382 27.6 

Hyundai-Kia 118.9 93.4 101.1 797 28.9 

PSA 113.9 91.6 95.6 938 21.3 

Jaguar-
Land-Rover 

151.5 130.6 135 93 404.3 

Ford 122.7 96.6 109.3 1,456 39.0 

Average or 
Sum 

123.7 99.4 111.5 14,655 58.0 

 

Based on the numbers in Table 1, it is obvious that for the majority of car makers the forecasted 

penalties are a matter of financial survival. Following 2021 the target values for average CO2 emissions 

are even lower. In 2025, 80.8 gCO2/km and in 2030 59.4 gCO2/km have to be reached, respectively [17]. 

Considering that 1 liter of petrol converts to 2,330 g of CO2 and 1 liter of diesel to 2,640 g, the average 

fuel consumption must diminish to 2.6 liter per 100 km of petrol fuel and 2.3 liter per 100 km of diesel 

by 2030. By selling vehicles powered by internal combustion engines (ICV) only, manufacturers cannot 

reach these targets.  
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Conclusion 

Alternative propulsion techniques become inevitable. Primarily, these alternative techniques are 

represented by battery electrical vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell electrical vehicles (FCEVs). Whereas at 

the moment BEVs have an advantage in market penetration, both BEVs and FCEVs have unique 

characteristics which makes either BEVs or FCEVs better suited in respect to the demands governed by 

the field of application [18]. As illustrated in Figure 3, the deployment of FCEVs is beneficial for the 

transport sectors demanding a higher range and greater weights. As it is the case for medium and large 

cars, busses, trucks and trains. Contrary, BEVs are better suited for urban mobility applications, as they 

provide less range in a smaller and lighter vehicle. Higher energy densities are required for planes or 

passenger ships and can be achieved with synthetic fuels. 

 

Figure 3: Field of application for BEVs, FCEVs and synthetic fuel based transport solutions in respect to weight and average 

mileage per trip demand, figure taken from [18]. 

Summarizing the preceding facts about the relation of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, 

climate change, climate policy and the upcoming challenges, the future transport sector faces, an 

urgent need for reliable and economically affordable alternative driven power sources. 
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2 Aim and Outline of this Work 

Aim of this Work 

For the successful decarbonization of the transport sector there is an urgent need for alternatively 

driven power devices. Especially with respect to heavy duty and long-range applications, PEMFCs are 

among the most promising devices that can fulfill this need. Still, there are different challenges for this 

technology that have to be addressed. A major one are the high costs which are mainly caused by the 

usage of Pt-based catalysts. Especially for the cathodic ORR, where great amounts of the expensive 

precious metal are required to compensate for the sluggish reaction kinetics.  

Over the last decades, PEMFC technology made significant progress. Stack costs of an 80 kWnet system 

(one passenger car) were reduced from 140 $ kWnet
-1 in 2006 to only 46 $ kWnet

-1 in 2018 (production 

rate 500,000 systems per year) [19]. Thereby, the Pt demand was lowered to ~10 g per vehicle [20]. 

Still, major challenges remain. The ultimate cost target reported by the U.S. Department of Energy  

(U.S. DOE) is 30 $ kWnet
-1 [19, 20]. Currently, over 40 % of fuel cell stack costs are caused by the 

Pt-based catalysts [19, 21]. Researchers from General Motors concluded that when "Considering both 

the cost to consumer and the supply−demand relation in the precious metal market, a stretch target of 

6 gPGM per vehicle appears appropriate. [22]" However, costs are not the only reason that are 

associated with usage of Pt in fuel cells. The criticality becomes obvious when one considers that 92 % 

of all Pt is mined in just three countries (South Africa, Russia and Zimbabwe) [23]. In total, five major 

drawbacks in relation with the use of Pt-based fuel cell catalysts can be identified (see end of chapter 

3.2). 

This thesis faces the mentioned problems by developing a new synthesis route for a so-called Fe-N-C 

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst. These catalysts are based on cheap and earth abundant 

elements such as Fe, N and C. So far, Fe-N-C catalysts still need to improve in activity and stability. 

Poor volumetric activity, low-active site density and an unfortunate trade-off relation between activity 

and stability limit their application. However, the potential of replacing scarce Pt with a cheap 

transition metal could become a game changer for the PEMFC technology.  

The preparation of a Fe-N-C catalyst is a complex and multi-step process in that way that there are 

several synthesis parameters which contribute to either activity, stability or both, sometimes in a 

contrary fashion. Therefore, precise understanding, balancing or even "fine-tuning" of these parameters 

is necessary to reach fuel cell performance targets. This thesis addresses drawbacks that were 

associated with previous Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis. The most successful findings of this work have been 

submitted for a patent application [24].  
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Outline of this Work 

Table 2 shows the topics of Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis that were addressed within the different chapters 

of this work.  

Table 2: Overview of addressed topics related to Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis and investigated approach of solution within the 

different chapters of this thesis.  

Key-word/ 
Chapter + page 

Problem Addressed Approach 

Preliminary Experiments 

Chapter 7, page: 75 

Low stability caused by amorphous 

carbon phases. 

Highly graphitized carbon nanotubes 

as primary carbon source. 

 

Simple C,N-Precursor 

Chapter 8.1/8.2, page: 91 

Expensive C, N precursors due to 

complex structure (e.g. ZIF-8 or 

porphyrins). 
 

Doped polypyrrole (PPy) as simple 

C, N precursor. 

Iron Precursors 
Chapter 8.3, page: 105 

Low activity due to inhomogeneous 
iron site composition. 

 

Find the best-suited iron salt precursor 
for specific PPy. 

 

Iron-Manganese Precursors 

Chapter 8.4, page: 113 

Low activity but higher stability 

reported for manganese catalysts. 

Investigate possible synergetic effect of 

iron (high activity) and manganese 

(high stability). 

 

Heat-Treatment and Stability 

Chapter 8.5, page: 123 

Low stability caused by amorphous 

carbon phases. 

 

Optimize heat-treatment temperature. 

Inorganic Side-Phases 

Chapter 8.6, page: 134 

Catalysts can contain inorganic 

iron, even after acid leaching. 

 

Refine the leaching procedure. 

Doping Agents 

Chapter 8.7, page: 140 

Low mass transport due to 

unfavorable catalyst particle 

morphology and high catalyst 

loadings. 

 

Examine the effect of doping agent on 

morphology. 

 

Preliminary experiments, chapter 7: During the course of this thesis two different approaches have 

been developed. The first synthesis is based on surface functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNTs). This 

catalyst showed very high ORR activity and stability under rotating disc electrode (RDE) conditions. 

However, these results could not be transferred to the fuel cell testing level. Learning from the 

drawbacks of this first approach, a second synthesis based on doped polypyrrole was developed.  

Main part of the thesis, chapter 8: This chapter deals with a new synthesis approach based on doped 

polypyrrole and represents the main part of this thesis. 

Simple C, N precursor, chapter 8.1/8.2: Previous catalysts that showed high fuel cell performance are 

often based on complex and thus expensive C, N precursors such as ZIF-8 or porphyrins [25, 26]. 

Contrary, simple precursors like polypyrrole or polyvinylpyrolidone show low performances [27-30]. 
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This problem is address in chapter 8.1/8.2 by doping a simple polypyrrole precursor with a low-cost 

organic molecule. 

Iron precursor, chapter 8.3: During the heat treatment of Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis the molecular 

FeNxCy active sites are formed simultaneously with other inorganic iron side phases such as iron 

nanoparticles or iron carbides. Often the fraction of active sites underweights the fraction of iron side 

phases resulting in low active catalyst. The approach presented in chapter 8.3 targets the type of iron 

salt, the latter plays a crucial role on this parameter. Different iron salts are investigated in 

combination with the doped polypyrrole precursor. 

Iron-manganese precursors, chapter 8.4: So-far in acidic media, iron based Fe-N-C catalyst showed the 

highest ORR activity, whereas other transition metals, in particular manganese, show better stability 

[31]. In chapter 8.4 synergetic effects of a bimetallic iron- and manganese-based catalysts are 

investigated, with the aim of obtaining a good stability (Mn) while maintaining a high activity (Fe). 

Heat-treatment and stability, chapter 8.5: Among others, one of the main degradation paths that is 

discussed for Fe-N-C catalysts is carbon corrosion. Previous catalysts often show a highly disordered 

and amorphous carbon structure, latter eases the terms of carbon corrosion induced degradation 

processes [32]. This issue is addressed in chapter 8.5 by investigating the relation between 

heat-treatment temperature and stability for the developed doped polypyrrole catalyst.  

Inorganic side-phases, chapter 8.6: Usually, Fe-N-C catalysts are subjected to an acid leaching step 

after the heat treatment. In principle this step should remove all inorganic iron side phases from the 

catalyst. However, because inorganic iron is often shielded by carbon, Fe-N-C catalyst in reality contain 

high amounts of inorganic phases even after a leaching step. Inorganic iron can leach out during fuel 

cell operation, this leads to severe MEA damage [33]. In chapter 8.6 a leaching method is presented 

which significantly improves the leaching of side phases whereas the active sites stay intact. 

Doping agents, chapter 8.7: To compensate for low volumetric activity of Fe-N-C catalysts, high 

loadings are applied during fuel cell application. However, high cathode catalyst layer loadings lead to 

severe performance losses due to mass transport issues. With respect to this matter, the morphology of 

the catalyst particles as well as their size play an important role on this. Chapter 8.7 investigates the 

influence of different doping agents on the morphology of the catalyst particles with the aim of 

improving performance in the mass transport limited regime of the fuel cell polarization curve. 

A short summary is given in chapter 8.8 by providing fuel cell tests for the best performing catalyst of 

each chapter under comparable operation conditions. The performance of the final catalyst of this 

work is compared with the "best-off" values reported in literature in chapter 9. Likewise, the 
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practicability of the developed synthesis process is briefly discussed in chapter 9. A comprehensive 

summary and an outlook are provided in chapter 10. Further information and an evaluation of the 

reproducibility of the synthesis is found it the appendix. 
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3 Fuel Cells Background Information and Current Scientific Knowledge  

This chapter provides background information for this work. The aim is to draw a detailed picture on 

the current development standpoint of fuel cell technology in general. Even so this work is focused on 

the development of a cathode catalyst, a brief overview of all components of a fuel cell will be given 

following. This is because the dimensions of the individual parts influence each other. Meaning for an 

overall success of the fuel cell technology a comprehensive understanding and balancing of all 

components together is needed. This holds true especially when one considers the costs. As an 

example: even so Fe-N-C catalysts are significantly cheaper than Pt/C catalysts, the overall stack costs 

of a PEMFC system might increase when implementing a Fe-N-C catalyst. The power density of Fe-N-C 

catalysts is usually much lower compared to Pt/C catalysts. This requires a greater cell area in order to 

reach the same power output, meaning more membranes, bipolar plates etc., this drives the costs. This 

subject will be discussed in more detail later in chapter 3.2. 

3.1 Proton-Exchange-Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) 

A fuel cell is an electrochemical power source which utilizes the energy stored in chemical bonds by 

converting it directly into electrical power. There are different types of fuel cells, utilizing different 

fuels or operating at different conditions like temperature or pH-value. The most important types of 

fuel cells are the proton-exchange-membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), the alkaline fuel cell (AFC), the direct 

methanol fuel cell (DMFC), the solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC), the phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) and 

the molten-carbonate fuel cell (MCFC). Figure 4 gives the annually delivered fuel cell power in 

megawatt [34]. Among the different types of fuel cells, the PEMFC dominates the fuel cell market. This 

is because of the high development grade and readiness level of the PEMFC technology. The 

non-precious metal-based ORR catalyst that is developed in this work could be used in PEMFCs, AFCs 

or DMFCs. This thesis will focus on the PEMFC as it is the most widely adopted technology.  

 

Figure 4: Delivered fuel cell power per year with respect to the type of fuel cell. PEMFC, AFC and DMFC are highlighted 

because the developed catalysts of this work could be applied within these fuel cells [34]. 
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General PEMFC Setup and Reaction Equations 

Figure 5 gives a schematic drawing of a PEMFC showing its different components [35]. The different 

components of the fuel cell are arranged in a sandwich-like way with the electrolyte membrane in the 

centre. The occurring chemical reactions are displayed on the right-hand side of Figure 5. Briefly, 

during operation H2 gas is delivered to the anode where it is oxidized by the anode catalyst giving 

hydrogen ions and electrons. The hydrogen ions are migrating through the electrolyte (membrane) 

whereas the electrons are forced through an external circuit to the cathode side. Here, with the help of 

the cathode catalyst, the electrons and the hydrogen ions combine with oxygen which is provided by 

the cathode gas flow to form pure water (and heat). The developed catalyst of this work is applied 

inside the cathode catalyst layer (CCL), it is highlighted red. For an isothermal operation of the fuel 

cell, the products water and heat need to be removed continuously.  

 

Figure 5: Left: schematic drawing of a PEMFC's layout giving the different parts, right: the half-cell and overall cell reactions 

[35]. 

Polarization Curve of the PEMFC  

The performance of a fuel cell is often visualized by its voltage versus current density response, the 

so-called polarization curve. Due to specific irreversible losses, the cell voltage decreases with an 

increasing current density. Figure 6 shows the typical course of a PEMFC polarization curve [36]. 
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Figure 6: PEMFC polarization curve giving the cell voltage versus the current density; the different regions of the irreversible 

voltage losses are caused by mixed potential, activation loss, ohmic resistance and mass transport limitations. Figure adapted 

from [36]. 

 

The actual cell voltage Vcell at a given current density is expressed as the ideal (reversible) voltage E0
ideal 

minus the mixed potential loss Emix, the activation loss Eact, the ohmic resistance loss Eohm and the 

concentration loss Econc: 

 

            
                                ( 1 ) 

Mixed potential losses Emix are caused by fuel crossover through the membrane, electronic conduction 

through the membrane (electronic short) and oxidation of catalyst and electrode materials as a result 

of the fuel crossover. The effects of the mixed potential are strongly depending on the thickness of the 

electrolyte membrane and the tightness of the sealing gasket. In general, the open circuit is lowered by 

values of 5 -10 mV whereas during fuel cell operation, the current density is only affected to minor 

degrees causing current density losses of a few milliamperes. The activation losses Eact are caused by 

the energy barrier which needs to be overcome to drive the cell reactions (ORR and HOR). It is mainly 

a function of temperature, pressure and the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen. The main part of 

this loss is caused by the sluggish ORR kinetics at the cathode. This behavior is explained later in 

Figure 11. Hence, improved ORR catalysts are urgently needed to improve the overall performances of 

PEMFCs. The Ohmic resistance Eohm which is considerably visible for medium current density ranges is 

resulting in a linear voltage loss because it follows the Ohmic law. Smaller parts of this voltage decay 

are caused by electronic resistance of the fuel cell components. The electrons must travel through the 

catalyst layer, the gas-diffusion-layer, the flow fields and the cables to the load. Still, the majority of 

the Ohmic resistance loss is caused by the proton conductivity through the electrolyte. The resistance 

of proton conductivity is much greater than that of electron conduction due to the higher mass of 
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protons. Concentration losses Econc usually occur at higher current densities, respectively lower cell 

potentials. In this region of the polarization curve the reaction rate exceeds the rate at which the 

reactants are delivered, or the product (water) is removed. Hence, mass transport properties become 

the limiting step.  

Flow Plates/Bipolar Plates  

At the outer ends of the PEMFC the flow plates or bipolar plates are positioned. The tasks of these 

plates are [37]: 

 delivering and distributing the gas flows  

 fixing the cell by bringing mechanical stability  

 separating individual cells of a stack  

 carrying the current away from the cell  

 facilitating the heat management. 

Depending on the application type of the PEMFC, the flow plates are manufactured from different 

materials, such as steel, stainless steel, titanium, titanium alloys, electrographite, polymer-carbon-/ or 

polymer-metal-composites [37-39]. A variety of different designs and geometries of flow plates have 

been realized, some important ones are given in Figure 7 [39].  

 

Figure 7: Different designs and geometries of flow plates: parallel flow-channel (a), parallel-serpentine flow-channel (b), pillar 

flow-channel (c) [40], Honda FXC Clarity wave flow-channel with cooling technology (d) [41], Toyota Mirai 3D fine-mesh flow-

field (e) [42] and graphene foam flow field (f) [43].  

To this day, the bipolar plates account for 20 - 30 % of the costs, 60 - 80 % of the weight and 80 % of 

volume of a PEMFC stack [44-49]. Key parameters that have to be concerned in the development of 

improved bipolar plates according to the Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) are the costs, the plate's 
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weight, the H2 permeation rate, the corrosion at anode and cathode respectively, the electrical 

conductivity, the interfacial contact resistance, the flexural strength and the forming elongation [50]. 

Gas Diffusion Layer  

The gas diffusion layer (GDL) is typically made from carbon paper or woven carbon fabrics [51]. The 

major tasks of this layer are: 

 the electronic connection between catalyst layer and flow plate 

 a mechanical strengthening of the membrane electrode assembly  

 the protection of the catalyst layer from corrosion and erosion from the gas flow 

 the enhancement of the gas transport into the catalyst layer, including the transport of water 

vapour into the catalyst layer and the membrane 

 the facilitation of the removal of liquid water which is mainly produced by the catalytic 

reduction of O2
  at the cathode. 

To realize these substantial tasks, the carbon fibers of the GDL are coated or treated with a 

hydrophobic agent e.g. PTFE. The GDL's side which is facing the catalyst layer is coated with a 

microporous layer (MPL), typically carbon black or carbon black impregnated with PTFE is used. As 

mentioned in [52] the exact manner of functioning of the MPL is still being debated. Explanations of 

the improved performance of PEMFCs comprising a MPL are an increased removal of water from the 

cathode by increasing the temperature of the electrodes and preventing condensed water to re-enter 

from the flow-channels and an increased force of water towards the anode side [53-59]. Figure 8 

illustrates the structure of a GDL and shows its location within the PEMFC [52], [60].  

 

Figure 8: Location of the GDL between flow field and catalyst layer inside the PEMFC (a) [52] and artificially colored SEM 

image giving the cross section of a GDL highlighting macroporous carbon fiber layer (blue) and microporous carbon black 

layer (red) [60]. 

Important parameters for evaluating GDLs are the gas permeability, the hydrophobicity, the pore 

structure, the porosity and the surface morphology [61]. 
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Electrolyte Membrane 

The core part of the fuel cell is the so-called membrane-electrode-assembly (MEA). The MEA comprises 

of the membrane embedded by the anode catalyst layer on one side and the cathode catalyst layer on 

the other side. The membrane of PEMFCs is usually a perfluorinated ionomer. Commercially available 

products are for instance NafionTM, Aquivion®, Fumion®, AciplexTM, 3MTM, FlemionTM or HyflonTM. 

These perfluorosulfanic acid (PFSA) copolymers are mostly synthesized through a free radical 

polymerization of perfluorianted vinyl ether sulfonyl fluoride (PVESF) with tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) 

[62]. The two main features of the obtained copolymer are the hydrophobic backbone and the sulfonic 

acid functional group attached through the side chain. The latter is responsible for the cation 

conductivity. The structures of important PFSA copolymers are shown in Figure 9. 

  

Figure 9: Chemical structure of NafionTM showing the different possible compositions influenced by the values of the 

parameters x, y, n and m (a) [63], cluster network model proposed for hydrated PFSA membranes [64] (b) and structure and 

length of the side chain from different PFSA copolymers [65].  

The most relevant parameter considering the PFSA copolymers is the so-called equivalent weight 

(EW). It is calculated as the weight of dry polymer per mole ion conducting SO3
- sites. Which means it 

is determined by the average distance between side chains along the backbone [66] and corresponds 

to the inverse of the ion exchange capacity (IEC) [67]. Lower EWs usually mean higher proton 

conductivities but more severe swelling and less mechanical stability through water uptake. Still, the 

correlation is not straight forward as it was found that AciplexTM S-1112 (EW: 1050) shows the same 

proton conductivity as FlemionTM LSH-180 (EW: 1099) of 0.13 S cm-1 at 25°C [68]. This behavior was 

explained by the additional water uptake of AciplexTM which compensates the increase of ion 

concentration in comparison to the FlemionTM membrane. Hence, not ion concentration but water 

mobility is the decisive factor [69]. Figure 9 b) further shows the arrangement of the polymer 

backbone and the polymer side chain into different domains. As illustrated, the TFE backbone of the 
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PFSA ionomer forms a hydrophobic crystalline region providing thermal and chemical stability. The 

side chains form hydrophilic channels adsorbing water and enabling the conductivity of protons [70, 

71]. To meet the high life time requirements of several thousand hours of operation, state-of-the-art 

electrolyte membranes further comprise of a mechanical reinforcement layer, mostly PTFE. In 

particular, thin membranes show low resistance for proton conductivity and advantages considering 

water management. Contrarily, thinner membranes show less mechanical stability. Mechanical stress 

on the membrane is occurring for instance during the fabrication of the MEA (exposure to organic 

solvents), through water uptake during fuel cell operation or during freeze-thaw cycles, occurring 

during the dynamic operation in vehicles [69]. Reinforced membranes usually show thicknesses of 

25 - 35 µm, whereas their mechanical strength is comparable to non-reinforced membranes of 175 µm 

[69, 72]. Commercially available reinforced membranes often consist of a stabilizing polymer matrix 

(PTFE or PE) which is filled with a PFSA resin. Examples are the Gore-Select®, Gore® Primera®, 

NafionTM XL or Flemion® RF2. Despite the mechanical stress, electrolyte membranes also need to 

withstand the influence of chemical attack. In particular, the appearance of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) such as hydroxyl or hydroperoxyl radicals play a major role in the degradation of membranes 

[73]. Cerium-ions or CeO2 is applied to quench these radicals. A more detailed description on this 

matter will be given in the part considering the catalyst layer. 

Catalyst Layer 

Figure 10 shows the schematic of a PEMFC's cathode catalyst layer (CCL) and its interaction with the 

microporous layer (MPL) and the membrane [74].  

 

Figure 10: Composition of the cathode catalyst layer (CCL) showing binder, catalyst particles and catalyst support. Transport of 

reactants and products is illustrated by the interaction of the CCL with the membrane and the microporous layer (MPL) [74].  

As it is apparent, the catalyst layer of a fuel cell comprises of several different materials. Those are the 

catalyst particles, the catalyst support and the binder, each fulfilling a specific task. The catalytically 
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active material is platinum (Pt) nanoparticles (NPs). The Pt-NPs catalyze the reduction of O2 to water 

on the cathode side of the PEMFC and the oxidation of H2 into protons and electrons on the anode. To 

this date, Pt (Pt-alloy will be discussed later) is the best choice for both the hydrogen oxidation 

reaction (HOR) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). However, as illustrated in Figure 11, Pt is 

not an ideal catalyst for the ORR. In fact, the ORR on pure Pt shows sluggish reaction kinetics, 

resulting in severe over-potentials [75].  

 

Figure 11: Illustration of the over-potentials for the redox reaction pairs HOR/HER and ORR/OER of Pt [75].  

To compensate for this over-potential loss a much greater amount of the precious Pt is required for the 

ORR in the CCL than for the HOR at the anode. Thus, making the cathode catalyst the major cost 

driver for PEMFC systems. Since mainly the surface atoms contribute to the activity, the Pt is applied in 

the form of nanoparticles. The smaller the particles are, the higher is their surface area to volume ratio 

and the better is the utilization of the precious Pt. However, in situ XAS measurements showed that for 

Pt clusters with a size of 50 Å and lower, compounds like H, OH, or CO bind very strong [76]. H 

adsorption is as strong that structure and morphology changes in the particle are induced. Likewise, 

the ORR is inhibited by the strong adsorption of OH. Furthermore, the increase in curvature of smaller 

particles increases their surface energy. This leads to a change in thermodynamics of the dissolution of 

the particles (Gibbs-Thomson Effect), making them significantly less stable than bigger particles [77]. 

Hence, for real world fuel cell application, a compromise of Pt-NP size considering activity, stability 

and Pt utilization (costs) is needed, it is typically found in the range of 2-10 nm.  

Today's cathode fuel cell catalyst particles usually comprise of a second less precious metal in addition 

to Pt. These simple bimetallic PtM (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, ...) catalysts show Pt-mass-based activity 

enhancement of 1.5 - 2.5 compared to pure Pt catalysts [78-81]. Whereas so-called dealloyed 

bimetallic catalysts show improvements of factor 4 - 8 [82-84]. Dealloyed catalyst particles are 

obtained after a leaching step where the less precious component is leached out from the surface of the 

particle. Among others, cobalt has shown to be the most beneficial considering activity, stability and 
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poisoning behavior. After the leaching and a thermal annealing step of a bimetallic PtCo particle a 

catalyst possessing a platinum-rich surface and a PtCo alloy core is obtained. Hence, precious Pt from 

the core of the particle is substituted with cobalt leading to a better platinum utilization. Furthermore, 

it has been found that the ORR kinetics on dealloyed bimetallic catalysts benefit from a downshift of 

the Pt d-band center relative to the Fermi level [81, 85-87]. The d-band width can be described by 

strain, ligand and particle size effects [88, 89]. The interatomic distance of Pt atoms in Pt-rich shells of 

dealloyed catalysts was found to be smaller than in pure Pt, which revealed the presence of a 

compressive lattice strain [90]. The binding energies of smaller adsorbates like H, O, CO or OH is 

weakened [89]. Hence, the rate determining step of the ORR on Pt-surfaces, which is the removal of 

OHads is facilitated, making the catalyst more active. 

To prevent particle agglomeration, the Pt NPs are dispersed on (or into the pores) of a carbon 

support. Typical carbon supports are Vulcan® XC 72R, Ketjenblack® EC-300J or Black Pearls® 2000. 

Furthermore, the presence of the carbon support strongly influences the transport characteristics of the 

catalyst layer. Carbon blacks have an intrinsically low packing density and high porosity with a void 

volume of about 60 % leading to facilitated gas-transport characteristics [91, 92]. In general, one can 

distinguish between two types of carbon supports; high surface area carbon (HSAC or HSC) and 

medium surface area carbon (MSAC or MSC) supports. HSAC supports possess a greater amount of 

micropores. This allows for a better Pt dispersion and an easier synthesis of Pt-alloy NPs catalyst like 

PtNi, PtCo or PtCu. As shown in Figure 12 a) the catalyst particles are embedded into the micropores 

of the HSAC support [93]. Whereas for MSAC the Pt particles are more likely deposited on the outside 

of the carbon support. 

 

Figure 12: 3D Visualizations (segmented tomograms) of Pt particle deposited on or in different carbon supports (HSC vs 

Vulcan) [93] (a) and impact of the carbon support on the fuel cell performance [94] (b). 

As illustrated in Figure 12 b) this strongly affects both, the transport and the kinetic activity of the 

catalyst [94]. MSAC supported catalysts show particularly good mass transport characteristics due to 
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enhanced oxygen and proton accessibility of the Pt particles. Whereas HSAC supported catalysts show 

3 - 4 times increased performances in the kinetic region. This might be explained by the fact that the 

particles embedded in carbon pores are better shielded from ionomer adsorption. In case of carbon 

corrosion, which mainly occurs during high voltage events like fuel starvation and start-ups or 

shut-downs, the MSAC support shows a better resistance due to a higher degree of graphitization.  

Contrarily, for the case of Pt dissolution, the HSAC based catalysts show a better stability. This is 

caused by a so-called non-intrinsic effect, which is an effect not caused by the properties of the Pt 

itself. Local oversaturation of Ptx+ ions inside the nanopores leads to re-deposition of Pt (confinement 

effect) [95]. Recently developed carbon supports by-pass the issue of low-mass transport properties of 

HSAC supports by introducing precisely engineered pore sizes and depths, see Figure 13 [96]. 

 

Figure 13: Controlled pore size and depth allows for good O2 and H+ mass transport properties, whereas at the same time the 

catalytically active Pt-surface is protected from ionomer adsorption [96].  

The catalyst layers of a fuel cell further comprise of the so-called binder polymer. The binder is 

usually made from the same ionomer as the membrane electrolyte i.e., NafionTM, Aquivion®, Fumion®, 

etc. The tasks of the binder are to facilitate the proton transport inside the catalyst layer, give 

mechanical stability and to enhance the water transport. The same parameters as for the membrane 

also apply for the binder. These are the equivalent weight and the side chain length of the polymer. 

Further, the overall weight content of the binder inside the catalyst layer, which is either given in 

weight percentage or as the ratio between binder and carbon support. Typically, values between 30 to 

40 wt% of binder are applied inside the catalyst layers. A precise adjustment of the mentioned 

parameters of the binder is crucial to achieve a good fuel cell performance. For instance, catalyst layers 

with high binder contents show good proton conductivities, whereas at the same time mass transport 

resistance is increasing with higher binder content. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 14 [97]. 
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Figure 14: Influence of the ionomer content inside the catalyst layer; low ionomer contents show low mass transport 

resistances and low proton conductivities, high ionomer contents show high mass transport resistances and high proton 

conductivities, a balanced ionomer content is needed to fit both needs [97]. 

Likewise, the length of the side chain influences the mass transport behavior, especially in combination 

with HSAC supported catalysts. Long side chains tend to reach far into the micropores of the catalyst 

support blocking the channels to the catalyst particles for the oxygen molecules. Several strategies 

have been applied to enhance the mass transport characteristics of the catalyst layer. For instance, 

stiffening of the ionomer backbone through chemical modification with aryl-groups increased the 

oxygen permeability, this is illustrated in Figure 15 [22]. 

 

Figure 15: Catalyst particles covered with conventional ionomer (a) and a backbone modified ionomer possessing a higher O2 

permeability (b) [22]. 

Furthermore, ionomer distribution plays an important role for the fuel cell performance [97, 98]. As 

shown in Figure 16 nitrogen functionalization of the carbon support strongly improves the distribution 

of the ionomer [97].  

 

Figure 16: The Coulomb interactions between ionomer and nitrogen functional groups of the support lead to uniformly 

dispersed ionomer inside the catalyst layer [97]. 
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Additional components that are required in the catalyst layer, especially for long-time durability of 

the fuel cell are for instance radical scavengers or oxygen evolution catalysts (OER). Radical 

scavengers are mainly applied in the form of CeO2 particles to prevent the degradation of the PFSA 

ionomer (binder and membrane)[73, 99, 100]. Radical oxygen species (ROS) namely hydroxyl and 

hydroperoxyl radicals are the main driving force of chemical degradation of the MEA. Figure 17 shows 

the mechanism of CeO2 reacting with these radicals [101]. Thereby, cerium strongly benefits from its 

ability of facilely switching the oxidation states +3 and +4 back and forth.  

 

Figure 17: Reaction pathways of Ce(IV)O2 quenching radical oxygen species [101]. 

OER catalyst like IrO2 might be applied for both the anode and the cathode catalyst layer. In both cases 

the OER catalyst protects the carbon support from undergoing carbon oxidation reaction (COR). COR 

occurs during high voltage events. In such event, the OER catalyst protects the carbon support by 

favoring the OER over the COR. For the anode the high voltage events are caused by fuel-starvation 

[102]. At the cathode start-up and shut-down leads to high potentials [103].  
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3.2 Current Cost Status and Goals for the Automotive Fuel Cell Industry 

In the course of this chapter a brief statement on some of the most important (recent) developments 

and the current status of PEMFC systems will be made. The view will be focused on criteria 

considering costs, performance and durability for the application of the PEMFC as propulsion 

technique for vehicles. Future goals and targets will be discussed with respect to (cathode) catalyst 

development. 

PEMFC System Cost Development 

The overall cost of a PEMFC system compose of the cost for the fuel cell stack and the cost for the 

balance of the plant (BOP) [104]. Inside the fuel cell stack the electrochemical reaction happens. The 

BOP is needed to ensure that the stack runs properly. It should be mentioned that in general fuel cell 

system cost reduction can be achieved by several different strategies. For instance, by simplification of 

individual parts or by complete elimination of parts. Still, in the recent years increasing the power 

density of the stack lead to the largest reduction in cost. This is because an increased power density 

allows for a smaller stack size. Therefore, the cost of all stack components (membrane, GDL, flow-field, 

etc.) decrease proportionally.  

Figure 18 shows the significant progress that has been made since 2006 in reducing the overall fuel 

cell system cost [19]. The numbers are extrapolated assuming either an annual production rate of 

100,000 systems or 500,000 systems per year. The latter is based on the assumption of a successful 

implementation of PEMFC systems in passenger cars. A reduction of 67 % from 140 $ KWnet
-1 in 2006 

to 45 $ KWnet
-1 in 2018 has been achieved. Still, the target costs of 30 $ KWnet

-1 set by the U.S. 

Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) remains a big challenge [19]. 

 

Figure 18: Development of the cost for a 80 kWnet PEMFC system since 2006 [19]. 
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Important steps that lead to this significant reduction in cost have been realized for instance by Toyota 

Motor Corporation for their passenger car Toyota Mirai [105]. Cost reduction was achieved by a new 

3-D flow field design which allows for better water removal and lower gas transport resistance. 

Furthermore, previously used gold coated stainless steel separators were replaced with carbon coated 

titanium ones. Most decisively, the ORR activity increased by factor 1.8 in comparison to previous 

systems (prototype model of 2008). By implementation of a PtCo catalyst supported on not hollow 

carbon but on solid core type support, the Pt utilization was increased significantly. Table 3 gives an 

overview of estimated key data considering the fuel cell stack of the Toyota Mirai [106].  

Table 3: Key data of the PEMFC stack of the Toyota Mirai Model [106].  

Stack Power Net/Gross 91 kW/114 kW 

Cell Voltage 0.67 V 

Cells per Stack 370 

Power Density 1,295 mW cm-2 

Stack Pressure (estimated) 2.5 atm 

Total Pt loading 0.3 mg cm-2 or ~35 gPt per vehicle 

 

Figure 19 shows the fuel cell performance of a Pt-alloy catalyst in comparison to Pt/C [94]. Higher 

performance is reached for PtCo in comparison to Pt, even at a lower total Pt-loading. Still, the Toyota 

Mirai has an estimated fuel cell system cost of 233 $ kWnet
-1 at a production rate of 1,000 systems per 

year [106]. As listed in Table 3, these high costs are mainly due to the great amount of Pt which is 

needed, 35 gPt per vehicle.  

 

Figure 19: FC performance difference of a PtCo catalyst and a Pt catalyst. Even with lower total Pt  loading the PtCo catalyst 

shows higher current densities [94]. 
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Current Status and Ultimate Goals 

Following this very brief summary of some of the important development in cost reduction made 

during the recent years, Table 4 summarizes the current status and ultimate targets of cost and 

durability for PEMFC systems published by the U.S. DOE [19, 20].  

Table 4: Current status and ultimate technology targets considering cost and durability of PEMFC systems for the application 

in LDVs and MDVs [19, 20].  

Category Light Duty Vehicle (LDV) Medium Duty Vehicle (MDV) 

System Size / kWnet 80 160 

Cost Status / $ KWnet
-1 46.16 92 

Cost Target / $ KWnet
-1 30 60 

Durability Status / hours 5,000 - 8,000 - 

Durability Target / hours 8,000 30,000 

Contribution of Catalysts to Costs / % 43 53 

 

Depending on the type of application, the numbers are given for light duty vehicles (LDVs) and 

medium duty vehicles (MDVs). LDVs include vehicles with a power up to 80 kW, which is typically 

needed for passenger cars. A power of 160 kW is needed for MDVs such as vans, buses and smaller 

trucks. Whereas for LDVs the durability goals of 5,000 to 8,000 hours of operation can widely be met 

with today's technology, it is difficult to identify clear numbers for the MDV case. This work focusses 

on LDVs. The durability target for MDVs however is significantly higher, up to 30,000 hours of 

operation are needed. Still, for both LDVs and MDVs the cost of the PEMFC system need to decrease to 

about two third of the currently reported numbers. Hence, a major challenge that keeps PEMFC 

developers occupied is the reduction of stack costs. As further listed in Table 4, the main single 

contributor to the costs of a PEMFC are the catalysts.  

Table 5 gives an overview of important parameters of the state-of-the-art LDV PEMFC system 

published by the U.S. DOE in 2018 [20]. The Pt-demand is currently reduced to ~10 g per vehicle. 
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Table 5: Key data of the state-of-the-art PEMFC stack published by U.S. DOE in 2018 [20].  

Stack Power Net/Gross 80 kW/87.1 kW 

Cell Voltage 0.663 V 

Cells per Stack 377 

Power Density 1,165 mW cm-2 

Stack Pressure (estimated) 2.5 atm 

Total Pt loading 0.125 mg cm-2 or ~10 gPt per vehicle 

System Cost (500,000 systems per 

year) 
46.16 $ kWnet

-1 

Membrane 14 µm Nafion, 850 EW on ePTFE 

 

 
Point of Weakness: The Cathode Catalyst Layer  

As mentioned before, there are several strategies to decrease the fuel cell stack costs, but power 

density is the most favorable one. This is because the cost of all stack components decreases 

proportionally as power density increases. The question arises, what are the reasons for low fuel cell 

power densities? Figure 20 a) shows the voltage losses occurring for U.S. DOE's 2018 state-of-the-art 

membrane electrode assembly operating at 2 A cm-2 and 3 A cm-2 [21]. As it is apparent, ORR kinetics 

are the biggest contributor to voltage loss followed by the Ohmic resistance losses (proton transport 

resistance and electronic resistance) and the local O2-transport losses [104]. Both ORR kinetics and 

local O2-transport are associated with the cathode of the fuel cell, meaning the cathode catalyst itself 

and the cathode catalyst layer.  

 

Figure 20: Voltage loss of U.S. DOE's 2018 PEMFC system operating at 2 A cm-2 or 3 A cm-2 (a) and state-of-the-art PEMFC stack 

costs in relation to the yearly production rate (b) [19, 21]. 
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Not only is the cathode catalyst responsible for the most severe voltage losses, leading to high costs 

due to low power densities on a "passive" way, but it also contributes significantly on an active/direct 

way to the fuel cell costs. Figure 20 b) shows the cost of the U.S. DOE's 2018 PEMFC stack broken 

down by the individual components with respect to the annual production rate [19]. As it appears, the 

main position of PEMFC stack cost comes from the catalysts, contributing with over 40 % at a 

production rate of 500,000 systems per year. The notation "catalyst and application" from Figure 20 b) 

refers to both cathode and anode catalyst, still the cathode catalyst is the decisive factor (0.1 mgPt
 cm-2 

for cathode versus 0.025 mgPt
 cm-2 for anode). Whereas other components become significantly 

cheaper at high production rates the relative cost contribution of the catalysts to the stack costs 

increases with increasing production rate. This is because of the production rate-independent high 

material costs of Pt.  

To have a closer look at the costs of the cathode catalyst, Table 6 lists the costs of the individual 

production steps of the state-of-the-art (U.S. DOE 2018) d-PtCo/HSC-f cathode catalyst with respect to 

the annual production rate [20]. The precursor materials, mainly Pt, contribute significantly to the 

cost. At a high production rate of 500,000 systems per year the cost of the cathode catalyst for one 80 

kWnet PEMFC system (one LDV) are 481.55 $. Whereas 466.64 $ or 97 % come from the precursor 

materials alone, mainly Pt. 

Table 6: Precursor and individual synthesis steps cost of the U.S. DOE's 2018 state-of-the-art cathode catalyst, d-PtCo/HSC-f 

with respect to the annual production rate of a 80 kWnet system [20]. 

Step #  

$/system 

1,000 

sys/year 

10,000 

sys/year 

50,000 

sys/year 

100,000 

sys/year 

500,000 

sys/year 

#1 Pt/HSC Precursor $722.75 $647.74 507.92 487.54 466.64 

#2 Pt/HSC Filtration $15.7 $6.29 $1.38 $0.78 $0.31 

#3 Pt/HSC Wash $6.03 $2.76 $0.65 $0.47 $0.32 

#4 Catalyst PtCo/HSC 

Precursor 
$14.99 $8.58 $3.49 $2.45 $1.20 

#5 Precursor Filtration $18.35 $9.18 $2.08 $1.06 $0.21 

#6 Precursor Wash $6.87 $2.51 $0.49 $0.27 $0.08 

#7 Precursor Drying $47.39 $17.02 $3.24 $1.71 $0.42 

#8 Precursor Crushing $24.83 $8.88 $1.90 $0.98 $0.21 

#9 Precursor Annealing $131.08 $47.50 $9.38 $5.18 $3.73 

#10 Catalyst Dealloying $62.82 $34.99 $8.63 $4.94 $1.74 
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#11 Catalyst Filtration $17.90 $8.76 $1.97 $1.00 $0.20 

#12 Catalyst Wash $6.87 $2.51 $0.49 $0.27 $0.08 

#13 Catalyst Dry $47.99 $17.91 $3.71 $2.19 $1.32 

#14 Catalyst Crushing $25.04 $9.42 $2.23 $1.30 $0.28 

#15 Quality Control $6.67 $9.49 $5.42 $5.32 $4.59 

#16 Packaging $11.22 $4.14 $1.00 $0.59 $0.23 

Sum 

$/system 
$1,116.52 $837.68 $553.98 $516.05 $481.55 

 

In addition to the high costs of Pt, its availability on the world market is critical. Figure 21 gives the 

mining production of Pt per country [23]. Approximately, 72 % of the worldwide mined Pt in 2019 

came from South Africa. Furthermore, over 92 % of Pt-supply came from the top three mining 

countries South Africa, Russia and Zimbabwe. Hence, Pt-based catalysts make the fuel cell industry in 

the US or Europe highly depended on a small number of countries of origin.  

 

Figure 21: Mined platinum in tons by the year 2019 with respect to country and worldwide [23]. 

This dependency comes along with potential of geopolitical risks. The possible outcome of geopolitical 

tension and such one-sided relations considering raw materials can be seen for palladium. After the 

geopolitical tension related to the Ukraine conflict, Russia the world leading palladium miner adjusted 

its production rates to account for other economic sanctions [107-109]. In combination with other 

factors, the price for one fine ounce of palladium rose from 797 $ in 2014 to 1909 $ in 2019 [110].  
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Both, Pt and Co are listed on the so-called list of critical raw materials released by the EU in 2014 and 

updated in 2017 [111]. It is also an explicit goal of the more recent European Green Deal to reach an 

economy "[...] where economic growth is decoupled from resource use." [13].  

A study conducted by the Roland Berger GmbH in 2013 pointed out another problem related to Pt-use 

in fuel cells [112]. Two possible scenarios were considered, the outcome is illustrated in Figure 22. In 

Bernhart et al. it is stated: 

"Scenario A reflects [...]: global production of 300,000 fuel cell vehicles from 2020 onward with a 

platinum load of about 16 g/vehicle (0.15 mgPt cm-2, 300 cm² per MEA and 350 MEAs per stack). 

Assuming that the annual global production of light vehicles exceeds 100 million units by 2020, this 

scenario allocates less than 0.3% of the market to fuel cell vehicles, a rather conservative estimate. 

However, even in this scenario, the demand for platinum would increase by 2% compared to 2012 levels 

[...] Scenario B assumes that fuel cell vehicles will become a fully cost-competitive alternative and 

therefore forecasts global annual production of 5 million fuel cells [...] accounting for about 5% of the 

global market. What's more, each vehicle will require only 10 g of platinum per vehicle instead of 16 g as 

in Scenario A. As a result, platinum demand would rise 21% from 2012 levels. Considering the 

current state of the platinum industry, it seems unlikely that this demand will be met at today's price 

levels." [112] 

 

Figure 22: Impact of fuel cell vehicles on platinum demand, study performed 2013 by Roland Berger [112].  

The Pt loading of ~10 g per vehicle can already be achieved with today's (2020) technology. Still, the 

work from Bernhart et al. clearly shows that in order to become a worldwide success in the automotive 

industry, fuel cells need to perform with even less precious metal. A more recent study from 2016 by 
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Kongkanand and Mathias (General Motors) concluded that "Considering both the cost to consumer and 

the supply−demand relation in the precious metal market, a stretch target of 0.0625 gPGM kWgross
-1(∼ 

6 gPGM per vehicle) appears appropriate."[22]. 

To briefly summarize this chapter: Fuel cell technique made significant improvements over the last 

decades. Pt demand of PEMFC systems design for the application in LDVs (80 kWnet) declined to ~ 

10 g per vehicle. Costs have been reduced to 46.16 $ kWnet
-1. Despite these promising outcome major 

challenges remain. In order to become a worldwide success, Pt demands of ~ 6 g per vehicle and cost 

of 30 $ kWnet
-1 have to be reached. The cathode catalyst of PEMFC remains the point of weakness and 

there are five major reasons why: 

(1) Major voltage losses occur because of sluggish ORR kinetics and local O2-transport resistance, this 

leads to low power densities and drives proportionally the cost of all stack components. 

(2) Cathode catalysts rely on Pt which accounts for 43 % of the stack costs at a production rate of 

500,000 systems per year. 

(3) A scale-up of the production rate would minimize the costs of all stack components except those of 

the precious raw material Pt. 

(4) Pt is a critical raw-material, 92 % of the yearly output is mined in just three countries.  

(5) If implemented worldwide on a million-production rate scale, current Pt demand (~10 g per 

vehicle) will put pressure on the world market and lift the price of the rare metal further.  
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4 Non-Precious Metal-Based ORR Catalysts 

In the previous chapter, five challenges related to the current state-of-the-art Pt-based cathode 

catalysts have been presented. There are two technical approaches to cope with the dependence on Pt:  

(1) Lowering the Pt-demand by increasing the activity or Pt-utilization with respect to the currently 

best performing catalyst (d-PtCo-HSAC-f, see Table 5). 

(2) Complete elimination of the precious metals (cathode-side) by implementing catalyst that rely 

on non-precious metals. 

Solutions dealing with approach (1) include, shape-controlled nanoparticles, nano-structured thin 

films or highly ordered dealloyed Pt-based catalysts including vapour deposited catalysts and Pt 

monolayer catalysts [96, 113-118]. Solutions for approach (2) consider nitrogen doped carbon 

materials in conjunction with transition metals (mainly Fe and Co) or metal oxides of the 4th and 5th 

main group of the periodic table (e.g. zirconium, tantalum, titanium or niobium) [25, 119-124]. 

Promising results have also been achieved by combination of non-precious metal-based catalysts and 

low amounts of Pt [125-127]. Still, all these strategies come with certain downsides. Mostly, they fail 

at long-term stability or scale-up possibilities. It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss pros and 

cons of all the mentioned strategies in detail.  

This thesis deals with the synthesis of a precious metal free catalyst. It is based on a transition metal 

and nitrogen doped carbon. These materials have an enormous potential considering the reduction of 

stack costs and avoid the problems related to the critical raw-material Pt. In general, this class of 

catalysts comprise of a highly porous carbonized framework which is doped with one or several 

heteroatoms (N, S, O) and one or several transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, V, Cr, Cu) [128-136]. 

While the combination of N and Fe or Co showed the best results so far [25, 128, 134, 137-141]. These 

catalysts are referred to as non-precious metal catalysts (NPMC) or depending on the metal 

heteroatom combination as iron-nitrogen-carbon (Fe-N-C), cobalt-nitrogen-carbon (Co-N-C), iron-

cobalt-nitrogen-carbon (FeCo-N-C) or generally as metal-nitrogen-carbon (Me-N-C) catalysts. With 

respect to the structure of the active site the notation FeN4-catalyst or FeNxCy catalyst is also common. 

4.1 Non-Precious Metal Based Catalysts: Enormous Potential of Cost Reduction  

In principle, Me-N-C catalysts have the ability to replace Pt, with a cheap and earth-abundant 

transition metal such as Fe. This chapter shows the potential of this precious metal free technology 

considering fuel cell stack costs, independently from the remaining technological challenges. In 

particular, significant progress related to NPMC has been achieved by researchers from the Los Alamos 
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National Laboratory (LANL). Here a polyaniline based synthesis approach has been developed [122, 

140]. For this catalyst design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) cost analysis by Strategic 

Analysis Inc. was performed [142]. This cost analysis provides a first insight. Since no details of the 

analysis were published, the following numbers should be considered as a rough guidance rather than 

a confirmed benchmark.  

Table 7 gives the cathode catalyst costs for an 80 kWnet fuel cell system at different annual production 

rates. The state-of-the-art Pt-based catalyst, d-PtCo-HSAC-f is compared to the Fe-N-C catalyst from the 

LANL, PANI-C-Fe. The costs for the Fe-N-C catalyst are significantly lower than those of the Pt-based 

catalyst. At a production rate of 500,000 systems per year d-PtCo-HSAC-f is almost 15 times more 

expensive than PANI-C-Fe. 

Table 7: Cathode catalyst costs per 80 kWnet system in dependence of the production rate for U.S. DOE's 2018 Pt-based 

catalyst d-PtCo-HSAC-f and NPM based catalyst from Pajarito Powders PANI-C-Fe [20, 142]. 

Production rate 1,000 

sys/year 

10,000 

sys/year 

100,000 

sys/year 

500,000 

sys/year 

d-PtCo-HSAC-f $1,116.52 $837.68 $516.05 $481.55 

PANI-C-Fe $57.4 $39.8 $34.3 $32.4 

 

However, the sole comparison of the catalyst costs gives an incomplete picture. The complete costs 

always need to consider the cost of the fuel cell stack. As mentioned in chapter 3.2, power density 

plays a crucial role for the fuel cell stack costs because it correlates with the size of the stack. Fe-N-C 

catalysts already achieve power densities similar to Pt/C under H2/O2 [25, 143]. However, their low 

volumetric activity requires for high catalyst loadings, leading to severe mass transport losses under 

H2/air. Hence, the power densities of Me-N-C catalysts are still lower than that of Pt/C and even lower 

than that of bimetallic PtCo/C catalysts under H2/air conditions. Considering today's Me-N-C catalyst 

performances, two fuel cell stacks would be required to reach a performance of 80 kWnet. For the 

Pt-based materials one stack is sufficient, due to the higher power densities.  
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Figure 23 shows the effect of the MEA power density of the PANI-C-Fe catalyst based MEA on the 

stack costs [142].  

 

Figure 23: Effect of MEA power density of the PANI-C-Fe catalyst based MEA (LANL) on the fuel cell stack costs [142]. 

Apparently, for 600 mW cm-2 a significant drop in stack costs appears. From this power density 

onwards, only one stack is required to reach 80 kWnet. The DFMA cost analysis concludes that the 

PANI-C-Fe catalyst shows major catalyst cost and per-stack cost advantages over Pt-based catalysts. 

Still, the power densities of NPMC needs to improve "in order for catalyst costs to make a significant 

impact on the stack costs [142]". 

The perspective on this remaining challenge for Me-N-C catalyst is however quite promising. Precise 

balancing of parameters has shown to enhance power densities of Me-N-C based MEAs significantly. 

Those parameters consider the catalyst layer and MEA fabrication, for instance CCL hydrophobicity or 

thickness, contact pressure, ionomer EW, ionomer type or ionomer content [144, 145]. A power 

density of 570 mW cm-2 under H2/air was achieved by Banham et al. after optimization of the ionomer 

content in the CCL [145]. 

4.2 Instability of Me-N-C Catalysts 

The major drawback of Me-N-C catalysts is their instability under fuel cell conditions. Within the first 

100 hours of potentiostatic fuel cell operation the current density of Me-N-C based MEAs usually 

declines by 40 - 80 % [25, 146]. Whereas mostly a two-phase degradation process is observed. Within 

in the first phase (0 - 24 h) a sharp performance loss of up to 50 % of the initial value occurs. The 

second phase is characterized by a slower sometimes linear decrease in performance. To this day, the 

underlying mechanism of this performance decay of Me-N-C catalysts is not fully understood. Four 

main degradation mechanism have been proposed [147-151]. Those are:  
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(1) the flooding of micropores with water  

(2) active-site protonation and anion adsorption 

(3) demetallation of active-sites and spectator phases  

(4) carbon oxidation induced by water or H2O2/ROS.  

Whereas the main issue of Me-N-C degradation is still being debated, it is likely that a combination of 

the mentioned degradation paths applies.  

In 2016 Zhang et al. suggested that micropore flooding might be responsible for the initial current 

decay of Me-N-C catalysts [147]. It was stated that oxidation of the carbon support leads to an 

increased hydrophilicity and that consequently water is blocking the micropores of the catalyst where 

the most active sites are hosted. Contrary, in-situ fuel cell measurements monitoring the change in 

double layer capacity following cyclic voltammetry conducted by Choi et al. revealed that most of the 

catalyst is already wetted at beginning of life (B.o.L.) [148]. Further, the performance behavior 

observed by Choi et al. showed that primarily the kinetic region and not the mass transport region of 

the polarization curve is affected. Hence, micropore flooding seems not to be the major reason for the 

performance decay of Me-N-C catalysts. 

Protonation of the nitrogen atom of the Me-N4 active site was proposed by Liu et al. [152]. 

Comparing the stability of two catalysts, one containing pyridinic-N and graphitic-N the other 

containing graphitic-N only lead to this hypothesis. The higher stability of the graphitic-N catalyst was 

explained because it cannot be protonated, whereas pyridinic-N can be protonated due to its electron 

lone pair. Banham et al. argued that this hypothesis is false because of the different activities of the 

catalysts during acidic RDE testing [150]. Herranz et al. proposed that following the N-protonation of 

a neighboring N-atom of the MeN4 site anion adsorption lowers the TOF of the active-center [151]. 

This deactivation process is still under debate [146, 147].  

Demetallation or leaching of metal from Me-N-C catalysts has been under investigations since decades 

[150, 153]. Especially because of the thermodynamic instability of the respective transition metals. 

Figure 24 shows the Pourbaix diagram of iron [154].  
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Figure 24: Pourbaix diagram of iron, showing the thermodynamic instability of iron under PEMFC conditions [154]. 

Baranton et al. investigated non-pyrolyzed iron phthalocyanine (FePc) via in-situ infrared reflectance 

spectroscopy and found that the iron inside the macrocycle is substituted by two protons, giving H2Pc a 

significantly less ORR active complex [155]. The substitution occurred under O2 but not under Ar. It 

was concluded that the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ in the presence of O2 leads to a smaller ion radius, 

making it less stable inside the macrocycle [155, 156]. For the case of pyrolyzed Me-N-C catalysts, 

Choi et al. applied inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and differential mass 

spectrometry (DEMS). It was found that iron side phases (formed as by-product during the pyrolysis 

process, not active for ORR) such as iron carbides or iron nanoparticles are prone to dissolution 

whereas MeN4 moieties seemed stable (Ar, 0 - 1.0 V vs RHE, 0.1 M HClO4) [33, 157]. Recently, 

Chenitz et al. proposed that the initial sharp current decay of Me-N-C catalysts is due to the fast mass 

(water, protons and O2) flux through the micropores where most of the MeN4 active sites are hosted 

[158]. The fast water flux in the pores flushes out the iron ions according to the Le Chatelier principle. 

The stable thermodynamic equilibrium of MeN4/M2+ is therefore not valid in micropores.  

Independent from the mechanism, the destructive impact of leaching MeX+ cations from the MeN4 

active site is immense. The performance suffers two-fold. First, active sites are being destroyed and 

second, the leached MeX+ cations cause further damage to the MEA. Li et al. showed that operating a 

fuel cell with an air stream containing 5 ppm Fe3+ leads to complete fuel cell failure due to membrane 

pinhole formation after 191 h [159]. Figure 25 shows the impact of soaking a fuel cell membrane with 

ppm amounts of Fe2+cations on the measured polarization curve [160]. 
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Figure 25: The impact of soaking a NafionTM membrane in Fe2+ containing solution: Severe performance loss in the 

polarization curve [160]. 

MeX+ cations bind much stronger to the sulfonate-group of the ionomer than protons leading to 

irreversible loss in proton conductivity. Further, Fe2+ ions damage the MEA through reacting with H2O2 

via Fenton reaction. This will be described in the following section considering carbon oxidation.  

The standard thermodynamic potential of carbon oxidation by water is 207 mV (vs. RHE). However, 

carbon oxidation is usually detected at severe over-potentials of several hundred mV. Even though 

Me-N-C catalysts often show disordered carbon phases which in general are oxidized at lower 

potentials, Choi et al. detected no CO2 formation during DEMS experiments for their Me-N-C catalyst 

at potentials lower than 900 mV (Ar, 0.1 M HClO4)  [157]. Furthermore, the sharp current decay 

within the first hours of operation occurs mostly potential independent and thus cannot be explained 

by simple water induced carbon oxidation alone [158]. However, the oxidation of the carbon surface 

most likely occurs at lower potentials, introducing oxygen containing surface groups like -COOH [27, 

161]. According to Choi et al. those surface groups lower the TOF of nearer active sites by 

withdrawing electron density from the Me center [162]. Today's most widely accepted degradation 

mechanism of Me-N-C catalysts is related to the ORR by-product, H2O2 respectively the radical oxygen 

species (ROS) formed during the decomposition of H2O2 [104, 146, 150, 162, 163]. Those radical 

species are formed as a product of the so-called Fenton reaction between H2O2 and leached Fe2+ ions. 

The formed hydroxyl radical is highly oxidative and can react with several components of the MEA. 

Carbon corrosion, active site destruction and NafionTM degradation are the severe processes leading to 

the performance loss of the MEA. The ROS induced degradation mechanism is also in line with the pH 

dependence of Me-N-C catalyst degradation [162]. Further, Banham et al. explained the positive 

correlation of catalyst loading and stability by the ROS induced degradation mechanism [145]. Despite 

the previously mentioned results by Choi et al., carbon corrosion for another Me-N-C catalyst was 

detected for potentials as low as 300 mV [164]. At these potentials carbon corrosion induced by water 

is very unlikely to occur whereas the formation of H2O2 and thus ROS induced degradation is possible. 
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The stability of Me-N-C catalysts is also strongly influenced by its synthesis method. For instance, 

the C, N-precursors, the pyrolysis parameters (temperature, time, reactive gas or inert gas) or the type 

of transition metal have a great impact on the stability. Metal organic framework (MOF) derived 

catalysts or NH3 treated catalysts show excellent activities, while they have shown to be very unstable 

[25]. Contrary, PANI based approaches showed stability of up to several hundred hours when 

operating at lower potentials [140, 165]. The chosen C, N-precursors have shown to strongly effect the 

structure and morphology of the catalysts. Especially a correlation between micropores and instability 

of Me-N-C was recognized [147]. Increased pyrolysis temperature showed higher graphitization 

degrees and thus making the catalyst more resistant against carbon corrosion. Likewise, lower nitrogen 

content and less MeN4 active sites were found in highly graphitized catalysts, thus leading to an 

unfavorable activity-stability trade-off. The influence of the type of transition metal was recently 

highlighted by Li et al. [166]. Mn-based MeN4 catalyst showed increased stability compared to their 

Fe-based counterpart. This was attributed to that fact that Mn-ions are less active for the Fenton 

reaction.  

4.3 Structure and Active Site of Me-N-C Catalysts 

In this section, details on the structure of Me-N-C catalyst with respect to the active site are provided. 

Since the major goal of this work is not fundamental structure analysis, this chapter will only deal with 

the most important information and will not contain the whole variety of concepts that has been 

brought up within the scientific community over the last decades. The focus will be on understanding 

the impact of the different sites hosted in Me-N-C catalysts with respect on catalyst performance 

(activity and stability).   

The structure of the active site of Me-N-C catalysts has intensively been studied by numerous 

researchers over quite a long period of time. In the 1980, three major models have been proposed 

dealing with the question ''what is the ORR active site after pyrolysis of MeN4 chelates?". Van Veen 

proposed that the chelate site stays largely intact (to 500 - 600 °C) and that a ligand modification is 

occurring during the heat treatment [167, 168]. Yeager assumed that the macrocycle is destroyed and 

that metal and later metal oxides are formed. Following the exposure with electrolyte the metal is 

dissolved and adsorbs or coordinates to C-Nx sites forming some sort of C-Nx-Me active site [169, 170]. 

Wiesener suggested that the metal of the chelate promotes its composition and that CNx sites, formed 

during the heat treatment are the active sites [171, 172]. A comprehensive review on these models 

was given by Dodelet in 2013 [173]. It is concluded that indeed all of the three proposed active sites 

are present inside the catalyst, but their ORR activity and relative population are different.  
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Today, following intense characterization studies it is mostly accepted that molecular MeN4 centers 

embedded in a graphitized or an amorphous carbon phase are mainly responsible for the ORR activity 

in acidic medium. A model of this structure is illustrated in Figure 26 [174]. The intense 

characterizations leading to today's understanding of the active site included methods like X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [175-178], time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry 

(ToF-SIMS) [179], Mössbauer spectroscopy [180, 181] or high-angle annular dark-field scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) [182, 183]. 

 

Figure 26: Ball-stick-model of the active site of an Me-N-C catalyst, showing the geometric structure of an MeN4 center 

embedded in carbon [174]. 

However, several questions considering possible further ligands of the MeN4 site or the role of 

promoter sides such as nitrogen functionalities and their part in the reduction mechanism remain. 

There are two major reasons that make the structural analysis of Me-N-C catalysts a challenging field 

and with respect to Pt-based catalysts significantly more complex: 

(1) Heterogeneous composition induced by the pyrolysis step. 

(2) The need of advanced spectroscopic techniques due to the molecular size of the formed species. 

For the structural understanding of Me-N-C catalysts it is particularly important to know that these 

materials are usually obtained after a pyrolysis step of one or several different C-, N- and metal-

containing precursors. The process of heating these chemical compounds under inert conditions results 

in a reducing chemical environment and the possibility of numerous different reaction products.  In 

sharp contrast to wet-chemical synthesis the control or the pushing of the reaction process towards a 

specific product during a pyrolysis process is much more challenging. Hence, usually a heterogeneously 

structured carbon material is obtained possessing a variety of different defects or functionalities. With 

respect to the active site the most important ones are: (1) metal-free CNx functionalities or sites (2) 

Me-carbides and (3) molecular MeNxCy moieties including MeN4 sites.  

CNx
 sites and Me-carbides have shown to catalyze the acidic ORR following the 2e- pathway resulting 

H2O2 as intermediate [184, 185]. Having in mind that H2O2 respectively its decomposition products 
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(ROS) are involved in the degradation of Me-N-C based MEAs, CNx sites and Me-carbides are 

considered as undesired by-products or side phases. In particular, this applies for the Me-carbides. 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) experiments have shown that those leach out 

during the operation of the fuel cell releasing MeX+ cations [33]. As described in the previous section 

"Instability of Me-N-C Catalysts" this leads to severe MEA damage. The presence of Me-carbides and 

other inorganic metal by-products is therefore a major problem considering stability of Me-N-C 

catalysts. Those phases are often shielded from a highly graphitized carbon layer making them survive 

the acid leaching step. Figure 27 shows the TEM picture of such an iron particle which is surrounded 

by a protective carbon layer. 

 

Figure 27: Iron nanoparticle surrounded by a highly graphitized carbon layer which protects the iron from dissolution during 

acid treatments but not from electrochemical leaching during PEMFC operation.  
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5 Literature Review on Synthesis of Non-Precious Metal Based ORR Catalysts 

Historical Background 

Metal phthalocyanines (Me-Pc) have long been known to catalyze different oxidation reactions. In 

1939 Cook reported catalytic activity of H2O2 decomposition for iron phthalocyanine deposited on 

charcoal in (75 %) pyridine solutions [186]. Paquot reported catalytic activity of Me-PC for the 

oxidation of various organic compounds such as, long-chain fatty acids, toluene, ethylbenzene or 

pinene [187-189]. However, in 1964 Jasinski was first to report the use of Me-Pc for the reduction of 

oxygen in alkaline media [190]. Following, ORR activities of various additional N4- macrocyclic metal 

complexes were reported also for the acidic media [137, 191-193]. Among these early findings, Jahnke 

et al. summarized important conclusions in 1976 [191]. These include the enhancement of ORR 

activity when N4- macrocyclic metal complexes are impregnated on a carbon support and the 

improvement of activity and stability after applying a heat treatment. In 1973 by Savy et al. used 

molecular orbital theory was used to correlate the activity of different Me-Pc to the filling of the 

respective metal's d-band levels [194]. An activity trend for the ORR according to Fe-Pc > Co-Pc > Ni-

Pc > Cu-Pc was reported. However, to this point the capabilities of improving the characteristics of the 

macrocycle-based catalysts by alternating synthesis or similar parameters were quite limited. For 

instance, as found later in 2004 by Bogdanoff et al. the ORR activity of carbon impregnated with 

Co-tetra methoxyphenyl phorphyrin (TMPP) is governed by its surface area, meaning it is limited 

at a certain maximum loading of Co-TMPP [195]. Further, the complicated structure of 

N4-macrocyclic metal complexes makes them expensive precursors, even though they don't contain 

precious metals.  

A breakthrough considering these challenges was achieved by Gupta et al., when it was revealed that 

expensive transition metal complexes can be avoided by applying a heat treatment under inert 

atmosphere on much more cost-efficient carbon, nitrogen and transition metal precursors. In 1986 

Gupta et al. showed that the heat treatment of polypyrrole mixed with Co- or Fe-salts gives catalysts 

with similar ORR activity of heat treated transition metal complexes [196]. Published in 1989, Gupta 

et al. further showed that a mixture of carbon black, polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and transition metal salt 

(FeAc or CoAc) gave similar results [153]. It was proposed that the nitrile nitrogen of the PAN is 

converted to pyridinic nitrogen during the heat treatment, thus providing a binding site for the 

transition metal. The active site is believed to be similar to that of heat treated N4-macrocyclic metal 

complexes, meaning of Me-N4 type. 
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Concept of Me-N-C Synthesis 

Based on the findings from Gupta et al. an enormous amount of different synthesis routes has been 

developed by scientist worldwide applying a big variety of different C, N and metal precursors. By 

doing so the underlying principle is mostly based on the same procedure comprising the steps of:   

(I)  Preparation of a precursor mixture containing at least the elements C, N (others but less 

 important: S, O, F, B, P) and one or several transition metals, mostly Fe or Co (others but less 

 important: Ni, Mn, V, Cr, Cu).  

(II) Heat treatment of the precursor mixture at temperatures of about 600 - 1100 °C under either 

 inert gas atmosphere (N2 or Ar) or reactive gas atmosphere (CO2, NH3, N2/H2, CH3CN). Goal: 

 form active sites and carbon structure (catalyst morphology). 

(III) Acid leaching (HCl, H2SO4 or HNO3) to remove excessive inorganic metal by-product phases, 

 such as carbides or nanoparticles [33, 120]. Washing with water, filtration and drying. 

(IV) 2nd heat treatment to (a) either just heal collateral damages induced by the acid leaching 

 (such as surface oxidation, N-protonation and possibly anion-binding) under inert gas 

 atmosphere or to (b) further tune the activity under reactive gas atmosphere [197]. 

Even though the great majority of reported preparations rely on steps (I) to (IV), there are some 

synthesis approaches that comprise of further steps such as a second acid leaching and a third heat 

treatment [166, 198]. Likewise, there are procedures that just comprise of step (I) and (II) [199, 200]. 

Besides, the precursor mixture can contain further additives that allow for a more distinct control over 

morphology or active-site formation, for instance silica-based hard templates, Zn-based metal organic 

frameworks (MOFs) or sulphur. Often Me-N-C catalysts are denoted or classified by their preparation 

approach. Since the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts is usually quite complex and includes several 

components and steps, the classification is often adapted from the most decisive feature of the 

procedure or the precursors mixture. Hence, quite a number of denotations exists. Most prevalent are, 

MOF-based, carbon support-based, hard or soft template-based, sacrificial support-based, dual-nitrogen 

precursors containing-based, N-containing polymer-based, reactive polymer-based, NH3-treated or 

metal-chelate-based synthesis approaches. However, these classifications are not strict, actually for the 

majority of methods several denotations overlap. As an example, there are MOF-based synthesis that 

apply a NH3 treatment or an additional N-containing chelate molecule. Therefore, this overview here 

will be divided by the different precursor molecules according to the three major components of a 

Me-N-C catalyst, namely the transition metal precursor, the nitrogen precursor and the carbon 

precursor.  
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The Type of Transition Metal  

Whereas for the case of acidic ORR the vast majority of non-precious metal based catalysts is relying 

on nitrogen as the heteroatom functionality, the transition metal is more likely to be altered [201]. For 

instance, Fe, Co, Mn, Ni, Cu, Cr are just some metals that have been investigated [128-136]. Still, the 

most commonly applied transition metals are Fe and Co. This is because Fe- or Co-based Me-N-C 

catalysts showed the best performances for the acidic ORR [25, 128, 134, 137-141]. There are several 

publications investigating the impact of the transition metal for these catalysts. Following, the most 

important findings will be summarized. As already mentioned, in 1973 Savy et el. ascribed the varying 

ORR activities of different Me-Pc to the filling of their d-band levels [194]. An activity trend for the 

ORR according to Fe-Pc > Co-Pc > Ni-Pc > Cu-Pc was reported. In 2007, Shi and Zhang applied 

density functional theory (DFT) methods on different Me-Pcs and Me-Porphyrins (Me-Ps) [202]. It was 

reported that the ORR activity is a function of the ionization potential and the dioxygen-binding ability 

of the Me-complex. Further, these two characteristics are determined by the type of central atom, 

additional ligands of the MeN4 and further substitutes of the Pc or P complex. Electron-donating 

substituents were found to increase the dioxygen-binding ability of Co-Pc. It was calculated that for 

Me-P macrocycles the highest activity is achieved with Co as the central atom whereas for Me-Pc 

complexes Fe derivates gave the best results. Osmieri et al. synthesized Me-N-C catalysts from different 

Me-Pc (Me = Fe, Co, Cu,) precursors and a mesoporous silica SBA-15 support [203]. Detailed 

electrochemical characterization of these catalysts with a RRDE revealed the respective reaction orders 

of oxygen and proton transfer, Tafel slops, apparent activation energies, selectivity and the reduction 

kinetics of adsorbed oxygen with respect to the transition metal. These experiments showed the strong 

influence of the transition metal on the ORR. It was concluded that the ORR activity which follows an 

"asymmetric volcano plot" is related to the redox potential of the MeN4 complex. This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 28. The "asymmetric volcano plot" is based on the idea of a potential dependent 

ORR active site coverage followed by blocking effects and was proposed by several researchers before 

[204-206]. 

 

Figure 28: Asymmetric volcano plot relating ORR activity to the redox potential of the MeN4 complex and the O2 binding 

energy, the type of transition metal Me takes great action in governing these parameters [203]. 
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Considering the ORR selectivity, Jaouen and Dodelet prepared Me-N-C catalysts from pyrolising carbon 

black and different Me(Ac)2 first under Ar and subsequently under NH3 [207]. In acidic media RRDE 

characterization revealed the strong influence the transition metal has on the selectivity. A trend of 

higher selectivity for the ORR was found according to: Fe > Co > Cu > Cr > Ni > Mn. Likewise, a 

strong influence on the activity for H2O2 reduction was shown. The results are depicted in Figure 29.  

Peng et al. investigated polyaniline-melanine (PANI-Mela) based catalysts prepared from different 

transition metal-chlorides [131]. Again, the transition metal was found to have a strong influence on 

the ORR. A trend for the onset of the ORR of Fe > Co > Cu > Mn > Ni was reported. Further the BET 

surface area, the total nitrogen content and the type of the formed nitrogen species (graphitic, pyrrolic 

or pyridinic N) were depending on the used transition metal. The Fe-based PANI-Mela catalyst showed 

the highest BET surface area and the highest relative content of pyridinic N species of the compared 

catalysts.  

 

Figure 29: a) H2O2 formation and b) ORR activity of different Me-N-C catalysts in O2 saturated H2SO4 solution (pH = 1, 

1500 rpm, 0.96 mg cm-2 catalyst disc loading) and c) H2O2 oxidoreduction in 9 mM H2O2 (pH = 1, N2 saturated, 1500 rpm, 0.4 

mg cm-2) [207]. 

Still, some recently reported syntheses were able to show that also Mn-based catalysts can indeed 

reach high performances [31, 166]. Li et al. obtained an atomically dispersed manganese catalyst after 

the heat treatment of a Mn-doped-ZIF8 precursor [166]. After performing the "standard" synthesis 

steps according to steps (I) - (IV) as mentioned before, a significant activity enhancement was 

achieved after the catalyst was subjected to a third heat treatment containing additional MnCl2 and a 

nitrogen source (dipicolylamine, cyanamide, phenathroline or melamine). After the third heating step 

the Mn-N-C catalyst showed higher ORR activity than the respective Co-based version and only slightly 

less activity than the Fe-based one. Mn and also Co-based Me-N-C catalysts are especially of interest 

because they are less active for H2O2 decomposition via the Fenton reaction pathway. Fenton reaction 

is likely to play a major role in MEA degradation [208]. Higgins et al. and Li et al. showed better 

stability of Mn-N-C catalyst during RRDE experiments in comparison to Fe-N-C of the same kind [31, 

166]. Further, catalysts prepared from two different transition metals source have shown to perform 
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better than single metal-based ones. For instance, Sahraie et al. prepared a C-PANI-based catalyst from 

a mixture of MnCl2 and FeCl3 [198]. The Fe-Mn catalyst showed similar ORR activity in acidic media as 

the Fe-based one, whereas the bimetallic catalyst revealed less loss in half-wave potential after cycling 

in the RRDE. In 2011, Wu et al. showed higher PEMFC performance for their bimetallic PANI-FeCo-C 

catalyst compared to PANI-Fe-C and PANI-Co-C [140]. A stability of ~700 hours was achieved for the 

bimetallic catalyst under low-voltage fuel cell operation (0.4 V, 2.8 bar H2/air). A synergetic effect was 

also reported for the combination of Fe and Mo, by Lin et al. [209]. It is proposed that the Mo prevents 

the Fe from aggregation and enhances the graphitization of the carbon support during the heat 

treatment. 

The Amount of the Transition Metal inside the Precursor Mixture 

Another decisive factor in the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts is the amount of transition metal that is 

added to the precursor mixture. For instance too high amounts of transition metal lead to excessive 

formation of site phases, such as carbides at the same time the nitrogen retention is lowered [210]. 

Even so some reports mention that there is a defined range of metal content for the precursor’s mixture 

in the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts that leads to an optimum in activity, it is important to include that 

this optimum range is strongly depending on the type of preparation used and can indeed vary 

strongly. A short overview of the optimum metal content for different synthesis approaches is included 

in the review from Bezerra et al. [130]. For instance, optimum nominal Fe content of 0.5 wt % have 

been reported for carbon-black-Fe(Ac)2-NH3 treated catalysts  or a Fe(Ac)2-perylenetetracarboxylic-

dianhydride (PTCDA) based catalyst [180, 211, 212]. Lefèvre and Dodelet showed that for the same 

PTCDA supported catalyst approach the optimum Fe content is either 2 wt % if Fe-TMPPCl is used or 

0.2 wt % if Fe(Ac)2 is used as the Fe-precursor [213]. In this case higher Fe contents than the reported 

optimum lead to the formation of inactive clusters. Similar results of an optimum transition metal 

content of 2 - 3 wt % were reported for a carbon black-urea-formaldehyde-cobalt-iron-ethylenediamine 

mixture [152]. Contrary, for polymer-based approaches, for instance those based on PANI or 

polypyrrole (PPy) optimum metal contents of up to 10 wt % were reported [122, 214]. Here, the 

transition metal content has a big impact on active site formation but also on the morphology and 

structure of the catalyst. Wu et al. mentioned that the need of the greater amounts of Fe-salt which 

was found for their PANI-based precursor mixture (optimum 3 - 10 wt %) compared to other NH3-

treated catalysts (optimum 0.5 - 2 wt %) is associated with the catalytic decomposition of the polymer 

in the presence of the Fe-salt [122]. This decomposition needs to take place in order to generate the 

new carbon structure of the catalyst. The catalytic effect of transition metal salts on the formation of 

graphitized carbon structures during pyrolysis of organic precursors, especially for Fe-salts is well 

documented [215-219]. Ganesan et al. prepared catalyst from a mixture of Ketjenblack 600D, Fe(Ac)2 
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and melamine [220]. The heat treatment was performed at 800 °C in a sealed quartz ampoule, thus 

decomposition of precursor generated autogenic pressure. The Fe2+ content of the precursor mixture 

was varied between 0.9 and 4.6 wt %.  The highest ORR performance was found for 1.2 wt % of 

nominal Fe2+. More considerably, by performing elemental combustion analysis and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) it was found that iron negatively influences the nitrogen retention of 

the catalysts, this is illustrated in Figure 30. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) found a similar 

connection of iron content and carbon gasification.   

 

Figure 30: Change of nitrogen composition a), total nitrogen content and ORR current density b) with respect to the nominal 

Fe loading of the precursor mixture of a carbon black, melamine, Fe(Ac)2 catalyst system [220]. 

As concluded by Wu et al., following a certain value where the iron supply becomes sufficient, other 

factors appear to be limiting the formation of active sites [122]. This conclusion is supported by the 

work of Osmieri et al., where it was found that further addition of Fe-salt to an already once pyrolyzed 

catalyst, meaning before the second heat treatment did not enhance the ORR activity any further 

[221].  

The Type of Transition Metal Salt / Counterion 

Another important factor that influences the activity of Me-N-C catalysts is the type of salt or the 

counterion of the applied transition metal. Quite a huge number of Fe-salts have been investigated, 

among others these include Fe(OH)2, FeCl2, FeCl3, Fe(Ac)2, FeSO4, Fe(CN)6, Fe(NO3)3, Fe(C2O4), 

Fe(SCN)3 or Ferrocene [119, 133, 134, 222-229]. Bogdanoff et al. showed that catalysts based on 

CoTMPP impregnated on carbon black show significant higher ORR activity when an additional metal 

oxalate salt is present [195]. The metal oxalate acts as foaming agent enhancing the BET surface area 

of the catalyst and thus exposing more active sites [195, 230]. Shu et al. reported that Fe(SCN)3 is the 

best choice for preparing catalysts based on p-phenylenediamine (p-BDA), because of the better 

dispersion and stabilization of the Fe3+-ions compared to FeCl3 or Fe(NO3)3 [228]. 

To conclude, the transition metal salts play a decisive role for the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts. The 

overall ORR activity and stability is strongly influenced by (I) the type of metal, (II) the amount, (III) 

the type of ligand or counter ion and (IV) possible synergetic effects of bimetallic mixtures.  
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The Nitrogen Precursor 

A huge variety of different N-precursors can be applied for the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts. The 

primary goal of the N-precursor is to form N-functionalities in the carbon matrix that provide binding 

sites for the transition metal. As already found in 1997 by Lalande et al. catalysts which are prepared 

without a nitrogen source are not active towards acidic ORR [231]. In most of the cases the 

N-precursor is fulfilling several tasks for instance it can stabilize the metal-ions and prevent excess 

formation of inorganic metal phases. Further, some N-precursors have a big influence on the 

morphology of the catalyst. Due to partly decomposition during the heat treatment, they initiate or 

enhance pore formation or other specific structures. Likewise, several approaches exist that 

simultaneously provide the carbon and the nitrogen source or that contain more than one nitrogen or 

carbon source. Here an overview of the most important N-precursors is provided together with some 

examples of the specific role and mentioned tasks.  

N4-macrocyclic complexes  

N4-macrocyclic complexes have been studied since the early findings of Jasinski in 1964 [190]. These 

molecules have the advantage that they already contain the N4-moities of the MeN4 active site. 

Therefore, they provide excellent stabilization through chelating the transition metal ion. The structure 

of the Me-porphyrin and the Me-phthalocyanine is given in Figure 31 [232]. 

 

Figure 31: Ball-and-stick model illustrating the chemical structure of Me-phthalocyanine a) and Me-porphyrin b), the hydrogen 

atoms can be replaced by different substitutes [232].  

Depending on the pyrolysis temperature, this leads to catalyst with a high fraction of molecular 

dispersed active sites and very low fractions of inorganic by-products [233, 234]. Problems related to 

the use of N4-macrocyclic complexes include comparatively high costs due to their complex structure, 

the need of an additional support or structuring agent such as carbon blacks or MOFs and in general a 

limited potential of enhancing or optimizing of active site density. This is why following the findings of 
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Gupta et al. N4-macrocyclic-based synthesis approaches have been of less interest. Some 

comprehensive reviews on N4-macrocyclic based catalysts are given in literature [191, 232, 235-237]. 

Even though the focus has shifted, recent publications show that new approaches in relation to 

macrocyclic precursors are still possible [238-241]. For instance, Zion et al. prepared an aerogel 

structured porphyrin catalyst from FeCl2, 5,10,15,20-(tetra-4-aminophenyl)porphyrin (TAPP) and 

terephthalaldehyde as crosslinker [241]. After drying this polycondensation product with supercritical 

CO2 and heat treating it at 600 °C, a catalyst is obtained with a very high number of active sites, 9.7 · 

1020 sites g-1. 

Small Organic Molecules 

The most numerously appearing N-precursors in the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts are small organic 

molecules. These can either be chelating molecules or non-chelating molecules. Table 8 gives an 

overview of reported synthesis methods comprising small organic molecules as N-precursor and their 

chemical structure. It should be mentioned that publications considering this topic are so large in 

number that the overview here will only focus on the most important ones.  

Table 8: Small organic molecules which have been applied as N-precursors to synthesize Me-N-C catalysts (monomers of 

polymer-based precursors are not included). 

Name 
Chemical Structure 

General 

Information 
Source 

1,10-Phenanthroline 

(Phen) 
 

chelating 

[25, 121, 

138, 

242-251] 

2,2′-bipyridine (BP) 
 

chelating 
[252-

257] 

3,6-di-2- pyridyl-1,2,4,5-

tetrazine (DPTZ) 
 

chelating [248] 

2,4,6-tri(2-pyridyl)-s-

triazine (TPTZ) 

 

chelating 
[248, 

258-262] 

2,20-bis(4,5-
dimethylimidazole) (bis-

Me-Im)  

chelating [248] 
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Carbendazim (CBDZ) 

 

chelating 
[263-

266] 

4-aminoantipyrine 

(AAPyr) 

 

chelating 
[267-

272] 

3-amino-1,2,4-triazole-5-

carboxylic acid (ATZC) 

 

chelating [248] 

2-pyrazinecarboxylic acid 

(Pyr-COOH) 

 

chelating [248] 

Nicarbazin (NCB) 

 

- 
[264, 

273] 

Sulfaguanidin (SGB) 

 

- [273] 

Mebendazol (MBZ) 

 

- [273] 

Purine (Pur) 

 

 
[254, 

274] 

Melamine (Mel) 

 

 

[220, 

254, 

275-277] 

Nitroaniline (NA) 
 

 
[278, 

279] 
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Pyrazine  

 

 
[254, 

280] 

N-methylimidazole (N-Me-

Im) or imidazole (Im)  

 

  

Most widely used 
as precursor for 

ZIF synthesis 

[166, 
199, 

281-285] 

1,4-diazabicyclo 

[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) 
 

Precursor for 

MOF synthesis 

[286, 

287] 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

acid (EDTA) 

 

strong-chelating 
[257, 

288-292] 

Ethylenediamine (EDA)  
chelating, also 

used as polymer 

[293-

298] 

Glycine (Gly) 
 

chelating [299] 

Urea 
 

decomposes 

easily, pore 

former 

[257, 
275, 

300, 

301] 

Thiourea 
 

decomposes 

easily, pore 

former, sulfur-

source 

[275, 

302, 

303] 

Dicyandiamide (DCDA) 
 

decomposes 

easily, pore 

former, forms 
tubes 

[251, 

277, 

304] 

Cyanamide (CA) 
 

decomposes 

easily, pore 

former, forms 

tubes 

[166, 

305-307] 
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N-precursors based on small organic molecules are mostly very cheap precursors. Hence, they can be 

applied in greater concentrations inside the precursor mixture if beneficial. Their relative nitrogen 

content is high, which means that a high amount of CNx functionalities and binding sites for the 

transition metal can be created, this is often an advantage for ORR activity. There is a huge number of 

different molecules available differing in nitrogen content or containing other promoting functional 

groups such as sulfur functional groups. Sulfur and sulfur functionalities were found to suppress iron 

carbide formation and contribute to porosity [308, 309]. These features can easily be adjusted for best 

ORR performance by choosing from the vast number of available molecules or by combining several. 

Most of the smaller molecules partly decompose during the heat treatment. On one hand this can be 

beneficial because pore formation is promoted, on the other hand the transition metal is less likely to 

be stabilized and more inorganic side phases are produced. Again, the combination of precursors, one 

acting as stabilizer the other as pore promoter, can be beneficial. Hence, the vast majority of these 

N-precursors need to be combined with additional components in order to obtain the hierarchical 

3-dimensional catalyst structure. Only if both, a high active site density and a hierarchical pore 

structure are accomplished simultaneously, a good performing catalyst is obtained. Following, some of 

the most important synthesis approach which comprise small organic N-precursors will be discussed.  

N-chelating molecules 

1,10-phenathroline (phen) has widely been used as N-precursor, see Table 8. In comparison to the 

N4-macrocyclic complexes phen is a cheap precursor, whereas at the same time it provides excellent 

stabilization of the Mex+ ion through chelating effects. However, if phen is applied as the N-precursor 

it needs further assistance from structure guiding agents in order to achieve the desired hierarchical 

catalyst structure. In particular, phen in combination with MOFs as structuring guide has proven to 

yield highly active catalysts, with and without NH3 heat treatment [25, 138, 184, 244, 249]. Highly 

porous carbon blacks have widely been used as a support material for phen based catalysts [121, 242, 

246, 247]. A self-made adenine-based support which was pyrolyzed under hypersaline conditions was 

applied by Tong et al. [243, 310]. Osmieri et al. prepared FeCl3-phen catalysts from different carbon 

supports; carbon black, multi-walled carbon nanotubes and two self-made silica-hard-templated 

sucrose-based supports [245]. It was found that the structure of the support governs the ORR activity 

of the catalyst. Specific surface area, pore size distribution and occurring weight loss during the 

synthesis were identified as important parameters. Schardt et al. showed that a FeCl3-phen-sulfur 

mixture can also form the desired hierarchical pore structure when decomposing materials such as 

dicyandiamide (DCDA) or oxalic acid (OA) are added as pore forming agents [251]. A correlation 

between ORR onset potential and BET surface area was obtained. Other heterocyclic N-precursors that 

show similar behavior to phen are 2,2′-bipyridine (BP), 3,6-di-2-pyridyl-1,2,4,5-tetrazine (DPTZ), 
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2,4,6-tri(2-pyridyl)-s-triazine (TPTZ), 2,20-bis(4,5-dimethylimidazole) (bis-Me-Im), carbendazim 

(CBDZ), 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole-5-carboxylic acid (ATZC), 2-pyrazinecarboxylic acid (Pyr-COOH) or 

4-aminoantipyrine (AAPyr), see Table 8. 

A method that has been applied in combination with a variety of different N-precursors is the so-called 

sacrificial support method (SSM) which was developed by researchers of the University of New 

Mexico [311]. Here a silica hard-template is wet impregnated or dry-ball milled with the N-precursors 

and the transition metal source, after pyrolysis the silica template is removed by HF treatment. A 

scheme of the procedure is shown in Figure 32 [270]. 

 

Figure 32: Synthesis steps of the silica-based sacrificial synthesis method (SSM) [270]. 

The resulting hierarchical pore structure is easily controlled by the type of silica (size and porosity). 

N-precursors that have been applied according to this method are 4-aminoantipyrine (AAPyr), 

carbendazim (CBDZ), nicarbazin (NCB), sulfaguanidin (SGB), mebendazol (MBZ), 

2-aminobenzimidazole, pol(ethyleneimine) or tetra methoxyphenyl porphyrin [263, 264, 266, 267, 

269-273, 298, 312-314]. In 2016 Serov et al. showed that this approach is suited for a scale-up to a 

batch size of 200 g, the resulting catalyst was stable under PEMFC operation for over 100 hours (0.65 

V, 1.25 atmair and 90 % humidity) [268]. 

Another commonly used N-precursor is imidazole (Im) or its derivate N-methylimidazole (N-Me-Im). 

Imidazoles are used as precursor for the hydro- or solvothermal synthesis of zeolitic-imidazolate 

frameworks (ZIFs). ZIFs have shown to be superior precursors for the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts. A 

highly porous and hierarchical structure is provided in combination with N-functionalities which act as 

binding site for the transition metal ions. Ma et al. were first to report a heat treated cobalt-Im 

framework as catalyst for the ORR, the principle of this ZIF approach is illustrated in Figure 33 [315, 

316]. 
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Figure 33: Local coordination environment of the transition metal inside the ZIF (a), hierarchical structure of the ZIF (b) and 

proposed formation of active sites by Ma et al. (c) [315]. 

Significant attention was drawn to the ZIF-based Me-N-C catalyst approach since in 2011 Proietti et al. 

reported a maximum power density of 0.9 W cm-2 for their ZIF8-phen-Fe(Ac)2 catalyst which was 

treated with NH3 [25]. Shui et al. emphasized the relation of macro and micropores with the 

performance of ZIF-based catalyst systems for PEMFC operation [138]. By applying an electrospun 

fiber catalyst network a slightly higher power density with respect to Proietti was obtained. In 2015, 

You et al. found that the transition metal, cobalt can directly be added during the ZIF preparation 

[317]. A bimetallic ZIF structure was obtained from a mixture of Co(NO3)3, Zn(NO3)2 and N-Me-Im. A 

highly active catalyst is obtained after one heat treatment in Ar, no acid leaching or other post 

treatments (as NH3 treatment) were needed. This approach has been adapted by other researchers for 

Fe-Zn and Mn-Zn based catalysts [166, 199, 318]. By controlling the ratio of methanol to Zn2+
, Zhang 

et al. prepared FeZn-ZIF crystals of varying size (20 - 1000 nm) [284]. It was found that the ORR 

performance of the subsequently heat-treated catalysts is strongly depending on the crystal size. An 

optimum ORR activity was found for 50 nm sized FeZn-ZIF crystals. The ZIF-based synthesis 

approaches usually require high pyrolysis temperatures of >1000 °C the completely remove the Zn. 

However, high temperatures also increase the formation of inorganic metal products at the cost of 

molecular active sites [319]. Recently, Al-Zoubi prepared a Cadmium (Cd) based metal organic 

framework (MOF) from 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) and terephthalic acid (TPA) together 

with an iron salt [287]. The Fe,Cd-DABCO-TPA MOF precursor showed reasonable ORR activity after a 

heat treatment at 750 °C in NH3. Some more comprehensive reviews on ZIF-based catalyst system were 

recently published [320-324]. It is emphasized that so far, the most active Fe-N-C catalysts were all 

prepared using ZIF precursors.  

Small organic N-precursors that do not contain an aromatic ring are for instance urea, thiourea, 

CA or DCDA, see Table 8. These molecules have several features and thus can fulfill multiple tasks in 

addition to being just a N-source in the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts. For instance, DCDA has been 

shown to partly decompose into gaseous products during the heat treatment. As mentioned before, 

Schardt et al. used DCDA as pore forming agent in combination with phen, Fe(Ac)2 and sulfur [251]. 
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Gupta et al. added DCDA to an acid treated carbon black, aniline, FeCl3, ammonium persulfate 

polymerization mixture [277]. It was found that the addition of DCDA improved the catalysts 

performance due to an optimized porosity, an increased BET surface area and the formation of thicker 

amorphous carbon layers which contained more pyridinic N in comparison to the same mixture 

without DCDA. Very similar conclusions were drawn by Zhang et al. on the influence of urea addition 

to a carbon support-free synthesis of approach comprising an aniline, FeCl3, ammonium persulfate 

polymerization mixture [300]. Li et al. obtained an ORR catalyst after pyrolysing a 

MnZn-N-Me-Im(ZIF) precursor [166]. It was found that a subsequent second heat treatment with 

additional Mn-salt and different N-precursors (CA, phen, mel or dipicolylamine) increased the ORR 

performance significantly. Among the tested N-precursors CA showed the highest performance 

enhancement. Chung and Zelenay showed that the pyrolysis of CA in the presence of transition metals 

such as Fe, Co and Ni yields N-doped carbon nano and microtubes (20 - 1000 nm diameter) [325]. In 

combination with acid treated carbon black this finding was used to develop a nanotube/nanoparticle 

comprising catalyst for the acidic as well as for alkaline ORR [305, 307]. The formation of the 

nanotube structure from CA was also reported for a high-pressure synthesis approach based on mixture 

of CA, durene and ferrocene by Zhing et al. [306]. 

Reactive Gas Atmosphere 

The introduction of surface N-functionalities can also be achieved through reactive gas atmosphere 

which is applied during the heat treatment. In 1997 Lalande et al. used acetonitrile vapor carried by 

Ar-gas [231]. It was shown that ferrocene impregnated on carbon black yields a material which is 

mostly inactive for the acidic ORR after a heat treatment in Ar. However, the same precursor mixture 

could be activated for ORR by performing the heat treatment in acetonitrile/Ar. The authors concluded 

that both Fe and N are needed to generate the active sites, further it was shown that the 

N-functionalities can be introduced through the gas feed during the heat treatment. Côté et al. 

compared different N-precursors in combination with Fe(OH)2 adsorbed on carbon black. The authors 

concluded that acetonitrile/Ar and NH3 gas have a similar effect on the resulting catalyst and rated 

both as equivalent N-precursors. Contrary, following this result, the same group found that for a 

Fe(Ac)2 + perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) precursor mixture the NH3 treatment 

significantly altered the microporous structure of the catalyst through etching, whereas the treatment 

with acetonitrile/Ar did not [212]. Following, primarily, NH3 or NH3/Ar mixtures have been applied. 

The NH3 treatment can be conducted during the first-, the second or both heat-treatments [326]. Its 

effects can be optimized through adjusting or monitoring the NH3 concentration in the gas-feed, the 

ramping and holding times, the absolute temperature, the occurring weight loss, the microporosity of 

the carbon or additional pore-fillers inside the precursor mixture (presence of amorphous carbon). 
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Indeed, high ORR performances were achieved for the combination of a support material (carbon 

black or MOF), an iron salt precursor and a pore-filling N-precursor containing mixture after 

performing the second heat treatment in NH3 [25, 121]. Considering the influence of NH3 

concentration in the NH3/Ar gas feed, Meng et al. prepared several catalysts from a carbon black 

FeTMPPCl impregnated precursor mixture [26]. The catalysts were heat treated for ten different 

concentrations of NH3, ranging from 0 % to 100 %, for 10 min at 950 °C. In dependence on the NH3 

concentration the activity and the stability under PEMFC operation followed an opposing trend, 

whereas the activity increased but the stability decreased. For low NH3 concentrations a jump in 

activity and a decreased stability was found. Only slight difference was found for concentrations 

ranging from 20 to 80 % of NH3. Another increase in activity and another decrease in stability was 

found for high concentrations of 80 - 100 % NH3.  This correlation is shown in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34: Correlating PEMFC activity (a) and stability (b) of NH3 treated carbon black FeTMPPCl catalysts with the NH3 

concentration of the gas feed. Activity is increased at the costs of stability [26]. 

The heat treatment with NH3 has shown to proceed along with a weight loss of the material [225, 

326]. This weight loss is depending on the pyrolysis temperature and time and can be correlated with 

the micropore content and ORR activity. For a low surface area carbon impregnated with an iron salt 

the optimum ORR performance is reached after 30 - 35 % of weight loss [151, 180, 326, 327]. An 

etching reaction is responsible for the weight loss according to [328]: 

              
( 2 ) 

            ( 3 ) 

This etching proceeds much faster for amorphous than for graphitized carbon. Hence, catalysts which 

contain greater amounts of amorphous phases showed the most significant ORR improvements after 

the NH3 treatment [328, 329]. Those are either low-surface area carbons or high-surface area carbons 

where pores were filled with amorphous phases which emerged from pore fillers such as phen [121, 
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330, 331]. Due to the etching reaction the specific surface area as well as the microporosity of the 

catalyst material is increased after a treatment with NH3. Both are considered to be a factor for the 

increased activity. Microporosity has also been discussed to be responsible for the decreased stability of 

NH3 treated catalysts. However, the origin of the greater instability is still not 100 % clear. A 

combination of several factors namely lower hydrophobicity, higher surface nitrogen content and the 

higher microporosity is most likely responsible for the instability of NH3 treated catalysts. Some 

researchers found that the surface nitrogen content of the catalyst is enhanced [212, 332] after the 

etching process with NH3 whereas others reported the opposite [333, 334]. For instance, Jaouen et al. 

found that a treatment time of only 5 min at 900 °C in NH3 of a carbon black (low-surface area) 

Fe(Ac)2 mixture is sufficient to generate high nitrogen surface contents of 2 at% [326]. However, the 

overall activity of this short treated catalyst remained low in comparison to longer treated catalysts. 

Thus, it has been stated that the higher surface nitrogen content which is observed for some NH3 

treated catalysts cannot solely be responsible for the increased activity. The findings that led to this 

conclusion were summarized by Jaouen et al. in 2011 [330]. Kramm et al. prepared catalysts from a 

FeTMPPCl-Fe(Ox)-sulphur mixture with a second heat treatment under Ar or NH3. Mössbauer 

spectroscopy revealed that the relative active site (FeN4) content was similar for all prepared catalysts 

[335]. However, the turn-over-frequency (TOF) of the NH3 treated catalyst was 3.5 times higher in 

comparison to the Ar treated one. Hence, the improved activity after a NH3 treatment is not caused by 

the formation of new active sites. Kramm et al. also showed that instable iron-nitride is formed during 

the NH3 treatment. Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) 

performed by Zitolo et al. confirmed these findings [244]. NH3 and Ar treated catalysts contain 

identical active sites, however the physico-chemical properties of the support enhance the TOF after a 

NH3 treatment [336]. Still, when considering the application of Me-N-C catalysts in PEMFCs the 

induced instability makes a NH3 treatment rather impracticable.  

Polymer-Based Precursors 

For this synthesis approach the necessary C and N atoms are provided by a polymer. A benefit from 

using polymers is that they provide the N functionalities and the carbon back bone all in one. In 

general, the morphology of the resulting catalyst is highly depending on the starting polymer. This 

enables, at least to a certain degree, control and optimization of the catalysts morphology via adjusting 

the polymer's structure or polymerization conditions. Still, a wide variety of additional supports and 

structuring agents can be combined with polymer precursors for fine tuning the catalyst’s structure and 

its ORR performance. Further, the polymer precursor usually plays an important role by stabilizing the 

transition metal ions through N-functional groups. Here, the polymer precursors are divided in two 

groups: 
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(1) conducting polymers, 

(2) N-containing polymers that are non-conducting. 

Among the conducting polymers polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole (PPy) have been investigated 

most intensively (for references see Table 9). Other conducting polymers include polythiophene (PTh), 

poly-m-phenylenediamine (PmPDA), poly-(1,5-diaminonapthalene), poly-diaminopyridine (PDAP), 

poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) and poly-(2,4,6-tripyrrol-1,3,5-

triazine) (PTPT) (for references see Table 9). The most important N-containing polymers that are non-

conducting are polyacrylnitril (PAN), poly-ethylenimine (PEI) and different polymer resins such as 

melamin- or urea-formaldehyde resins. Others include poly-ethylenediamine (PEDA), 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyindole (PI), poly-2-aminobenzimidazole (P-2-ABI), poly-dopamine 

(PDA) and different polyamides, polyimides and polyazoles. An overview of these different polymer 

precursor, which were used for the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts is given in Table 9. Following a 

description of the most important synthesis routes and related findings considering the synthesis of 

Me-N-C catalysts based on polymers will be given. 

Table 9: Overview of conducting or non-conducting polymers that have been used as precursors for the synthesis of Me-N-C 

catalysts. 

Name 
Chemical Structure 

General 

Information 
Source 

Polyaniline (PANI) 

 

Conducting 

[27, 

122, 

140, 

198, 

300, 

333, 

337-

348] 

Polypyrrole (PPy) 

 

Conducting 

[27-29, 
196, 

200, 

221, 

349-

356] 

Polythiophene (PTh) 

 

Conducting 
[357-
359] 

Poly-3-methylthiophene 

(P3MTh) 

 

Conducting [360] 
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Poly-m-

phenylenediamine 

(PmPDA) 
 

Conducting, 

ortho and 

para have 
also been 

used 

[227, 

361-
364] 

Poly-(1,5-

diaminonapthalene) 

 or  

Conducting [365] 

Poly-diaminopyridine 
(PDAP) 

 or  

Conducting, 

networked 

of linking of 
polymer 

chains  

[366, 
367] 

Poly-

(3,4-ethylenedioxythio

phene) polystyrene 

sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) 

 

Conducting 
[368-

371] 

Poly-(2,4,6-tripyrrol-

1,3,5-triazine) (PTPT) 

 

Conducting 
[372, 

373] 

Poly-acrylnitril (PAN) 

 

 

[138, 

143, 
153, 

359, 

374-

380] 

Poly-ethylenimine (PEI) 

 

 

[298, 

381, 

382] 

Poly-ethylendiamine 

(PEDA) 
 

 
[383, 

384] 
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Polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP) 

 

 

[30, 

221, 

385-

387] 

Polyindole (PI) 

 

 [388] 

Poly-2-

aminobenzimidazole 

(P-2-ABI)  

Exact 

structure 

not 

mentioned 

[389] 

Poly-dopamine (PDA) 

 

Exact 

structure 

under 

discussion 

[390] 

[391, 

392] 

Melamine 

formaldehyde resin 

(MFR) 

 

Also 

reported for 

other 

formaldehy

des 

[275, 

393, 

394] 

Melamine 

therephtalaldehyde 

 

 [395] 

Poly-(3,3'-

dihydroxybenzidine-

terepthalamide) 

(DBTA)  

Polyhydroxy

amide 
[396] 
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Poly-

(phenylendiamine-

terepthalamide) 
(PPTA)  

Polyamide [397] 

 

 

Polyimide 
[397, 

398] 

 

 

Polyazole [397] 

Fe-bi-dipyrido[3,2-

a:2',3'-c]phenazine (Fe-

biddpz) 

 

Coordinatio

n Polymer 

[209, 

399] 

 

A high performing catalyst based on conductive polymers, preferentially polyaniline (PANI) was 

developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [140]. According to this procedure, an acid 

treated carbon support, is mixed with a water-based polymerization mixture comprising of aniline, 

ammonium peroxodisulfate (APS) and the transition metal source. Following the polymerization 

process, the mixture is vacuum dried, heat treated in inert gas atmosphere, acid leached in H2SO4 and 

again heat treated. A schematic overview of this procedure yielding the catalyst particles with carbon 

shells containing N-functionalities and the transition metal is given in Figure 35 [140]. 
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Figure 35: Schematic overview of the synthesis process of a PANI-Me-C catalysts, comprising the steps of mixing the oxidized 

carbon support with the monomer solution and polymerization agents (A + B), heat-treatment and acid leaching (C+D) [140]. 

An Fe plus Co based catalyst prepared according to this method showed stable fuel cell performance 

under low voltage conditions (0.4 V) for ~700 hours [140]. Manganese has also been successfully 

incorporated via this procedure [31]. Higgins et al. showed that the Mn-based version of the catalyst 

showed slightly lower activity than the Fe-based one, whereas the durability during RRDE tests was 

significantly higher. After performing 5,000 stress cycles the Mn-PANI-KJ catalyst showed a loss in 

half-wave-potential of 20 mV. Contrary the Fe-PANI-KJ catalyst lost 80 mV under the same conditions. 

Considering the polymerization conditions Ding et al. found that when aniline is polymerized at low 

proton concentrations a dense product is obtained. Indicating that PANI with high cross-linking is 

formed (polymerization conducted through FeCl3, no APS) [400]. Contrary, high proton 

concentrations lead to less cross-linking and a nanofibrous morphology of the PANI. Likewise, the 

addition of decomposable metal salts prohibited the cross-linking. It was shown that the prohibition of 

the cross-linking is preferable to obtain high activities for fuel cell operation under H2-air. Johnston et 

al. reported that for the mentioned LANL synthesis procedure the catalysts activity correlates with its 

micropore surface area [401]. It was found that the absolute temperature during the heat treatment 

has a strong influence on this matter [122, 401]. An optimum synthesis temperature of 900 °C was 

reported, whereas the performance was limited by an excess loss in surface area at higher 

temperatures and by insufficient graphitization at lower temperatures [122]. This PANI-based 

synthesis method is also compatible with different supports, such as carbon black, multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes or low surface area TiO2 [27, 402]. A small overview of the influence of different synthesis 

parameters such as the different synthesis steps, the type or amount of the transition metal and the 

absolute temperature during the heat treatment with respect to this PANI approach is given by Wu et 
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al. [122]. However, a drawback of the mentioned approach is that great amount of inorganic side 

phases is presented in the catalyst [122] [140]. Recently, Yin et al. replaced the aniline monomers 

with monomer molecules that possess an additional N-functional group, the structure of the resulting 

polymers is shown in Figure 36 [346]. All catalysts prepared from these polymers showed higher ORR 

activity than the PANI based one. As revealed by XPS measurements, the additional functional groups 

lead to higher N-content and an increased number of N-Fe bonds inside the catalyst.  

 

Figure 36: Polymerization of aniline related monomers but with an additional N-functional group, the new side chains of the 

polymers are in red circles and have a high affinity to Fe-ions [346]. 

Another reported strategy of increasing the ORR performance of PANI-based Me-N-C catalysts is 

through addition of small organic N-containing molecules. For instance, Peng et al. prepared a catalyst 

from a mixture of aniline, FeCl3, APS and melamine [339]. This catalyst showed significant higher 

ORR activity than the same catalyst prepared without melamine addition. Very similar results were 

obtained by Zhang et al. by adding urea as secondary N-source. As reported by Gupta et al. and 

Leonard et al., further important characteristics that are influenced by adding secondary N-sources to a 

PANI based synthesis are the surface area, the porosity and the degree of graphitization of the 

resulting catalyst [277, 337]. Other molecules that have been used in this manner are for instance 

DCDA and nicarbazin [277, 337].   

Polypyrrole (PPy) is another very widely used polymer precursor for the synthesis of Me-N-C catalysts. 

Catalysts derived from PPy show similarities to those from PANI [27]. As reported for PANI, PPy based 

synthesis approaches usually need additional N-precursors, supports or templates in order to achieve 

the desired hierarchical catalyst morphology and high fuel cell performances. A quite unique method 

was reported in 2006 by Bashyam and Zelenay, here a non-pyrolyzed catalyst was obtained from 
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carbon black, polypyrrole and reduced Co(NO3)2 [200]. This catalyst showed decent ORR activity but 

more remarkable stability under low voltage operation for 100 hours. For the heat treated PPy 

catalysts a variety of different strategies have been published which deal with achieving a hierarchical 

catalyst structure. For instance, just like PANI, PPy has been polymerized onto carbon black as support 

[27-29]. Different silica hard templates have been used such as mesoporous SBA-15 or silica gel 

particles [221, 349]. Recently, Ferrero et al. prepared Fe-N doped carbon capsules from silica particles 

with a hollow core and a mesoporous shell (SCMS) [354]. Therefore, the SCMS were impregnated 

with FeCl3 and exposed to pyrrole vapor after a heat treatment at 850 °C under N2 the silica template 

was removed with HF. This procedure and the resulting catalyst particles are illustrated below. 

 

Figure 37: Schematic preparation of hollow PPy spheres from mesoporous SCMS, FeCl3 and pyrrole vapor (a), final catalyst 

after pyrolysis SEM image (b) and HR-TEM image revealing uniform particle size and shape (c) [354]. 

However, the silica hard template-based approaches rely on dangerous HF or hot alkaline liquid for 

removing the template. To overcome this issue, Meng et al. prepared Fe3O4 microspheres by a 

solvothermal reaction from FeCl3 and sodium acetate in glycol [352]. These Fe3O4 microspheres were 

added to a polymerization mixture containing pyrrole. Following the heat treatment Fe-N doped 

mesoporous carbon microspheres are obtained without any dangerous HF or alkaline leaching step. 

However, the ORR activity of this catalyst was not reported for acidic but only alkaline conditions. Niu 

et al. used NaCl crystals as easy dissolvable template to generate honeycomb-like porous catalyst 

structure [353]. Therefore, NaCl crystals were wet impregnated (ethanol) with pyrrole and PVP. FeCl3 

solution was added and the polymerization was performed at 120 °C for only 3 min to avoid NaCl 

crystal dissolution. Following, the NaCl is easily dissolved in water and the catalyst is obtained after 

the usual heat treatment step under inert gas. The schematic overview of this procedure and the 

morphology of the resulting catalyst is shown in Figure 38. Likewise, ORR activity of this catalyst was 

only reported for alkaline ORR. 
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Figure 38: Schematic synthesis route applying NaCl crystals as readily dissolvable hard-template for the synthesis of a PPy-based 

Fe-N-C catalyst (a) and TEM pictures of the material after pyrolysis showing a disordered honeycomb-like structure [353]. 

As mentioned, the presented methods that use NaCl crystals or via solvothermal method obtained 

Fe3O4 microspheres do not require the use of dangerous chemicals such as HF to remove the hard 

template. However, solvothermal methods and also crystal containing solutions need precise reaction 

control, meaning parameters such as concentrations, temperature and pressure. This can become 

challenging when the batch is being scale-up. In 2010 Yuan et al. reported that the activity of a carbon 

black and PPy based Co-N-C catalyst can be enhanced through doping the PPy with p-toluenesulfonic 

acid (TsOH) [350]. TsOH was simply added to the polymerization mixture containing acid treated 

BlackPearls®2000, pyrrole and APS. The enhanced ORR activity of Co-PPy-TsOH/C in comparison to 

C-PPy/C was attributed to an enhanced N-content. Similar results were reported by Feng et al. when 

doping PPy with sodium dodecylbezene sulfonate (DBSNa), sodium p-toluenesulfonic acid (TsONa) 

and sodium bezene sulfonate (BSNa) [403]. Even so the doping is an easy and highly scalable method, 

the catalyst did show comparatively low activities. Yuan et al. reported a maximum power density of 

204 mW cm-2 under H2-O2 PEMFC operation.  

Contrary, a very high power density of over 1 W cm-2 was achieved by Wang et al., by applying a 

conductive polymer supported on carbon black [363]. Therefore, Ketjenblack® EC-300J was first 

grafted with sulfophenyl groups through a diazonium salt reaction with aminobenzenesulfonic acid. 

The functionalized carbon was then brought into a polymerization mixture of m-phenylenediamine, 

APS and FeCl3. Following the polymerization, Fe(SCN)3 was added by wet impregnation with FeCl3 

and KSCN. The catalyst was obtained after performing the first heat treatment, the acid leaching and 

the second heat treatment. It was proposed that the catalyst benefits from the interaction of the 

sulfophenyl group grafted carbon support with the poly-m-phenylenediamine as well as from the 

addition of Fe(SCN)3 as the iron source [362, 363].  
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Considering the non-conducting polymers polyacrylnitrile (PAN) has been used widely. Chokai et al. 

prepared a PAN based catalyst by first stabilizing the PAN at 230 °C under air [143]. Subsequently, 

FeCl2 was added through wet impregnation with tetrahydrofuran (THF). Activation of the FeCl2 

impregnated stabilized PAN was conducted at 800 °C in Ar for one hour and at 1000 °C in NH3 for one 

hour. This catalyst showed stable fuel cell performance over the course of 400 min operating at high 

potential of 0.8 V in H2-air. The synthesis route, the PEMFC polarization curves and the stability test is 

illustrated in Figure 39.  

 

Figure 39: Diagram of the synthesis of a stabilized PAN based ORR catalyst (a), PEMFC polarization curve under O2 and air (b) 

and retention of initial current density at 0.8 V (c), PEMFC experiment conditions: cathode loading 3.3 mg cm-2, anode loading 

0.2 mgPt
 cm-2, H2 and air 0.2 MPa, cell temperature 80 °C and Nafion® NR211 membrane [143].  

PAN has also widely been used for the preparation of electrospun catalysts [359, 374, 375, 379, 404]. 

By electrospinning, the PAN precursor can be fabricated into fibers of several 100 nm size. From these 

fibers highly porous electrodes can be obtained, thus allowing for excellent mass transport properties 

inside the catalyst layer. Wu et al. prepared such a catalyst by electrospinning PAN, Fe(Ac)2 in DMF 

[379]. The fibers were stabilized in air at 250 °C for 3 hours. Following the catalyst was obtained after 

performing a heat treatment, acid leaching and a second heat treatment. An Fe-S/N doped electrospun 

catalyst was reported by Guo et al. [359]. First, a wet impregnated mixture of PAN, melamine and 

FeCl3 was fabricated into fibers by electrospinning. Sulphur was added in the form of thiophene, which 

was coated on top of the fibers by photopolymerization. The final catalyst was obtained after 

stabilization in air and a heat treatment under inert gas at 700 - 1000 °C. In general, the mass 

transport properties of electrospun catalysts are excellent due to the macroporous fiber network. 

However, the micropore content is usually quite low because a highly graphitized material is formed. 

Shui et al. developed a synthesis approach based on electrospinning where both macro and micropores 

are present in the final catalyst [138]. The precursor mixture that was electrospun contained PAN, poly 
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methyl methacrylate, ball-milled ZIF-8 and 1,10-phenanthroline iron(II) perchlorate. The electrospun 

fibers were first heat treated in Ar and NH3, acid leached and heat treated again in NH3. A remarkably 

high peak power density of ~0.9 W cm-2 (PEMFC, H2-O2, 2 bar, cathode 3 mg cm-2, 80 °C, N211) was 

reported. 

Other non-conducting polymers are reported in Table 9. For instance, Li et al. reported a 

straightforward method where a poly-ethlyenediamine coated carbon black doped with Co and Fe 

transition salts is used. The precursors ethylenediamine, Co(NO3)2, FeSO4  and carbon black are simply 

refluxed at 85 °C for 4 h [384]. The mixture is dried and the standard two heat treatments with 

intermediate acid leaching are performed. During RRDE experiments an onset potential for the ORR of 

0.88 V and 0.92 V was measured for acidic respectively alkaline conditions. Najam et al. prepared a 

poly-diamine-pyridine-based catalyst containing no additional transition metal source but a phosphor 

source, namely phytic acid [366]. This P,N co-doped catalyst showed superior stability against small 

poisoning molecules such as SOx, NOx and POx. 

The Carbon Precursor 

The carbon phase of Me-N-C catalysts fulfils several tasks. Most importantly, it hosts the MeN4 active 

sites. Therefore, a correlation between microporosity or disorder in the carbon support with ORR 

activity is often found [326]. Further, the carbon phase provides electrical conductivity. Considering 

this matter highly graphitized phases become beneficial. Since carbon is the main element of which 

Me-N-C catalysts comprise of, the carbon structure is also defining the mass transport properties of the 

catalyst layer. Carbons which are capable of forming hierarchical macroporous networks are necessary 

for high fuel cell performances. 

Several studies on the influence of the carbon support on a carbon black, iron salt mixture heat treated 

in NH3 have been published [211, 225, 405-408]. It has been found that the higher the surface 

nitrogen content of the final catalyst the higher its ORR activity. The final surface nitrogen content 

correlates with a mass loss during the NH3 treatment and the disordered phase of the initial carbon 

black. Meaning pristine carbon blacks containing high amount of disordered carbon phases showed the 

best ORR activities. According to Charreteur et al. the amount of disordered carbon phase can be 

monitored from the width at half maximum of the D peak in the Raman spectrum [407, 408]. Further, 

it has been reported that the catalytic activity increases with a decreasing particle size of the carbon 

black. Rietveld analysis of the XRD spectra of the pristine carbon blacks further showed a positive 

correlation of ORR activity and the size of the graphitic crystallites inside the carbon particle, giving 

hint to a FeN2+2/C bridging structure of the active side for these catalysts. 
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Likewise, when concerning stability, the carbon support has a big impact. In general, it is reported that 

carbons with low microporosity and high degree of graphitization are favorable [27, 405, 409]. Wu et 

al. polymerized PANI in the presence of different carbon supports and an iron source [27, 409]. 

Following the standard procedure of two heat treatments and an intermediate acid leaching the 

catalyst based on multi-walled carbon nanotubes (PANI-Fe-MWCNTs) showed 500 hours of stable fuel 

cell performance. A comparison of ORR activity, selectivity and stability of the MWCNTs supported 

catalyst with catalyst prepared according to the same method but with varying carbon blacks is given 

in Figure 40.  

 

Figure 40: PANI-Fe-C catalysts prepared with different carbon supports, comparison of RRDE activity (a), RRDE selectivity (b), 

fuel cell activity (c) and fuel cell stability (d) [409]. 

Wu et al. attributed the enhanced stability of their PANI-Fe-MWCNT catalyst not only to the higher 

corrosion resistance of the graphitized carbon of the MWCNTs but also to an increased mass transfer 

which goes along with a better water removal. Enhanced mass transport properties were also reported 

by Larouche et al., here a ZIF-8, phen and Fe(Ac)2 based catalyst was mixed with different amounts of 

carbon fibers [410]. It was found that for both H2-air and H2-O2 fuel cell conditions the performance at 

0.6 V was enhanced about 35 % due to a better mass transport. For fibers with a diameter of 150 nm 

an optimum content of 26 wt% carbon fibers in the precursor mixture was reported. 

Byon et al. reported a synthesis method based on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [411]. 

FeNxCy-moieties were introduced by pyrolysis rGO in the presence of a Fe-salt and graphitic carbon 

nitride (g-C3N4). During RDE tests this Fe-N-rGO catalyst showed 8 times higher ORR mass activity at 

0.75 V in comparison to catalysts prepared with carbon black and oxidized carbon black. 
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Another important discovery about the behavior of different carbon phases was made by Chung et al. 

[412]. It was reported that carbon, which originates from the pyrolysis of an organic nitrogen 

precursors (ONPs), has significant different properties considering ORR activity and stability than a 

carbon phases originating from a carbon black support. Chung et al. prepared two catalysts where 

pyrrole was polymerized with APS in the presence of an oxidized carbon black and Co(NO3)2. The first 

catalyst was synthesized in this manner that the carbon support was added after the polymerization of 

the pyrrole (sequence A). For the second one the carbon support was added before the polymerization 

started (sequence B). Hence for the catalyst prepared according to sequence A two different carbon 

phases are exposed at the catalyst's surface, namely carbon black support and carbon originated from 

PPy. Whereas for the catalyst according to sequence B only carbon originated from PPy is present at 

the surface. It was found that the carbon from PPy shows less ORR activity but much higher stability 

during fuel cell testing. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41: Co-PPy-C catalysts prepared following two different sequences resulting in different surface exposed carbon phases 

(a) and the respective fuel cell polarization curve and stability tests [412]. 
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6 Experimental Part 

In this chapter all experimental details are specified. An overview of the numerous catalysts which 

were prepared in this work is provided in Table 10 and a summary of the performed fuel cell tests 

with cathode catalyst loadings is shown in Table 11. 

Functionalization of MWCNTs 

As described by Kübler et al., "4-Aminopyridine (98%, Alfa Aesar), 5-amino-1H-indazole (98%, Alfa 

Aesar) and sodium nitrite (98%, Carl Roth) were used for the functionalization step. In 20 ml of deionized 

water 0.765 g of 5-amino-1H-indazole were dissolved together with 0.5 g of sodium nitrite. The solution 

temperature was adjusted and kept at 0°C through an ice bath cooling over the whole reaction time. 15 ml 

of conc. HCl was added slowly. Afterwards, a cooled dispersion of 50 mg cleaned Nanocyll™7000 in 50 ml 

deionized water was added. The solution was kept at 0°C for 20 hours. The final product was obtained 

after filtering, washing with acetone and water mixture (1:1) until the filtrate was colorless and dried at 

80°C in air. A resulting yield around 55 mg was obtained." [413]. 

Synthesis of CNT-based catalysts 

As described by Kübler et al., "For the synthesis of the FeNC catalysts, Fe(Ac)2 anhydr. (min 29.5% Fe, 

Alfa Aesar) and 1,10-Phenanthroline (99%, Alfa Aesar) and sulphur (99,5%, Carl Roth) were used. 

Therefore, 200 mg of MWCNTs (or 200 mg of functionalized MWCNTs) were mixed with 95 mg Fe(Ac)2, 

255 mg 1,10-Phenanthroline and 3 mg of sulphur in a mortar. The mixture was then dispersed in 5 ml 

EtOH for 20 minutes and subsequently dried at 80°C in air. The dried powder was grinded again in the 

mortar and transferred into quartz glass boats which were placed in a quartz glass tube of a furnace 

(CarboLite® HZS/12/900). Afterwards, the sample was heated with 300°C h-1 under N2, first up to 300 °C 

then 500 °C were the temperature was hold for 30 minutes, each. The final temperature was 800°C, where 

the material was dwelled for 60 minutes. The acid leaching step was performed after the oven was cooled 

down to a temperature below 80 °C in 200 ml 2 M HCl for 2 hours while sonicating and bubbling N2 

through the mixture. The catalyst was filtered, washed with H2O and dried. The powder then underwent a 

second heat treatment to heal the effects of the acid leaching by heating it under N2 atmosphere to 700 °C 

for 60 min, again applying a heating rate of 300 °C h-1. For the preparation of FeNCind-mix 190 mg of 

MWCNTs mixed with 10 mg of 5-amino-1H-indazole was used." [413]. 

Synthesis of Polypyrrole and Doped Polypyrroles 

First, 3.6 ml of pyrrole (98 %, Alfa Aesar) monomer was dispersed in 500 ml of water. For the synthesis 

of doped polypyrroles 2.475 mmol of doping agent (methyl orange, Chromotrope© 2R, 
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Napthalenedisulfonic acid, aminobenzoic acid, sulfanilic acid or toluenesulfonic acid) was added 

additionally. To this monomer mixture 8.1 g of FeCl3 dissolved in 500 ml of a water was added slowly. 

The reaction mixture was kept at 0 °C for about 24 hours and then filtered. For the samples denoted as 

C-GPPy, C-PPy40x and C-GPPyMixMO, 40 additional washing steps were applied. C-PPy5x was washed 5 

times. One washing step is defined as dispersing the sample in 500 ml of a 1:1 mixture of water and 

acetone for 30 min followed by filtration. No further washing step were applied for all other samples. 

The samples were dried at 75 °C under air. Some preparations of polypyrrole were assisted by Janik 

Scharf, Pascal Theis and Niels Kubitza as part of their research assistant job or student related lab 

work. For the validation of the reproducibility of the preparation, Vladislav Gridin prepared 

polypyrrole for the catalyst VGC21, which is discussed in the appendix. 

Synthesis of Polypyrrole-Based Catalysts 

Typically, 300 mg of doped or undoped polypyrrole precursor were mortared together with the 

transition metal source in a hand mortar. The specific type and amount of transition metal for each 

catalyst is given in Table 10. For the preparation of C-GPPyMixMO, 270 mg of undoped polypyrrole plus 

30 mg of methyl orange were used. The resulting powder was collected and dispersed in 25 ml of a 1:1 

mixture of ethanol and water for 20 min. After evaporation of the solvents (air, 70 °C), the powders 

were mortared again and transferred into a heating furnace (CarboLite® HZS/12/900). For the best 

performing catalyst, which is presented in chapter 8.8, the precursors were not wet impregnated but 

mixed using a ball mill (Retsch MM 400, stainless steel, 10 min, 30 Hz). The precursor was then 

heated under N2 atmosphere with a heating rate of 300 °C h-1. If not stated otherwise in Table 10, the 

final temperature of 800 °C was held for 1 hour. After cooling to room temperature, the samples were 

transferred into 2 M HCl. About 200 ml of 2 M HCl or 150 ml of 2 M HCl and 50 ml isopropanol was 

used. The acid leaching was performed by sonicating the sample for 1 hour or 2 - 2.5 hours at 50 °C 

and N2 bubbling. The samples were kept at room temperature overnight in acid without sonication. 

Finally, the catalyst was filtered and washed with water. A second heat treatment was performed for 

some of the samples. Therefore, the powder was transferred again into the heating furnace. The 

second heat treatment was performed under N2 gas. More details about heating rate and final 

temperature are given in Table 10. Some preparations of the polypyrrole-based catalysts were assisted 

by Janik Scharf, Pascal Theis and Niels Kubitza as part of their research assistant job or student related 

lab work. For the validation of the reproducibility of the preparation, Vladislav Gridin prepared the 

catalyst VGC21, which is discussed in the appendix. 
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Table 10: Overview of all catalysts which were investigated within this thesis. 

Catalyst and 

Chapter 
Type 

Precursor 

1 

Precursors 

2 

First Heat 

Treatment 

Acid 

Leaching 

Second 

Heat 
Treatment 

Internal 

denotation 

FeNC 

Chapter 7 
Table 12 

CNT Nanocyll7000
TM 

Phen, Fe(Ac)2, S 300 °C h
-1

 to 300 °C 

30 min; 300 °C h
-1 

to 
500 °C 30 min; 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

700 °C 60 min 

MK94 

FeNCind-mix 

Chapter 7 

Table 12 

CNT Nanocyll7000
TM 

Phen, Fe(Ac)2, S, 

amino-indazole 

300 °C h
-1

 to 300 °C 

30 min; 300 °C h
-1 

to 

500 °C 30 min; 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

700 °C 60 min 

MK110 

FeNCpyr 

Chapter 7 

Table 12 

CNT-Pyridine Nanocyll7000
TM

 

functionalized 

with pyridine 

Phen, Fe(Ac)2, S,  300 °C h
-1

 to 300 °C 

30 min; 300 °C h
-1 

to 

500 °C 30 min; 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

700 °C 60 min 

MK93 

FeNCind 

Chapter 7 

Table 12 

CNT-Indazole Nanocyll7000
TM

 

functionalized 

with indazole 

Phen, Fe(Ac)2, S,  300 °C h
-1

 to 300 °C 

30 min; 300 °C h
-1 

to 

500 °C 30 min; 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

700 °C 60 min 

MK77 

C-GPPy 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole washed 

40x  

polypyrrole  

300 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 1 hours 

- MK212 

C-GPPyMixMO 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole washed 

40x  

polypyrrole 270 

mg, methyl orange 

30 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 1 hours 

- MK234 

C-PPy40x 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x  

polypyrrole  

300 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 1 hours 

- PPN43 

C-PPy5x 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 5x  

polypyrrole  

300 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 1 hours 

- PPN41 

C-PPy0x 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

300 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 1 hours 

- PPN38 

C-2ht-PPy0x+ 

Chapter 8.2 

Table 13 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

300 mg 

FeCl3 300 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

375 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

200 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

MK200 

C-PPyFe(Ox) 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

Fe(C2O4) x 2 H2O 

387 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN68 

C-PPyFe(Ac)2 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

Fe(CH3COO)2  

374 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN67 

C-PPyFe(NO3)3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

871 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN63 

C-PPyFeCl3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg 300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN65 

C-PPyFeCl2 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole 

350 mg 

FeCl2 x 6 H2O  

506 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN64 

C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 16 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 233 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

292 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN66 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg 300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

PPN70 

C-2ht- 

PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 233 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

292 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

PPN71/ PPN66b 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl2 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole 

350 mg 

FeCl2 x 6 H2O  

506 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

PPN64_2 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole 

350 mg 

FeCl2 x 6 H2O  

700 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

PPN74 

C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole 

350 mg 

FeCl2 x 6 H2O  

850 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

PPN73 

C-2ht- 
PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3 

Chapter 8.3 

Table 17 

Polypyrrole-methyl 
orange 

polypyrrole  
350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg, 
Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

437 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 
60 min 

230 ml 2 M 
HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 
800 °C 45 min 

MK200 

C-PPyFeCl3_2 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg 300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN60 

C-PPyKMnO4 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

KMnO4 341 mg 300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN61 

C-PPyMn(Ac)2 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 
orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  
350 mg 

Mn(CH3COO)2 

372 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 
60 min 

230 ml 2 M 
HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN62 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 

Chapter 8.4 
Polypyrrole-methyl 
orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  
350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg 
Mn(CH3COO)2 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 
60 min 

230 ml 2 M 
HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN59 
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Table 19 372 mg 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange washed 40x 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg  

KMnO4 341 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- PPN58 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg  

KMnO4 341 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

MK204 

C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 

Chapter 8.4 

Table 19 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

- MK207_1 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 

Chapter 8.5 

Table 20  

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

MK207_2 

C-2htm-

PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 

Chapter 8.5 

Table 20 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK207_3 

C-2hts-

PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 

Chapter 8.5 

Table 20 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

1000 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 1 min 

MK216 

C-2htm-

PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 

Chapter 8.5 

Table 21 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK240 

C-PPy-1000 

Chapter 8.6 

Table 22 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK240 

C-PPy-1000-IsoAL 

Chapter 8.6 

Table 22 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK248 

C-PPy-MO 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK248/JS3 

C-PPy-SA 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole-sulfanilic 

acid 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK257/NK4 

C-PPy-TSA 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole-toluene 

sulfonic acid 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

NK5 

C-PPy-ABA 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole-amino 

benzoic acid 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300°C/h to 1000°C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK258 

C-PPy-NDSA 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole-napthalene 

disulfonic acid 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

NK8 

C-PPy-CT2R 

Chapter 8.7 

Table 23 

Polypyrrole- 

Chromotrop2R® 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK259 

Cat A 

Chapter 8.8 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 350 mg, 

Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 

437 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

450 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 45 min 

MK200 

Cat B 

Chapter 8.8 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 800 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

300 °C h
-1

 to 

800° C 45 min 

MK207_2 

Cat C 

Chapter 8.8 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

230 ml 2 M 

HCl for 2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK240 

Cat D 

Chapter 8.8 

Polypyrrole-methyl 

orange  

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

MK248 / JS3 

Cat E  

Chapter 8.8 

Polypyrrole-sulfanilic 

acid 

polypyrrole  

350 mg 

FeCl3 590 mg  

KMnO4 176 mg 

300 °C h
-1

 to 1000 °C 

60 min 

175 ml 2 M 

HCl, 60 ml 

isopropanol for 

2 hours 

800 °C h
-1

 to 

800 °C 15 min 

NK3 

precursors were 

ball milled 

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

The TEM pictures were recorded with a FEI-Philips CM20 device. The acceleration was set to 120 kV. A 

LaB6 electrode was used. Samples were prepared by dispersing them in ethanol and pipetting about 2 - 

5 µl onto a conventional copper TEM grid with carbon film, S147-4 PlanoTM.   
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Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) Surface Area 

N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded to determine the specific surface area of the 

catalysts (Device: Autosorb-3B, Quantochrome, Boynton Beach, FL, USA). The software to analyze the 

obtained data was provided by Quantochrome. Degassing the samples (~40 mg) was carried out at 

200 °C under vacuum for about 18 hours. The BET measurements were mostly conducted by Stephen 

Paul and David Wallace. 

Raman Spectroscopy 

The catalyst samples for Raman measurements were prepared by pipetting 5 μl of the respective inks 

onto a silica wafer and were left to dry at room temperature. Raman spectra were obtained at room 

temperature with an alpha 300R confocal Raman microscope from WiTec (Ulm, Germany) with a grid 

of 600 lines mm-1 using an excitation laser (532.2 nm) with a laser power of 1 mW. The range of the 

measured spectra spreads from 0 to 4000 cm-1. The spectra were recorded by performing 10 scans, 

each with integration time of 10 s. For each catalyst sample, spectra were recorded at three different 

locations and normalized with respect to the G band maximum intensity. The mean intensity of these 

spectra was taken and used for the fitting. The bands can be assigned as G band (1580 cm-1), D band 

(1360 cm-1), D2 band (1615 cm-1), D3 band (1500 cm-1) and D4 band (1200 cm-1). Raman 

spectroscopy was conducted by David Wallace and Lingmei Ni. Data fitting was performed by David 

Wallace.  

57Fe-Mössbauer Spectroscopy (MS) 

As described by Kübler et al. "Mössbauer spectra were recorded in constant acceleration mode with a 

57Co/Rh source at room temperature. All samples were measured without isotopic enrichment, typically 

80 – 100 mg were used and measured about 3-4 days. The measurements were performed in transmission 

mode within a velocity range of ± 10 mm s-1, calibration of the velocity axis was made with respect to α-

Fe. The spectra resolution is given by the 1024 multichannel analyzer, resulting in 512 points and the 

chosen velocity, leading to a step size of 0.08 mm s-1. The program Recoil was used for fitting the spectra." 

[413]. The Mössbauer spectra within this work were recorded and fitted by Lingmei Ni and Stephan 

Wagner. 

Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (DEMS) 

As described by Kübler et al. "A differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) setup comprises of 

an electrochemical half-cell which is connected to a mass spectrometer (MS). The custom made cell and the 

rest of the setup is described in detail elsewhere [414]. In short, the investigated catalyst material is spray 
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coated on a gas diffusion layer (see experimental part fuel cell) which serves as working electrode. The 

applied catalyst loading was 1.4 mg cm-2 for FeNCind-mix, 2.3 mg cm-2 for CB-FeNC and 2.2 mg cm-2 for the 

Pt/C catalyst (60 wt% Pt, Tanaka), with PTFE contents in the ink of 35 wt%. The working electrode is 

covered by a Nafion™ Membrane (N117 Quintech GmbH), a 4 M H2SO4 reservoir on top connects a 

reference HydroFlex® (GaskatelGmbH) and Pt-wire as counter electrode. N2 gas is supplied below the 

working electrode with a flow rate of 50 ml min-1. The mass spectrometer is set to monitor the signal of 

m/z = 44, which refers to CO2. The used potentiostat was a Reference 600 from Gamry Instruments and 

the mass spectrometer Prisma™ was purchased from Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH. Linear sweep voltammetry 

was performed from 0.05 to 1.4 V with a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1 at 23 °C and 60 °C, respectively." [413]. 

The DEMS experiments were conducted at the Fraunhofer Institute for Chemcial Technology (ICT) at 

the faculty of Applied Electrochemistry (AE) by the author of this work. 

Rotating Ring Disc Electrode (RRDE) Measurements  

As described by Kübler et al. "RRDE measurements were performed using a MSR rotator, an OD PEEK 

shaft (AFE6MB, Pine Research) and a glassy carbon disk platinum ring disc electrode (AFE6R2GCPT, Pine 

Research) as working electrode. In order to avoid Pt impurities a glassy carbon rod was used as counter 

electrode. A standard Ag/AgCl (C3 Prozess und Analysetechnik GmbH) was used as the reference electrode. 

All potentials in this work are given versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), measured with a 

Hydroflex® (GaskatelGmbH). The used potentiostat was a Parstat3000A (AMETEK). VersaStudio software 

(Princeton Applied Research) was used to record the experiments. CV and RRDE measurements were made 

in 0.1 M H2SO4 at room temperature. For the ink, 5 mg of catalyst is dispersed in 142 μl H2O, 83 μl 

isopropanol and 25 μl Nafion™ solution (Quintech GmbH, PFSA 5 wt%) for 45 minutes (ice-cooled 

Emmi®-H120, EMAG AG ultrasonic bath, 50 Watt). The catalyst loading on the working electrode was set 

to 0.8 mg cm-2. Ten voltammetric cycles under N2 saturated electrolyte were performed from 1.2 V to 0 V 

with a scan rate of 100 mV s-1
 followed by two cycles with 10 mV s-1

 in the same potential range. The ORR 

activity was investigated by performing cyclic voltammetry in the mentioned potential window with a 

sweep rate of 10 mV s-1
 and applying different rotation rates for each cycle (O, 200, 400, 900, 1500 rpm). 

Simultaneously the ring current was traced at a constant potential of 1.2 V. The hydrogen peroxide 

amount and electrode transfer number ne were determined from the ring and disc currents according to: 
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( 4 ) 

       
     

       
 

( 5 ) 

Where N is the collection efficiency of the ring 0.38,    is the measured ring current and    is the measured 

disc current." [413]. The catalyst loading of all CNT based catalysts was 0.8 mg cm-2 and 0.5 mg cm-2 

for all other samples in this work. All RRDE experiments in this work were conducted twice. The error 

bars are included in the displayed figures. 

RRDE Durability Measurements for CNT Catalysts 

As described by Kübler et al. "Durability measurements were carried out in N2 saturated electrolyte. The 

same potential window was applied, and 10,000 cycles with a scan rate of 500 mV s-1 were performed. 

Each durability cycle needs therefore 2.4 seconds and in total the 10,000 cycles require 6.6 hours. Activity 

and selectivity, as well as cyclic voltammetry were measured at the beginning of test (B.o.T.) and End of 

Life (E.o.T.)." [413]. 

Electrode and Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) Preparation  

For the anode ink, 80 mg of Pt/C Elyst Pt20 0390 (Umicore NV/SA) was dispersed in 0.8 ml H2O, 

0.8 ml Nafion™ (PFSA 5 wt%) and 1.6 ml isopropanol. The CNT based cathode was prepared from an 

ink formulation according to; 42.5 mg catalyst powder dispersed in 1 ml isopropanol, 0.5 ml Nafion™ 

(PFSA 5 wt%) and 0.13 ml H2O. The polypyrrole catalysts were worked up by dispersing 80 mg 

catalyst powder in 0.97 ml Nafion™ (PFSA 5 wt%), 1.05 ml isopropanol and 0.185 ml H2O. All inks 

were dispersed for one hour in an ultrasonic bath. Following, the inks were sprayed on a gas diffusion 

layer (GDL, Freudenberg SE H23C9 purchased from Quintech GmbH) and hand-cut to obtain an area 

of 4.84 cm². The specific loading of each electrode was obtained after weighing the dry GDL before 

and after spraying. MEAs were obtained after hot-pressing the electrodes together with a Nafion N212 

membrane (Quintech GmbH) at 125°C for 2 minutes and pressure of 2 kN. The spraying process was 

assisted by by Janik Scharf, Pascal Theis and Niels Kubitza as part of their research assistant job or 

student related lab work. For the validation of the reproducibility of the preparation, Vladislav Gridin 

prepared the MEA of the VGC21 catalyst, which is discussed in the appendix. 

Fuel Cell Testing 

The fuel cell tests were performed with a Model 840e from Scribner Associates. As typical for Fe-N-C 

catalysts no break-in procedure was performed. The temperature of the humidifiers was set to 80 °C. In 
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order to avoid condensation, the cell temperature was set to 81 °C, thus humidification was 96 %. The 

tests were conducted with 1 bar gauge back pressure. Considering the vapor pressure, the absolute 

pressure was therefore 1.5 bar. All gas flows were set to 0.2 L min-1. The measurement protocol started 

by recording the open circuit potential for 180 seconds. Following, the polarization curve was 

measured by increasing the current from 0 A stepwise with a rate of 0.03 A every 10 seconds. Fuel cell 

resistance was corrected for the measurements in H2-O2, which was performed by the automated tool 

provided from the test station. The stability tests were conducted after measuring the polarization 

curve. A constant potential was applied for a certain amount of time and the current output was 

recorded. The specific potentials and specific holding times are all given in the figure caption of the 

respective graphs.  

For the fuel cell tests 40 - 50 % of the samples were randomly selected for a second measurement. For 

these samples error bars are included in the figures. Some measurements were very accurate, so that 

the error bars are not visible. Because the fuel cell measurements are very time consuming, not all of 

them were conducted twice. For evaluation of the reproducibility of the overall synthesis process the 

reader is referred to chapter 12. Since the electrode preparation was performed by hand (airbrush 

spraying method), the catalyst loadings differ slightly from another. Table 11 summarizes which 

samples were measured twice and gives the respective catalyst loadings. 

Table 11: Overview of fuel cell measurements and catalyst loadings. 

Catalyst 
Loading 1 / 

mg cm
-2 

Loading 2 / 

mg cm
-2 

Figure 

FeNC 1.7 - Figure 51, Figure 52 

FeNCpyr 1.7 - Figure 51, Figure 52 

FeNCind 1.7 - Figure 51, Figure 52 

C-GPPy 3.1 3.1 Figure 62 

C-PPy40x 2.5 - Figure 62 

C-PPy5x 2.6 2.6 Figure 62 

C-PPy0x 2.2 - Figure 62 

C-2ht-PPy0x+ 3.3 - Figure 62 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3 3.3 - Figure 67 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 3.4 - Figure 67 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl2 3.3 - Figure 67, Figure 68 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2 3.2 3.2 Figure 68 

C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2 3.4 3.4 Figure 68 

C-2ht- PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3 3.3 - Figure 68 

C-PPyFeCl3_2 2.8 2.8 Figure 73, Figure 74 

C-PPyKMnO4 3.2 3.2 Figure 73, Figure 74 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 3.4 3.4 Figure 73, Figure 74 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 2.7 2.7 Figure 73, Figure 74 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 3.2 3.2 Figure 75, Figure 76 

C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 3.7 - Figure 78, Figure 79 
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C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 3.3 3.6 
Figure 75, Figure 76, Figure 78, 

Figure 79 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 3.6 3.6 
Figure 78, Figure 79, Figure 83, 

Figure 84, Figure 85,  Figure 86 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 3.3 3.3 
Figure 78, Figure 79, Figure 83, 

Figure 84 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4-

_1000 
3.4 3.4 

Figure 83, Figure 84, Figure 85,  

Figure 86 

C-PPy-1000 

3.4 3.4 

Figure 83, Figure 84, Figure 85,  

Figure 86, Figure 90, Figure 91, 

Figure S5 

C-PPy-1000-IsoAL 3.5 3.2 Figure 90, Figure 91 

C-PPy-MO 3.5 - Figure 96 

C-PPy-SA 3.5 2.7 Figure 96, Figure 97 

C-PPy-TSA 3.7 - Figure 96 

C-PPy-ABA 2.7 - Figure 97 

C-PPy-NDSA 3.5 - Figure 96 

C-PPy-CT2R 2.7 - Figure 97 

Cat A 3.3 - Figure 98, Figure 99 

Cat B 3.3 - Figure 98, Figure 99 

Cat C 3.4 - Figure 98, Figure 99 

Cat D 3.2 - Figure 98, Figure 99 

Cat E 3.9 - Figure 98, Figure 99 

VGC21 3.4 - Figure S5 

 

6.1 Remark on the 57Fe-Mössbauer Analysis in this Work 

This thesis was part of a broader project in which Fe-N-C catalysts were studied very comprehensively. 

The two major fundamental topics of that project were:  

(I) Improved understanding of the structural composition and the reaction mechanistic of Fe-N-C 

catalysts. 

(II) Improved understanding of synthesis parameters on performance characteristics and the 

development of a new synthesis strategy for a Fe-N-C catalyst. 

This thesis addresses the (II) major topic of the broader project. Hence, a detailed discussion of the 

structural composition with respect to 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy is not included within the scope of 

this work. The results of the spectroscopic experiments will be discussed in a condensed fashion, in 

that way that still important findings with respect the synthesis are given. Hence, this work focuses on 

the synthesis parameters and performance. Details on fundamental topic (I) are provided within the 

work of Lingmei Ni. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments and data analysis of this work were 

conducted by Stephan Wagner and Lingmei Ni.   
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7 Results and Discussion on Surface Functionalized Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes as 
Non-Precious Metal Oxygen Reduction Catalysts  

This chapter deals with a synthesis approach based on carbon nanotubes as backbone of a Fe-N-C 

catalyst. First, the main concept of this approach and how the FeNxCy moieties were attached to the 

carbon nanotube is explained. Important physical characterization methods, such as TEM, BET and 

Mössbauer spectroscopy are performed. This helps to understand the structure and composition of the 

material. Further, the catalysts are electrochemically evaluated using RRDE, DEMS and PEMFC testing. 

High ORR performance during RRDE tests was achieved. However, the results could not be transferred 

to the fuel cell level. Subsequently, the findings of this first approach helped revising the synthesis 

method and contributed to the improved second approach which is presented from chapter 8 onwards. 

The results of this chapter were published here [413].  

 

Figure 42: Cover image of Energy Technology featuring the results of chapter 7 on surface functionalized multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes as non-precious metal oxygen reduction catalysts [413]. 
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7.1 Background and Motivation on MWCNT Based ORR Catalysts 

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are implemented as the carbon backbone of a Fe-phen 

based Fe-N-C catalyst. Due to their high degree of graphitization and specific structure, carbon 

nanotubes evidence a better chemical stability in comparison to commonly applied carbon blacks. This 

specific structure, which is described as several coaxially arranged graphene sheets rolled into a 

cylinder, is given in Figure 43. The main idea is that the resulting catalysts show improved corrosion 

resistance due to a minimized fraction of amorphous carbon. 

 

Figure 43: TEM picture of a MWCNT consisting of several coaxially arranged graphene sheets rolled into a cylinder. 

For platinum-based ORR catalysts the benefit of using MWCNTs as carbon support has already been 

demonstrated. Wang et al. revealed that in comparison to Vulcan® XC-72, MWCNTs form less surface 

oxide species under potentiostatic conditions (60 °C, 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.9 V vs. RHE) [415]. Likewise, 

about 30 % lower corrosion induced current was measured. Hasche et al. performed stability tests on 

Pt/C and Pt/MWCNTs [416]. A smaller mass activity loss, as well as less decrease in electrochemical 

active surface area (ECSA) was reported for Pt/MWCNT.  

Considering Me-N-C catalysts, Gao et al. reported an activation energy barrier of about 15 eV for the 

acidic ORR on a FeN4/MWCNT system [417]. The activation energy was obtained by performing 

first-principles spin-polarized local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) calculations. Some experimental approaches have been reported with the aim of 

combining FeNxCy moieties with a MWCNT structure. For instance, Chung et al. obtained a mixture of 

nanotubes and nanoparticles comprising iron, nitrogen and carbon after carbonization of iron acetate 

in the present of cyanamide [305]. The resulting material demonstrated excellent ORR activity 

(E1/2 = 0.87 V) as well as better stability than commercial 20 wt % Pt/C (E-TEK) in alkaline media. 

Hijazi et al., as well as Jia et al. attached Co- respectively Fe-porphyrin on MWCNTs through surface 

adsorption followed by dimerization of the porphyrin’s triple bonds after Hay-coupling reaction [418, 

419].  
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7.2 Synthesis Method and Prepared MWCNT Catalysts 

In this chapter, surface functionalized MWCNTs in combination with Fe-phen are used. The surface 

functionalization of the MWCNTs enables a direct connection between the MWCNTs and the Fe-phen 

complex. The particular synthesis steps are shown in Figure 44. First, an amino compound which is 

either amino-pyridine or amino-indazole is attached covalently onto the surface of the MWCNTs. This 

functionalization is achieved through a diazoniumsalt reaction [420]. Next, Fe(Ac)2, phen and sulphur 

are added. The sulphur is added in order to suppress the formation of excess amounts of insoluble 

inorganic iron species during the heat treatment process. Figure 44 shows the assumed interaction 

between the functionalized MWCNTs and the Fe-phen complex. It is assumed that FeNxCy-like 

structures are directly attached on top of a MWCNT substructure after carbonization.  

 

Figure 44: Schematic presentation of the different synthesis steps and assumed coordination of Fe-phen. 

Overall, four different catalyst are prepared, an overview is shown in Table 12. To examine the impact 

of the surface functionalization, the samples labeled as FeNC, FeNCpyr and FeNCind are prepared. The 

denotation FeNCpyr and FeNCind reveres to samples that are synthesized applying the pyridinic 

respectively the indazolic functionalized MWCNTs. FeNC is prepared as a reference material, where 

MWCNTs were used without any surface modification. Likewise, FeNCind-mix serves as a reference 

material, for which indazole is simply mixed but not chemically attached on the MWCNTs' surface. The 

used amount of phen, Fe(Ac)2 and sulphur is the same for all of the prepared samples. 
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Table 12: Overview of investigated MWCNTs based FeNC catalyst materials. 

Sample Name Type of MWCNTs 
MWCNTs 
/ mol e.q. 

Fe(Ac)2 / 
mol e.q. 

Phenanthroline / 
mol e.q. 

Sulfur / 
mol e.q. 

FeNC Unmodified 30.5 1.0 2.6 0.2 

FeNCpyr Pyridinic 30.5 1.0 2.6 0.2 

FeNCind Indazolic 30.5 1.0 2.6 0.2 

FeNCind-mix 

Unmodified, 
mixed with 

indazole 
30.5 1.0 2.6 0.2 

 

 

7.3 Structural Characterization 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

TEM pictures were recorded to validate the structure of the catalysts. The results are given in Figure 

45. 

 

Figure 45: TEM pictures of pristine MWCNTs before (a, b) and after pyrolysis together with Fe(Ac)2, phenanthroline and 

sulphur (c-j). Unmodified MWCNTs (c, d), pyridinic functionalized (e, f), unmodified but mixed with amino-indazole (g, h) and 

indazolic functionalized (i, j). 

As shown in Figure 45 a) and b), the pristine MWCNTs have a diameter of about 10 nm and comprise 

of several parallel graphene sheets rolled together into a tube. After the pyrolysis of the MWCNTs in 

the presence of Fe(Ac)2, phen and sulphur the MWCNT substructure remains intact for all of the 
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prepared catalysts (Figure 45 c)-j)). As it has been shown earlier through thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA), the unchanged morphology of the MWCNTs after the heat treatment in N2 at 800 °C is expected 

[421, 422]. Further, the TEM pictures show graphitized Fe-phen particles/remains. These particles are 

found besides or in between the MWCNT network without a direct attachment or linkage to the 

MWCNTs. This observation is made for the catalyst prepared from the unmodified MWCNTs (Figure 

45 c), d)), the one synthesized from pyridinic MWCNTs (Figure 45 e), f)) as well as for the one 

obtained from unmodified MWCNTs and added amino-indazole (Figure 45 g), h)). The pictures 

recorded at higher magnification (Figure 45 d), f) and h)) clearly show that the surface of the 

MWCNTs is clean of any pyrolysis residues and that the Fe-phen remains are only embedded between 

the MWCNT framework. For FeNC this result is reasonable, since the unmodified MWCNTs do not 

contain any additional surface functionalization which would provoke an interaction between Fe-phen 

and the MWCNT surface. The same explanation applies for FeNCind-mix. In contrast, FeNCpyr is prepared 

from MWCNTs which were functionalized with pyridinic groups. These could in general interact with 

the iron cations through the electron lone pair of the nitrogen atom. However, this interaction does 

either not occur, or it is not decisive enough to result in the desired outcome. On the contrary, for the 

catalyst prepared from indazole functionalized MWCNTs, FeNCind, the TEM pictures show that the 

pyrolyzed Fe-phen is directly attached onto the outside of the MWCNT walls (Figure 45 i), j)). This 

layer is only appearing in sections and is of varying thickness. Still, a distinct difference between 

FeNCind and the other three samples is identifiable. Hence, it is stated that through prior surface 

modification of MWCNTs with indazole molecules it was possible to attach carbonized Fe-phen, 

meaning FeNxCy moieties on top of a MWCNT backbone.  
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BET Results 

The multi-walled carbon nanotubes, Nanocyl7000TM were commercially purchased from Nanocyl SA. 

Due to possible metal impurities of the Nanocyl7000TM, an acid leaching step was performed before 

any further synthesis steps. Subsequently, the acid treated MWCNTs underwent a heat treatment at 

800 °C under N2 atmosphere to remove excessive oxygen containing surface groups and to heal 

possible defects caused by the acid leaching step. The specific BET surface areas of the different 

materials were determined through N2 sorption experiments. The results are shown in Figure 46. 

  

Figure 46: Overview of the N2 sorption experiments and resulting BET surface areas for MWCNT-based catalysts. 

After the acid leaching and annealing step, the clean MWCNTs show a specific surface area of 

377 m² g-1. This value is slightly higher than the reported value of 250 - 300 m² g-1 for the as received 

MWCNTs from the manufacturer [423]. After the synthesis steps involving Fe-phen, the specific 

surface area of most of the materials is lower. For FeNC and FeNCpyr a value of 231 m² g-1 respectively 

281 m² g-1 are measured. FeNCind has a specific surface area of 333 m² g-1. The lower BET surface area 

of the catalysts in comparison to the acid washed and annealed MWCNTs is due to the contribution of 

the carbonized Fe-phen. Schardt et al. stated a specific surface area of 295 m² g-1 after carbonization of 

Fe-phen with sulphur [251]. Still, this value was measured for a sample applying just one heat 

treatment. Considering that a second heat treatment in general lowers the BET surface through partial 

pore and structure collapsing [122] the lower values for the catalysts prepared in this study (between 

231 – 333 m² g-1) are reasonable. The catalysts which were prepared from the MWCNTs that 

underwent a prior surface modification show slightly higher BET values than FeNC. In accordance with 

the TEM images this is caused by slightly smaller and better dispersed Fe-phen phases. However, 

considering the high specific surface area of FeNCind-mix (385 m² g-1), it is also likely that pyridine and 

indazole, respectively their amino compounds, provoke pore formation. This is in accordance with 

previous findings where other amino group containing molecules like dicyandiamide have shown to 

enhance the specific BET surface area by decomposing into gaseous products [251, 277]. 
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57Fe-Mössbauer Spectroscopy Results 

57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy gives important insights on the structural composition of the catalysts 

with respect to iron. The results are displayed in Figure 47. Whereas Figure 47 a) - c) show the 

Mössbauer spectra and Figure 47 d) gives the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting of the detected 

doublet species.  

 

Figure 47: Mössbauer spectra of the catalysts FeNC (a), FeNCpyr (b) and FeNCind (c) and quadrupole splitting versus isomer shift 

(d). 

The spectra of the three catalysts are dominated by a doublet labeled as D1. In general, this doublet 

species is identified as FeN4 site of different oxidation and spin states [424]. However, since the 

experiments were performed at room temperature, D1 could also be attributed to iron or iron oxide 

nano clusters [425]. Starting with FeNCind, three doublets are measured. D2 shows a high quadrupole 

splitting of 3.49 mm s-1. This could be assigned to a intermediate spin species such as FeN4 plus weak 

axial ligands [424]. The D3 is related to an intermediate spin state FeN4 species. Only two doublets are 

found for FeNCpyr, labelled as D1 and D4. Where D4 is probably a fivefold coordinated iron with 

nitrogen or oxygen in high spin state [424]. Interestingly, besides D1 and D2, three sextets are found 

for FeNC. Those can be assigned to Fe3O4 and α-FeOOH. Inorganic iron species were found to be less 

active and less stable under fuel cell operations. Hence, they are undesired by-products [33]. From 

these results it is expected that FeNC shows less activity and stability than the other two catalysts, 

FeNCpyr and FeNCind.  
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7.4 Electrochemical Experiments 

Rotating Ring Disc Electrode Measurements 

The electrocatalytic ORR performance in acidic electrolyte of the prepared catalysts was analyzed by 

rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) measurements. The results are displayed in Figure 48 a). The 

H2O2 yield is given in Figure 48 b). 

 

Figure 48: ORR polarization curves (A) and respective H2O2 yield (B) for the different MWCNT catalysts recorded with a sweep 

rate of 10 mV s-1 in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4, a rotation rate of 1500 rpm and a loading of 0.8 mg cm-2. 

The ORR activity is increasing according to: FeNC < FeNCind-mix < FeNCpyr < FeNCind. The shift in onset 

potential from the least active material, FeNC (800 mV) to the most active one, FeNCind (900 mV) is 

100 mV. Similar onset potentials were found for other highly active Fe-Phen based catalysts  [251, 

426]. Figure 48 a) shows that the functionalization of the MWCNTs also has a positive impact on the 

diffusion limited current density. For FeNCind, the diffusion limited current density is above the 

theoretical limit (> 6 mA cm-²). This can be explained by the high electrode loading of 0.8 mg cm-² in 

combination with the porosity of the material. The real electrode surface area is regularly higher than 

the one obtained from the simple geometrical area of the disc. Regarding the ORR selectivity, the same 

trend as for ORR activity is observable. FeNC shows an average H2O2 yield of 5.4 %, both 

functionalized MWCNTs exhibit lower values; 2.8 % for FeNCpyr and 1.0 % for FeNCind. It is important 

to mention that the very low H2O2 yields which are reported here, are also influenced by the catalyst 

loading on the RRDE disc [427]. Considering these results, it is concluded, that surface 

functionalization of the MWCNTs with N-containing groups before the pyrolysis with Fe-phen is 

leading to an increased ORR activity and selectivity during RRDE experiments.  

In addition to the activity tests, experiments on stability under N2 were performed. Figure 49 shows 

the initial ORR sweep versus the respective sweep after performing 10,000 cycles between 0 and 1.2 V.  
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Figure 49: Initial ORR sweep (solid) and after performing 10,000 scans ranging from 0 to 1.2 V in N2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 

with a sweep rate of 500 mV s-1 (hollow) for the different MWCNT catalysts (a-d). 

Since it was shown that the exposure of FeNC based catalysts to H2O2 in acidic media leads to a 

significant decrease in ORR activity, the stability tests here were performed under N2 [162]. Hence, the 

obtained results are not influenced by the different H2O2 production rates of the catalysts. A more 

appropriate statement on the influence of the role of the MWCNT substructure can be made. By 

comparing the four catalysts, a similar but not the same trend as for the ORR activity is observed. As 

indicated by the shift in half-wave potential the stability increases from FeNC (~30 mV) < FeNCpyr (~ 

13 mV) < FeNCind-mix (~ 10 mV) < FeNCind (~2 mV). Again, these results are in good accordance with 

the results of Mössbauer spectroscopic experiments. FeNC contains additional inorganic Fe-species, 

these tend to dissolve more easily than FeNxCy-moieties. This effect was shown by an operando 

spectroscopic analysis of different catalysts under RRDE and fuel cell conditions [33]. When comparing 

the pyridinic to the indazolic derived catalyst, from Figure 49 c) and d) it appears that the catalyst 

with a direct linkage of the MWCNT substructure to the FeNxCy-moieties, FeNCind has a lower shift in 

half-wave potential after cycling. As mentioned before, the stability tests were performed under N2 so 

no effect of different H2O2 production rates influences the stability of the materials. From these results 
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it is concluded that the direct linkage of the FeNxCy-moieties to the MWCNT framework leads to a 

more stable catalyst compared to the same material without that direct linkage. 

Differential Electrochemical Mass-Spectroscopic Investigations 

To gain further insight on the stability of FeNCind differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy 

(DEMS) measurements were performed. These experiments were conducted by the author of this 

theses at the facility of the Fraunhofer ICT in Pfinztal.  The applied half-cell setup uses a catalyst 

spray-coated gas diffusion layer in combination with a membrane and allows to measure under 

gaseous flow conditions.  Hence, the obtained results come close to the real application conditions of a 

fuel cell. All details about the DEMS setup are given elsewhere [414]. For the DEMS experiments 

FeNCind was compared with Pt/C and a carbon-black porphyrin-based (CB-FeNC) catalyst. Hence, the 

carbon corrosion behavior of the novel structure (attached FeNC moieties to MWCNT substructure) are 

compared with a standard Pt/C and a usual FeNC ORR catalyst (not MWCNT based). Linear sweep 

voltammetry was performed from 0 to 1.4 V under N2 at 23 °C and 60 °C. Besides the electrochemical 

data the mass spectrometer of the DEMS setup simultaneously records the ion current of CO2 (m/z = 

44), the results are given in Figure 50.  

 

Figure 50: DEMS experiments showing LSV scans under N2 saturated atmosphere at 23 °C (left) and 60 °C (right), 

electrochemical output (upper) and ion current m/z = 44 detected with the mass spectrometer (lower). 

The upper graphs show the electrochemical data and the lower graphs display the ion currents. 

Looking at the LSV, the typical electrochemical response for Pt/C and both Fe-N-C catalysts is 

obtained. Whereas it is important to mention that the specific redox peaks are less pronounced for the 

measurements performed with the half-cell DEMS setup as they are for the RDE/RRDE. This 
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phenomenon was also observed by Jurzinsky et al. [428]. The phenomenon is explained due to 

different transport behavior and surface conductivity of the differing interfaces of catalyst/NafionTM 

(DEMS) to Catalyst/H2SO4 (RDE/RRDE) [429, 430]. For both Fe-N-C catalysts an almost feature-less 

curve arises from 0 to 1.0 V. At higher potentials an oxidative current is measured, which is ascribed to 

carbon oxidation. This oxidative current is more pronounced for the measurements performed at 

60 °C. A similar feature-less electrochemical response for the medium potential range is obtained for 

the Pt/C catalyst. On the opposite, for low potentials the Pt/C catalysts shows the typical hydrogen 

adsorption/desorption and hydrogen evolution behavior. This is indicated by the reductive current. For 

the experiments performed at 60 °C the Pt-based material is characterized by an overall lower 

oxidative current response for the high potential range compared to both of the Fe-N-C catalysts. The 

simultaneously recorded ion currents of CO2 show that the oxidative current starting at around 1.1 V 

for the 23 °C measurement is related to carbon corrosion/ CO2 formation, which begins at slightly 

higher potentials, for 23 °C at around 1.2 V. The same applies for the experiments performed at 60 °C. 

Even so, at 60 °C all currents (electrochemical and ion currents) are more pronounced and evolve at 

lower potentials (electrochemical current about 1.0 V ion current about 1.1 V). The small potential 

delay of about 50 - 100 mV between electrochemical oxidation current and ion current is due to the 

fact that the electrochemical current also includes surface oxidation processes which take place before 

the complete oxidation of carbon to CO2. The latter is then detected in the mass spectrometer. When 

comparing the CO2 formation of the three catalyst at 23 °C it appears that CB-FeNC produces slightly 

more CO2, but the difference is not distinctively. On the contrary, for the experiments at 60 °C not only 

the overall electrochemical oxidative currents but also the overall ion currents are significantly 

enhanced. Further, there is a slight onset shift of the oxidative currents to lower potentials. Both effects 

are ascribed to the temperature dependence of the carbon corrosion process and emphasize the 

importance of performing measurements at elevated temperatures (PEMFC usually runs at 80 °C). 

Considering the ion currents, the intensity of the carbon corrosion follows the trend CB-FeNC > 

FeNCind > Pt/C. For a potential of 1.4 V, the m/z =44 ion current for CB-FeNC shows about 1.8 times 

the value of FeNCind and about 2.4 time that of the Pt/C. It is concluded that a Fe-N-C catalyst based 

on carbon black and a Fe-porphyrin is significantly less stable against carbon corrosion. For FeNCind ion 

current at 1.4 V reaches about 1.6 nA mgC
-1. For Pt/C it is about 1.2 nA mgC

-1. However, for lower 

potentials (0.8 to 1.0 V) Pt/C shows the highest CO2 formation of all three catalysts. This might be 

explained due to the findings about the catalytic effect of Pt on the carbon oxidation reaction [431-

433]. In total, DEMS experiments reveal that at higher potentials and elevated temperatures Fe-N-C 

catalysts in general show less carbon oxidation resistance than the commercial Pt/C catalyst. Still, the 

combination of pyrolyzed Fe-phen on top of a MWCNT substructure shows almost half the CO2 

formation compared to the carbon black Fe-porphyrin-based one. 
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PEMFC Tests 

The activity of the catalysts was also analyzed by performing PEMFC single cell tests. The polarization 

curves in H2-O2 of FeNC, FeNCpyr and FeNCind are shown in Figure 51.  

 

Figure 51: Outcome of the PEMFC tests showing the cell voltage versus current density for the MWCNTs-based catalysts 

(experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 1.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant 

and fuel flow, 81 °C, 96 % humidity). 

The activity trend, which was first obtained during RRDE tests is not confirmed here. The performance 

at 600 mV is 123 mA cm-² for FeNCpyr, 130 mA cm-² for FeNC and 161 mA cm-² for FeNCind. The overall 

performance of the materials is closer to each other than it was during RRDE experiments. A possible 

explanation for this behavior is that the NafionTM content of the investigated catalysts in this work has 

been fixed to 35 wt%. However, it has been shown that the optimum NafionTM content can vary 

strongly depending on the respective catalyst material [182, 434]. Sahraie et al. reported a similar 

discrepancy between RRDE and FC testing for their Ketjenblack-Pani-Fe based catalyst [198]. The 

authors stated that an optimization of the ink recipe (NafionTM to catalyst ratio) might improve FC 

performance. Still, the fuel cell performance of the catalysts of this work is low compared to other 

phen based catalysts [121, 262]. Since the work up of the MWCNT based catalysts into firm catalysts 

layer is quite challenging the loading of the cathode was limited to 1.7 mg cm-2.  

Figure 52 shows the results of a short stability test of the MWCNT based catalysts under potentiostatic 

fuel cell conditions. After the initial polarization curve a constant potential of 600 mV was applied 

while the current output was monitored.  
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Figure 52: Short PEMFC stability test of MWCNTs based Fe-N-C catalysts performed at a constant potential of 600 mV, showing 

the measured absolute current density a) and the remaining current density in percent b) (experiment conditions: H2-O2, 

cathode loading 1.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 81 °C, 96 % 

humidity). 

FeNC shows the highest current output and FeNCind the lowest. Even so the difference is not 

significant, these results are still surprising. Especially having in mind, the large performance 

difference of FeNC in comparison to FeNCind during RRDE testing. Furthermore, for all three catalysts 

the current decay over the course of the 2-hour stability test is about 50 %, Figure 52 b). Current 

decay values of 40 – 80 % are normally reported within the first 100 hours of PEMFC operation 

applying non-precious metal-based ORR catalysts [25, 435]. Whereas the main degradation occurs 

within the first 24 hours. Hence, for the developed synthesis method of applying functionalized 

MWCNTs and Fe-phen neither the high ORR performance during RRDE testing nor the good stability 

against carbon corrosion found during DEMS measurements could be transferred to the fuel cell 

testing level. Possible reasons are the not optimized ratio of NafionTM content to catalyst loading and 

the low catalyst loading of 1.7 mg cm-2. The latter seems to be limited by the fact that the nanotube 

morphology hinders the fabrication of stable catalyst layers with higher loadings. 
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7.5 Summary and Conclusions on MWCNTs Based Fe-N-C Catalyst 

A synthesis method was presented that is capable of attaching carbonized Fe-phen onto MWCNTs. This 

was achieved when the MWCNTs underwent a surface functionalization with indazole. The direct 

linkage of the active site containing Fe-phen pyrolysis product and MWCNTs-indazole was verified by 

TEM.  

For the MWCNT-indazole based catalyst, 57Fe Mössbauer-spectroscopy showed that the Fe sites were 

solely of molecular-type. 36.8 % of the containing Fe atoms were assigned to a ferrous FeN4 site in 

low-spin state, which are responsible for the catalytic ORR activity. The remaining Fe atoms were 

ascribed to a porphyrin-type iron site and a p450 heme-like structure. No inorganic Fe phases were 

detected.  

RRDE experiments showed a significant higher ORR activity and selectivity for the FeNCind catalyst 

where the active sites are directly attached to the MWCNT backbone in comparison to the rest of the 

samples where this linkage is not present. Likewise, 10,000 durability cycles under N2 reveal a shift in 

half-wave potential of about only 2 mV for FeNCind. Furthermore, DEMS experiments have shown that 

the new nanotube-based catalyst is less prone to carbon corrosion than a simple carbon black (CB) 

based Fe-N-C catalyst. At 60 °C and 1.4 V the measured CO2 (m/z = 44) ion current is 1.6 nA mgC
-1

 for 

FeNCind, 2.9 nA mgC
-1

 for CB-FeNC and 1.2 nA mgC
-1

 for Pt/C. 

Despite these very promising results, it was not possible to transfer this outcome to the fuel cell testing 

level. Very low PEMFC activity, as well as a sharp current decay of about 50 % of the initial current 

was measured within a short 2-hour stability test (H2-O2). 

Several reasons explain this outcome. The most crucial one being the difficult processing of a carbon 

nanotube-based catalyst powder into a homogenous ink and into a firm catalyst layer. Due to the 

general low volumetric activity of non-precious metal-based ORR catalyst, very high catalyst loadings 

of 4.0 mg cm-² are normally needed in order to achieve a good PEMFC performance. However, this 

goes along with a strong increase of catalyst layer thickness. Pushing cathode layer thickness to 

100 µm (Pt/C usually 10 µm). For the MWCNT-based catalysts, it was not possible to prepare cathode 

layers with loadings greater than 1.7 mg cm-². At higher loadings the firm layer became 

inhomogeneous and rich in cracks. Close to the commonly used 4.0 mg cm-² some catalyst material 

flaked off. During PEMFC stability tests of a different Fe-N-C catalyst Banham et al. found that a 

cathode loading of 4.0 mg cm-² results in a loss about 10 % of its initial activity whereas for a loading 

of 1.0 mg cm-² 55 % of the activity decays within 100 hours (constant potential 500 mV, H2-air) [145]. 

Hence, both fuel cell activity and stability are strongly affected by the catalyst loading.  
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Through optimization of the ink composition, the overall Nafion™ content, the catalyst layer 

fabrication process or the CNTs diameter and length, an optimized fuel cell performance might be 

achieved. 

Still, there is another major drawback of the presented synthesis method which ultimately lead to the 

decision of no further pursuing optimization towards fuel cell performance. The overall synthesis 

process of the catalyst comprises of various different steps and time consuming, the major ones are:  

(1) Fabrication/purchasing of the MWCNTs. 

(2) Cleaning of the MWCNTs (acid leaching + annealing). 

(3) Functionalization with indazole and cleaning. 

(4) Preparation of precursor mixture/ mixing of MWCNT-ind with Fe-phen and sulphur. 

(5) Actual catalyst synthesis: first pyrolysis step, acid leaching and washing and second pyrolysis step. 

From a cost perspective, a commercial feasible fuel cell catalyst should not only minimize the 

consumption of precious raw materials such as platinum, but its overall fabrication process should also 

be simple. No cost reduction compared to Pt/C is achieved by implementing a non-precious metal-

based ORR catalyst which is obtained by a much more complex and impractical (scale-up) synthesis. 

Hence, the following chapters deal with a different synthesis approach that by-passes the drawbacks of 

the MWCNT based one. For this approach, polypyrrole is used as a simple precursor. The fabrication 

steps (1) - (3) are reduced to just one step. Further a successful transfer from RRDE testing to the fuel 

cell level is achieved. 
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8 Results and Discussion on the Synthesis of Polypyrrole Based Me-N-C Catalyst 

The following chapter covers the results and discussions about the polypyrrole based Me-N-C catalyst 

synthesis. This chapter is considered the main part of this thesis.  

First, the major idea behind the synthesis is explained. It is emphasized why the synthesis was chosen 

and why it is worth further optimization and scientific investigations. The presented approach applies 

polypyrrole containing methyl orange as a C, N precursor. In this context, the influence of methyl 

orange during the synthesis is investigated first. The following two sections consider the optimization 

of the type and the amount of the used metal precursor. The influence of different Fe and Mn 

precursors salts is looked into detail. Further, the temperature of both, the first and the second heat 

treatment step is optimized. A new approach which significantly enhances the effectiveness of the acid 

leaching step is presented. Finally, by making use of the earlier findings about the influence of methyl 

orange, additional doping agents are implemented of which sulfanilic acid further improves the 

catalysts fuel cell performance. At the very end, a summary of the most relevant developments is made 

by comparing the PEMFC activity and stability of the best catalyst of each chapter. A table containing 

information about H2-air PEMFC performance and stability is provided, including the data of the final 

catalyst of this work and the best published catalyst from literature. Also, a comparative discussion on 

the feasibility of the overall synthesis process of the new polypyrrole catalyst of this work and the two 

most advanced commercial non-precious metal-based catalysts is provided.   
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8.1 The Concept and the Preparation Process 

The new synthesis approach is based on polypyrrole, a conducting C, N containing polymer. The goal is 

to keep the overall synthesis process as simple as possible, whereas at the same time a high performing 

catalyst should be obtained. The main feature of the synthesis in this work is the replacement of 

commonly used C, N precursor polypyrrole by methyl orange templated polypyrrole nanotubes.  

Figure 53 a) shows the one-pot synthesis of polypyrrole. Where an aqueous solution of pyrrole 

monomer is polymerized oxidatively with FeCl3 as catalyst. By adding methyl orange to this solution, 

polypyrrole nanotubes are formed, see Figure 53 b). This simple reaction has been described in detail 

earlier [436-440].   

 

Figure 53: Oxidative polymerization of pyrrole monomer to polypyrrole in the presence of FeCl3 (A) and FeCl3 + methyl orange 

(B). 

For the final catalyst precursor mixture, the obtained polypyrrole precursors are mixed with additional 

amounts of FeCl3. Following, the usual steps of Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis are applied: first heat 

treatment, acid leaching and second heat treatment. The final Fe-N-C catalyst powder is obtained. The 

process is given in Figure 54.   

 

Figure 54: Schematic synthesis process of polypyrrole (PPy) nanotube based ORR catalyst. 

 
Figure 55 shows the reductive scan of the polypyrrole Fe-N-C and polypyrrole-methyl orange 

nanotube Fe-N-C catalyst in O2 saturated electrolyte.  
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Figure 55: Acidic RDE polarization curve of a polypyrrole Fe-N-C catalyst and a polypyrrole nanotube Fe-N-C catalyst in O2 

saturated electrolyte (experiment conditions: 10 mV s-1, 1500 rpm, 0.5 mgCatalyst cm-2). 

The curves clearly show that the catalyst synthesized from polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes has a 

higher ORR activity than the same Fe-N-C catalyst which was obtained from common polypyrrole.  

In short, this approach becomes very promising because it: 

I) uses few and simple precursors materials (pyrrole, methyl orange and FeCl3); 

II) consists of few synthesis steps (polypyrrole synthesis, mixing with Fe-precursor, common 

 oven and acid leaching steps); 

III) shows high ORR activity during first RDE tests. 

Further, from a scientific perspective the reason behind the significant ORR enhancement of 

polypyrrole + methyl orange in comparison to common polypyrrole is unknown and could lead to a 

deeper understanding of polymer-based Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis.  

However, it is important to keep in mind that during the first synthesis approach (MWCNTs), a 

successful work-up of the catalyst powder into a firm catalyst layer of higher loading was not possible 

due to the nanotube morphology of the catalyst. The nanotubes obtained from polypyrrole have a 

diameter of 60 - 120 nm, which is much bigger than the Nanocyl7000TM (~ 10 nm) which were used 

before. This makes the polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes much more convenient for fabricating 

fuel cell catalyst layers. Loadings of ca. 3.3 mg cm-2 were easily achieved (twice as high as for 

Nanocyl7000TM MWCNTs). Still, even with the much bigger polypyrrole nanotubes catalyst layer 

preparation with loadings of 4.0 mg cm-2 stayed challenging. After gaining a refined understanding 

which role the methyl orange plays in the catalyst synthesis, a catalyst is prepared with sulfanilic acid 

instead of methyl orange. The latter shows the same high ORR activity but does not have the feature of 

a nanotube morphology. Which means that high loadings of 4.0 mg cm-2 were feasible.   
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8.2 On the Influence of Methyl Orange During the Synthesis of Polypyrrole-Based Fe-N-C 

Catalysts 

So far it has been shown that the pyrolysis of non-precious metal salts in combination with a methyl 

orange templated polypyrrole precursors yields ORR catalysts featuring a very high activity. However, 

the same catalysts derived from just mere polypyrrole shows much lower activity. Hence, the question 

arises, what is the reason between this striking different behavior. Evidently, the only difference in the 

synthesis process is the presence of methyl orange during the polymerization of pyrrole. Consequently, 

this chapter provides insights on how the presence of methyl orange influences the synthesis of the 

catalyst. 

8.2.1 Prepared Catalysts for Investigating the Influence of Methyl Orange 

In line with the following chapters, this one will start with a short overview of which catalysts were 

synthesized and what was the purpose of comparing them. Table 13 gives the overview of six different 

catalysts that were prepared.  

Table 13: Overview of investigated catalyst materials comparing common PPy to nanotube PPy and investigating the influence 

of methyl orange. 

Sample 
Name 

Polypyrrole 
Type 

Polypyrrole 
/ mg 

FeCl3 
anhydr. 

/ mg 

Fe(NO3)3 
x9 H2O  
/ mg 

Additional Information 

 

C-GPPy 
Globular 

(common) 
300 300 375 40 washing steps 

C-
GPPyMixMO 

Globular 
(common) 

270 300 375 
40 washing steps, + 

30 mg methyl orange 

C-PPy40x Nanotube 300 300 375 40 washing steps 

C-PPy5x Nanotube 300 300 375 5 washing steps 

C-PPy0x Nanotube 300 300 375 0 washing steps 

C-2ht-
PPy0x+ 

Nanotube 300 300 375 

Longer acid leaching and 
2 heat treatment N2, 

same as 
C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3 (see 

chapter 8.3.1) 

 

All catalysts are prepared with the same amount of FeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 iron precursor mixture and 

subjected to the same first heat treatment and acid leaching step. This specific iron precursor mixture 

yields catalysts that show high ORR activities. The influence of different iron precursors is dealt with in 
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chapter 8.3. The material denoted as C-GPPy is prepared from "globular" polypyrrole (GPPy). It serves 

as a reference material. Likewise, C-GPPymixMO is prepared as a reference catalyst. This catalyst is 

obtained from globular polypyrrole. Methyl orange is just physically added after the actual 

polymerization step but before the pyrolysis. Several catalysts are synthesized based on methyl orange 

templated polypyrrole nanotubes. Trchova et al. showed that methyl orange is likely to be found in 

trace amounts as dopant inside the polypyrrole network, even after thoroughly washing the 

polypyrrole nanotubes [441]. The influence of this is investigated by comparing a catalyst that was 

synthesized from polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes that have not been washed after 

polymerization, C-PPy0x, to a catalyst that has been washed five times according to the procedure given 

in the experimental part, C-PPy5x and to a catalyst that has been washed thoroughly, 40 times, 

C-PPy40x. Hence, it is expected that these three catalysts differ in the amount of methyl orange which is 

still present after the polymerization. The last catalyst, denoted as C-2ht-PPy0x+, is prepared from 

unwashed polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes with a longer acid leaching step (two hours instead of 

one hour) and underwent a second heat treatment.  

Some remarks on the sample notation in this work: 

(1) "GPPy" stands for globular polypyrrole (normal polypyrrole). 

(2) "PPy" stands for polypyrrole that has been synthesized in the presence of methyl orange. 

(3) "C" stands as prefix for a catalyst that has been heat treated and acid leached once. 

(4) "C-2ht" stands for catalyst, which was heat treated, acid leached and heat treated again. 

(5) "C-PPy" following from (2) and (3) stands for a catalyst which was heat treated, acid leached and 

is based on methyl orange templated polypyrrole. 

(5) "C-GPPy" following from (1) and (3) stands for a catalyst which was heat treated, acid leached and 

is based on globular polypyrrole. 

(6) "C-PPyxxyy" stands for a catalyst which was heat treated, acid leached and is based on methyl 

orange templated polypyrrole. "xxyy" is related to specific information about the catalyst.  For instance, 

the number of washing steps ("40x" or "5x" or "0x"), the type of transition metal precursor ("FeCl3" or 

"KMnO4", an elongated acid leaching step ("+") or others. 
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8.2.2 Structural Characterizations 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The morphology of the synthesized materials is investigated by recording TEM photographs. The 

images of the pristine polypyrrole precursors are given in Figure 56 a) and Figure 56 b). The 

polypyrrole tubes have diameters ranging from 60 nm to several hundred nm. This is in accordance 

with previously reported values [438, 440]. The morphology of the "common" polypyrrole, is ascribed 

as aggregation of globular shaped particles [439].  

 

Figure 56: TEM photographs of the two polypyrrole C-N precursors possessing either no specific morphology (b) or showing a 

nanotube morphology (a), the respective catalyst resulting after pyrolysis are given below (c-j). 

After pyrolysis of the globular polypyrrole in combination with the iron salt mixture the morphology is 

slightly changed (Figure 56 g) + h)). Sections of highly graphitized material ascribed to stacked 

graphene layers were formed around carbon-encapsulated iron particles (see Figure 56 h). It has been 

shown by temperature dependent X-ray diffraction analysis, that the pyrolysis of a carbon precursor in 

the presence of iron salts leads to magnetically separable mesoporous graphitic carbon [216]. Whereas 

in the absence of iron salt, nonporous amorphous carbon was obtained. Iron acts as a catalyst for the 

graphitization process. For the catalysts prepared from polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes this 

change in morphology is not as distinct as it is for C-GPPy. Figure 56 c) and d) show the TEM images 

of C-PPy40x. Similar results are obtained for C-PPy5x and C-PPy0, related TEM images are given in the 

appendix (Figure S6). For all polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts the nanotube structure remains 
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intact after the heat treatment. Small sections of globular-like structured material with embedded iron 

particles and high degree of graphitization are visible too, but to a smaller extent than for the globular 

polypyrrole-based catalyst. For C-2ht-PPy0x+, which is shown in Figure 56 e) and f), no carbon 

encapsulated iron particles are found. It is assumed this is due to the longer acid leaching step 

(extended from 1 hour to 2 hours) and the larger amount of methyl orange residuals that lead to less 

side phase formation (see Mössbauer part Figure 58).  

Since sulphur containing precursor mixtures suppress the formation of non-leachable inorganic 

species, the question arises whether the lower amount of iron particles found for the nanotube 

catalysts is due to presence of sulphur (from methyl orange residuals) [210, 442]. To gain a deeper 

understanding of this, the sample C-GPPyMixMO was prepared from a dispersion of globular polypyrrole, 

iron salts and methyl orange. The TEM photographs are shown in Figure 56 i) and j). For C-GPPyMixMO 

inorganic iron sites are still present relativizing the positive impact of sulphur on this pyrolysis process. 

BET-Results 

To determine the specific BET surface area of the catalyst, N2 sorption experiments were conducted. 

The results are summarized in Figure 57.  

 

Figure 57: Bar-graphs are presenting the results of the N2 sorption experiments for catalysts prepared from different 

polypyrrole precursors. 

C-GPPy exhibits a specific surface area of 645 m² g-1. Very similar results for globular 

polypyrrole-based Fe-N-C catalysts were obtained by Tran et al. who found values ranging from 355 up 

to 726 m² g-1 depending on the temperature of the pyrolysis process and other synthesis parameters 

[351]. The surface area of C-PPy40x (40 washing steps, 625 m² g-1) does not differ significantly from 

C-GPPy. On the contrary, the catalysts derived from polypyrrole nanotubes that still contain methyl 

orange residues, C-PPy5x and C-PPy0x show a higher BET surface area. C-PPy5x underwent only 5 

washing steps and therefore contains more methyl orange than C-PPy40x. The surface area of C-PPy5x is 

757 m² g-1. For C-PPy0x, that is prepared from nanotubes without any washing step the N2-sorption 

experiments reveal a value of 982 m² g-1. Likewise, C-2ht-PPy0x+ that is prepared from unwashed 
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nanotubes and with twice the time for the acid leaching, the BET surface area of 1115 m² g-1 is the 

highest recorded from all the investigated materials. From these experiments, it is stated that the 

presence of methyl orange is enhancing the overall BET surface area. This statement is also confirmed 

by the high surface area found for C-PPymixMO, which is 904 m² g-1. When comparing C-GPPy to 

C-PPymixMO it appears that the surface area enhances about 40 % by solely dispersing methyl orange 

additionally into the precursor mixture. The decomposition of functional groups present in methyl 

orange into gaseous products might contribute to a higher BET surface area. Previous work showed 

that molecules containing functional groups like amino- or cyano-groups decompose and enhance the 

specific BET surface area significantly [251, 277]. Methyl orange contains an azo-group, a sulfonic 

acid-group and a tertiary amine. A precise statement on which of the mentioned functional group is 

responsible is not within the scope of this thesis. 

57Fe-Mössbauer Spectroscopy  

Information on the different iron phases which are present in the catalysts are gained by performing 

57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy. The outcome of these measurements is displayed in Figure 58. 

 

Figure 58: Mössbauer spectra of catalysts prepared from different PPy precursors and from different polypyrrole methyl 

orange nanotubes. 

The isomer shifts, quadrupole splittings and the associated iron species of the obtained signals are 

summarized in Table 14. 
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Table 14: Mössbauer parameters and iron species assignment.  

 C-GPPy C-GPPyMixMO C-PPy40x C-PPy5x C-PPy0x C-2ht-PPy0x+ 

population / % population / % population / % population / % population / % population / % 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 
ΔEq / 
mm s-1 

D1   
L2FeN4  

(2+, S = 0), 
LFeN4 or 

(3+, S = 5/2), 
cluster 

21.8  21.0 50.9  53.4  58.0 82.9  

0.30 0.82 0.38 1.14 0.34 1.05 0.37 1.04 0.39 0.97 0.35 1.03 

D2 
FeN4 

(2+, S = 1) 

- - 11.3  14.1  15.9  7.4  

- - - - 0.31 2.62 0.27 2.55 0.31 2.66 0.43 2.68 

D3 
FeN4 

(2+, S = 2) 

- 5.3  7.2  12.4  11.8  9.6  

- - 1.05 2.48 1.03 3.10 0.98 3.32 0.95 3.41 0.95 3.47 

Sing - - 6.6 7.3 3.1 - 

- - - - 0.04  -0.02  -0.31  - - 

Sext1 78.2 44.4 17.2 12.8 11.2 - 

H = 20.8 T H = 20.8 T H = 20.8 T H = 20.8 T H = 20.8 T - - 

Sext2 - 29.3 6.8 - - - 

- - H = 33.0 T H = 32.8 T - - - - - - 

 

Inorganic iron, i.e. iron carbide (sext1) is the main iron phase found for the catalyst prepared from 

globular polypyrrole, C-GPPy and C-GPPyMixMO. In comparison to that, a significant different iron 

composition is obtained for the polypyrrole methyl orange nanotube-based catalysts, C-PPy40x, C-PPy5x, 

C-PPy0x and C-2ht-PPy0x+. Doublet species (D1 - D3), which are associated with different FeN4 centers 

are the main species present in the polypyrrole methyl orange nanotubes catalysts. From these results 

one can conclude that methyl orange suppresses the formation of undesired inorganic iron if it is 

added during the polymerization process. As evident from the data of C-PPy40x, C-PPy5x and C-PPy0x 

washing of the polypyrrole-methyl orange does have a minor effect on the iron side composition. Still, 

slightly less inorganic side-phases are formed when the polypyrrole is not washed. The purest iron 

composition is found for C-2ht-PPy0x+. It is assumed that the longer acid leaching time is responsible 

for the removal of all sextet species. Note, that the experiments were performed at room temperature, 

meaning that the doublet species could also be attributed to iron or iron oxide nano clusters, as 

reported by Wagner et al. [425].  
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Raman-Spectroscopy  

To validate the carbonization process of the polypyrrole precursors Raman spectroscopy was 

conducted. Figure 59 a) and c) show the Raman spectra of polypyrrole and polypyrrole nanotubes 

after pyrolysis at different temperatures. For this experiment thoroughly washed polypyrrole and 

polypyrrole tubes were used to avoid the influence of possible effects of FeCl3 or remaining excess 

methyl orange. 

 

Figure 59: Raman spectra obtained after pyrolysis at different temperatures for polypyrrole (a), polypyrrole-methyl orange 

nanotubes (b), polypyrrole and Fe-precursor mixture (c) and polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes and Fe-precursor mixture 

(d). 

The spectra show main features of broad D- and G-bands ranging from around 1330 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1. 

These broad features are generally ascribed to amorphous sp2-carbons, as found for instance in soot 

[443, 444]. Similar predominant features were obtained for FeTMPPCl based Fe-N-C catalysts by 

Kramm et al. and for a polyaniline-Ketjenblack based catalyst by Wu et al. [32, 122]. With increasing 

pyrolysis temperature, the graphitization of both polypyrrole types proceeds almost unnoticeably as 

indicated by the very slight lowering of the D3-band (1480-1510 cm-1) intensities in relation with the 

increasing prominence of the D1- (1330-1350 cm-1), D2- (1480-1510 cm-1) and G-band (1560-

1570 cm-1) [445]. Whereas for the polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes this transformation might be 

slightly more pronounced. Particularly for the higher pyrolysis temperatures of 1100 °C. Still, the 

overall changes of the Raman spectra without the addition of any iron precursors are of minor extent. 
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Figure 59 b) and d) give the Raman spectra of unwashed polypyrrole and polypyrrole-methyl orange 

nanotubes in the presence of FeCl3/Fe(NO3)3, again for the different pyrolysis temperatures. Which 

means the same precursors mixtures as for the preparation of the catalysts were used. In comparison to 

the sample which was pyrolyzed in absence of any iron, Figure 59 a), a significant increase in the 

G-band feature as well as a lowering of the D3-band is found for the mixture of normal polypyrrole and 

the iron salts , Figure 59 b). This finding is expected because in the presence of iron salts highly 

graphitized sections of iron carbide are formed, especially at elevated temperatures [216, 319, 424, 

446]. Contrary, no significant changes in the Raman spectra are obtained after heat treating the 

polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotube precursor. Neither in the absence nor in the presence of iron salts, 

even at high temperatures of 1100 °C.  

In short, the reported Raman spectra support the previous findings of TEM and 57Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopy experiments. Fe-salts catalyze the graphitization of polypyrrole by forming inorganic iron 

compounds. This appears to happen at even mild temperatures of 650 °C. Contrary, if 

polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes are exposed to a heat treatment in the presence of iron salts no 

higher degree of graphitization is found. This means that the formation of undesired inorganic iron 

phases is suppressed. Even at significantly elevated temperatures of 1100 °C, the main carbon phase of 

polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes remains amorphous.  
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8.2.3 Electrochemical Experiments 

RRDE Performance of Fe-N-C Catalysts Prepared from Different Polypyrrole Precursors 

The electrochemical activity of the prepared catalysts towards acidic ORR is determined via RRDE. The 

reductive scan in oxygen saturated electrolyte with a rotation rate of 1500 rpm and the respective 

hydrogen peroxide yield for C-GPPy, C-GPPymixMO and C-PPy40x are shown in Figure 60.  

 

Figure 60: Reductive scans of the polarization curves obtained in 0.1 M H2SO4 saturated with O2., rotation rate of 1500 rpm, 

10 mV s-1 and a disc loading of 0.5 mg cm-2. The disc current density is given in a) and the H2O2 yield in b). 

The ORR activity of C-GPPy and C-GPPymixMO is significantly lower compared to that of the catalyst 

prepared from the nanotube structured C, N precursor, C-PPy40x. In comparison to C-PPy40x, the onset 

potential of C-GPPy is shifted by a value of about 50 mV towards lower potentials (C-GPPy 790 mV – 

C-PPy40x 840 mV). For a very similar synthesis approach but with two heat treatments at 800 °C and an 

intermediate acid leaching step in H2SO4 applying globular polypyrrole and FeCl3, Tran et al. obtained 

an onset potential in acidic media of 720 mV (0.5 M H2SO4, catalyst disc loading of 0.4 mg cm-2) 

[351]. A similar trend of activity for globular and nanotube structured catalysts was found by Morozan 

et al. in alkaline media [447]. The acid red based templated polypyrrole synthesis resulted in a catalyst 

with a onset potential shift of 178 mV towards lower potentials than the respective catalyst prepared 

from globular polypyrrole. In addition to the onset potential, the diffusion limited current of C-GPPy 

barely reaches a plateau, a maximum value of 3.67 mA cm-2 is measured. Whereas for C-PPy40x a 

defined plateau is formed. The value of the diffusion limited current is ~ 4.80 mA cm-2. As seen for 

C-GPPymixMO, additional mixing of methyl orange to the globular polypyrrole precursors slightly 

enhances the ORR activity. Still, the ORR activity remains much lower than that of C-PPy40x. The 

hydrogen peroxide formation follows the reverse sequence as the ORR activity, C-GPPy > C-GPPymixMO 

> C-PPy40x. It is noticeable that in case of selectivity the difference between C-GPPy (7.5 %) and 

C-GPPymixMO (2.4 %) is more significant than the difference found for ORR activity. This behavior is 
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explained by the presence of a sulphur containing functional group of methyl orange in the precursor 

mixture of C-GPPymixMO. Sulphur has been shown to affect the synthesis process of Fe-N-C catalysts in 

numerous ways. For instance, Kicinsky et al. showed that sulphur addition enhances the micro porosity 

of the resulting catalyst materials [309]. Furthermore, it was shown experimentally and by 

thermodynamic calculations that sulphur restrains the formation of iron carbide [210]. Both, a higher 

BET surface area and the suppression of iron carbide formation have been shown to increase selectivity 

of the ORR in RRDE experiments [184, 250]. The N2 sorption and Mössbauer experiments in this work 

confirm these previous reports. To further understand the influence of methyl orange which remains in 

the precursor mixture Figure 61 shows the ORR activity and selectivity for the catalyst prepared from 

differently washed nanotube precursors. 

 

Figure 61: Polarization curves of prepared catalysts in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 obtained with a rotation rate of 1500 rpm, a 

sweep rate of 10 mV s-1 and a disc loading of 0.5 mg cm-2, disc currents density a) and H2O2 yield calculated from the 

measured ring currents b). 

From these curves it is concluded that the ORR activity and selectivity during RRDE experiments is not 

affected noticeably. This outcome is expected as these catalysts do not differ significantly in their 

composition (Mössbauer experiments) but only slightly in their BET surface area. Applying a longer 

acid leaching and a second heat treatment on C-PPy0x gives a slightly more active catalyst material, 

C-2ht-C-PPy0x+. The onset potential of C-2ht-PPy0x+ is 850 mV. Applying two heat treatments at 900 °C 

and an intermediate acid leaching step in H2SO4 on a mixture of globular polypyrrole and FeCl3, Tran 

et al. obtained an onset potential of 814 mV (0.5 M H2SO4, catalyst loading 0.4 mg cm-2)[351]. 

Contrary, the selectivity of C-2ht-C-PPy0x+ is the lowest found for all polypyrrole nanotube-based 

catalyst materials.  
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PEMFC Tests 

To validate the catalysts performance under fuel cell conditions, PEMFC single cell tests were 

performed. Catalyst stability will be investigated within the later chapters. The polarization curves and 

power outputs of C-PPy40x, C-PPy5x, C-PPy0x, C-2ht-PPy0x+ and C-GPPy in H2-O2 are displayed in Figure 

62. The trends from RRDE are confirmed during PEMFC single cell tests.  

 

Figure 62: PEMFC polarization curves of different polypyrrole catalysts, voltage against current density (a) and voltage against 

power density (b). (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 2.1 - 3.3 mg cm-², N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back 

pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

C-PPy40x reaches a maximum power output (227 mW cm-2) which is almost twice as high as to that of 

C-GPPy (115 mW cm-2). Further, Figure 62 shows the results for the washing variation series 

investigating the influence of methyl orange. Contrary to the results obtained during RRDE 

experiments, where ORR activity was not significantly different, the PEMFC single cell tests reveal that 

with increasing amount of remaining methyl orange the cell performance increases simultaneously. 

What might be explained by the slight increase in BET surface area. Table 15 summarizes 

characteristic values of the fuel cell testing, methyl orange content and the BET values. 

Table 15: Correlation of relative methyl orange content of the polypyrrole nanotube precursor to the BET surface area of the 

final catalyst and the maximum power output during PEMFC tests. 

Sample 
Name 

Cathode loading 
/ mg cm-2 

Washing steps 
Relative methyl 
orange content 

BET-surface 
area / m² g-1 

Maximum power 
output / mW cm-2 

C-PPy40x 2.5 40 washing steps Low 625 227 

C-PPy5x 2.6 5 washing steps Medium 757 254 

C-PPy0x 2.2 0 washing steps High 982 297 

C-2ht-
PPy0x+ 

3.3 
0 washing steps High 1115 780 
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The polarization curves of C-PPy0x and C-2ht-PPy0x+ are also given in Figure 62. The additional 

synthesis steps further enhance the cell performance (longer acid leaching and second heat treatment). 

The maximum power output of C-2ht-PPy0x+ is about 780 mW cm-2. It should be mentioned that the 

cathode catalyst loading of the compared catalysts is not equal. However, they differ in such manner 

that the trend in activity is not affected. Meaning slightly higher loadings for less active catalysts. The 

great outperformance of C-2ht-PPy0x+ in comparison to the other catalysts is not caused by the higher 

loading. Details on all cathode loadings of this work are found in Table 11 (experimental part).The 

polarization curves of C-2ht-PPy0x+ as well as stability under H2-air are discussed in detail in chapter 9. 

Likewise, a comparison to other high performing catalysts prepared in this work and the best 

performing catalysts known from literature is given later. 

8.2.4 Brief Summary on the Influence of Methyl Orange 

Polypyrrole synthesized in the presence of methyl orange yields a material with a nanotube 

morphology. Whereas the standard polymerization yields globular-like polypyrrole particles. Catalysts 

prepared from those two types of polypyrrole show that globular polypyrrole catalysts contain a high 

amount of inorganic iron particles embedded by highly graphitized carbon layers. Contrary, no iron 

particles are found for the catalysts prepared from polypyrrole methyl orange nanotubes. By simply 

mixing methyl orange after the actual polymerization of the polypyrrole, inorganic phase can only 

slightly be reduced. In other words, methyl orange needs already to be present during the 

polymerization of pyrrole monomers. It is suggested that methyl orange is strongly implemented into 

the polymer structure through doping or related effects. Further, N2-sorption experiments reveal that 

methyl orange is enhancing the BET surface area of the catalysts. Electrochemical performance tests 

show a great performance enhancement for the acidic ORR of catalyst synthesized from polypyrrole-

methyl orange nanotubes in comparison to common polypyrrole.  
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8.3 On the Influence of the Fe-Precursor Salt 

This chapter will address the influence of the Fe precursor on the synthesis of the polypyrrole-methyl 

orange nanotubes catalyst. As outline in chapter 5 (page 42) it is one of the most crucial parameters in 

Fe-N-C catalyst preparation. Within the following chapter several catalysts are prepared, characterized 

and optimized towards acidic ORR and the application inside PEMFCs. The investigated salts here 

were chosen because they are commonly used in Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis meaning they are cheap and 

practical. Further, the salts were chosen so that a statement on the influence the oxidation states (Fe2+ 

vs Fe3+) and type of counterions (chloride vs nitrate etc.) can be made. 

8.3.1 Prepared Catalysts and Investigated Fe-Precursors 

All catalysts prepared in this chapter have been synthesized based on the polypyrrole-methyl orange 

approach. In total five different iron salts and one iron salt mixture has been tested. Following the 

polymerization, the polypyrrole was mixed with the different types of iron salts. These mixtures were 

carbonized and acid leached. Table 16 gives an overview of the prepared catalysts and the 

investigated iron salts. All details are given in the experimental part, chapter 6. 

Table 16: Summary of prepared Fe-N-C catalysts based on different iron salt precursors. 

Sample Name 
Polypyrrole 
Tube Type 

Type of Iron Salt 
Polypyrrole 
Tube / mg 

Iron salt / 
mg 

Mass 1 
HT / mg 

C-PPyFe(Ox) washed Fe(C2O4) x 2 H2O 350 387 233 

C-PPyFe(Ac)2 washed Fe(CH3CO2)2 350 374 263 

C-PPyFe(NO3)3 washed Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O 350 871 74 

C-PPyFeCl3 washed FeCl3 350 350 277 

C-PPyFeCl2 washed FeCl2 x 6 H2O 350 506 250 

C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 washed 
FeCl3 + Fe(NO3)3  

x 9 H2O 
350 233 + 292 240 
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Based on RRDE results, a selection of three catalysts were subjected to a second heat treatment and 

tested in the PEMFC. These are listed in Table 17. Further, for the best performing catalysts the 

amounts of iron salts were varied in order to obtain an optimized fuel cell performance.  

Table 17: Overview of catalyst materials that underwent a second heat treatment and further investigations during PEMFC 

testing. 

Sample Name 
Polypyrrole 
Tube Type 

Type of Iron Salt 
Polypyrrole 
Tube / mg 

Iron salt / mg 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3 unwashed FeCl3 350 350 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 unwashed 
FeCl3 + Fe(NO3)3  

x 9 H2O 
350 233 + 292 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl2 unwashed FeCl2 x 6 H2O 350 506 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2 unwashed FeCl2 x 6 H2O 350 700 

C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2 unwashed FeCl2 x 6 H2O 350 850 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3 unwashed 
FeCl3 + Fe(NO3)3  

x 9 H2O 
350 350 + 437 

 

8.3.2 Structural Characterizations  

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The TEM pictures of the catalysts, which were prepared with different iron precursors are given Figure 

63.  

 

Figure 63: TEM images of polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes after pyrolization with different iron salts. 
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The carbonization of nanotubes in the presence of different iron salts yields various structured 

materials. For C-PPyFe(Ox), C-PPyFe(Ac)2 and C-PPyFe(NO3)3 carbon encapsulated iron particles are present 

(yellow cycles). Contrary, when using FeCl2, FeCl3 or the mixture of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3 no inorganic 

species are visible. In addition, when comparing C-PPyFe(NO3)3 and C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 it appears that the 

nanotubes structure is altered when greater amounts of C-PPyFe(NO3)3 are used. For both samples, the 

nanotubes are shorter in length and are agglomerated or even melted together in comparison to the 

rest of the materials. In C-PPyFe(NO3)3, sections of carbonized material were formed that are not 

resembling the initial nanotube morphology anymore. Contrary, when applying FeCl2, FeCl3, Fe(Ac)2 

or Fe(Ox) the morphology of the nanotubes stays largely intact.  

BET Results 

Figure 64 gives the BET surface areas of the prepared catalysts. The values were obtained by N2 

sorption experiments. 

 

Figure 64: BET surface areas of polypyrrole methyl orange nanotube catalysts prepared from different iron salts (a) and BET 

surface areas after a second heat treatment and with varying iron salt content (b). 

Before the pyrolysis, the surface area of the polypyrrole nanotubes is 81 m² g-1
 (not shown in Figure 64). 

After pyrolysis in the presence of iron salts, the surface area is significantly enhanced. Values of 309 up 

to 1115 m² g-1 were measured. When comparing the different type of iron salts in Figure 64 a), it 

appears that the oxygen-containing iron salts (counter ions) result in catalysts with high BET surface 

areas. Those are C-PPyFe(Ac)2 and C-PPyFe(NO3)3, the measured BET surface area is 773 and 922 m² g-1. 

However, PPyFe(Ox) fails to confirm this trend. For C-PPyFeCl2 and C-PPyFeCl3 values of 682 m² g-1 and 

545 m² g-1 are measured. The C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 sample has a BET surface area of 751 m² g-1, which is 

slightly higher than that of C-PPyFeCl3. Hence, the mixture of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3 seems to be a good 

compromise. It is reaching a relatively high surface area caused by the oxygen containing NO3-ions, 

while keeping a pure iron composition. After a second heat treatment the surface area is further 
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increased, see Figure 64 b). For instance, C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 shows a surface area of 751 m² g-1 and after 

the second heat treatment the surface area of C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 is enhanced to 932 m² g-1. This 

corresponds to an increase of about 20 %. Similar results are obtained for C-PPyFeCl2 and C-PPyFeCl3. 

Likewise, Koslowski et al. reported an increased surface area after a second heat treatment for 

porphyrin-based catalysts [197]. In addition, the BET surface area of is C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 is 

increased by adding greater amounts of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3. This catalyst, denoted as 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3, exhibits a surface area of 1115 m² g-1. Contrary, when increasing the amount 

of FeCl2 no clear trend was obtained, as seen from the values measured for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2 and 

C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2. 

Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

The iron salt has a strong influence of the formed iron phases inside the catalyst. This becomes 

apparent from the measured Mössbauer spectra in Figure 65.  

 

Figure 65: Mössbauer spectra of polypyrrole methyl orange nanotube catalysts prepared with different iron salts. 
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Table 18 gives the Mössbauer parameters and the assignment of the different iron species for the 

examined catalysts.  

Table 18: Mössbauer parameters and assignment of iron species for the polypyrrole-methyl orange-based catalysts which were 

prepared with different iron salts. 

 C-PPyFe(Ox)  C-PPyFe(Ac)2  C-PPyFe(NO3)3  C-PPyFeCl2  C-PPyFeCl3  C-PPy 

FeCl3/Fe(NO3)3  

 population / % population / % population / % population / % population / % population / % 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

δiso
 / 

mm s-1 

ΔEq / 

mm s-1 

D1   
L2FeN4  

(2+, S = 0), 
LFeN4  

(3+, S = 5/2), 
cluster 

51.5 34.8 46.3 52.5 49.8 46.7 

0.35 0.88 0.36 0.85 0.39 1.07 0.32 1.15 0.36 0.98 0.36 0.98 

D2 

FeN4 

(2+, S = 1) 

30.2 19.2 13.6 27 32.3 34.7 

0.32 1.66 0.34 1.91 0.41 2.42 0.31 2.21 0.36 2.01 0.31 2.00 

D3 

FeN4 

(2+, S = 2) 

16.1 12.8 10.4 21 17.9 18.6 

0.90 2.35 0.86 2.34 1.01 2.80 1.02 2.05 0.94 2.54 1.00 2.59 

Sext1 

iron carbide 

- 29.4 23.9 - - - 

- - H = 20.63 T H = 20.75 T - - - - - - 

Sext2 

α-iron 
 

2.3 3.8 5.9 - - - 

H = 33.02 T H = 32.89 T H = 33.2 T - - - - - - 

 

From the prepared catalysts three show major contribution of inorganic iron phases. These are 

C-PPyFe(Ox), C-PPyFe(Ac)2 and C-PPyFe(NO3)3. The detected inorganic phases can be ascribed to iron carbide 

and α-iron [424]. Interestingly, the counter ion of these iron salts contains an oxygen atom. In contrast 

to this, the catalysts prepared from FeCl2 and FeCl3 do not show contributions of inorganic phases. The 

shown doublet species (D1- D3) can be assigned to different FeN4 centers of different oxidation and 

spin states as well as different axial ligands [424]. As apparent from the spectra of C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3, it 

is possible to obtain a "sextet-free" catalyst from a mixture of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3. From these results 

one can conclude that the type and also the amount of iron salt plays an important role when it comes 

to iron composition of the final catalyst. 
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8.3.3 Electrochemical Experiments 

RRDE Experiments of Catalysts Prepared with Different Iron Salts 

The linear sweep voltammograms and H2O2 yields of the iron salt variation are shown Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66: ORR polarization curves a) and respective H2O2 yields b) for the catalysts prepared from different iron precursors 

recorded with a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1 in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 a rotation rate of 1500 rpm and a disc loading of 

0.5 mg cm-2. 

The ORR performance is strongly depending on the type of iron precursor which was used. The 

observed trend in activity is C-PPyFe(Ox) < C-PPyFe(Ac)2 < C-PPyFe(NO3)3 < C-PPyFeCl2 < C-PPyFeCl3 < 

C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3. The maximum shift in the onset potential of 145 mV is observed between the 

catalysts prepared with Fe(Ox) (680 mV) and FeCl3 + Fe(NO3)3 (825 mV). This emphasizes that the 

type of iron precursor plays a crucial role for ORR activity of Fe-N-C catalysts.  In light of that, a 

systematic validation of different iron precursors is necessary in order to obtain a high ORR 

performance. Whereas it is important to notice that the appropriate iron salt is also strongly depending 

on the C, N precursor. For instance, in this study, the catalysts based on polypyrrole and Fe(Ox) have 

the lowest ORR activity. On contrary, for porphyrin-based catalysts systems, Fe(Ox) is capable to 

function as a structure forming agent and therefore has proven to be an excellent iron precursor / 

structuring template [181, 195, 230]. Considering the ORR selectivity in Figure 66 b), a similar trend 

to the ORR activity is observed. Here, C-PPyFe(Ox) and C-PPyFeCl2 differ the most. The average H2O2 yield 

decreases from 6.1 % (FeOx) to 0.5 % (FeCl2). The high H2O2 yields, which are measured for 

C-PPyFe(Ox) and C-PPyFe(Ac)2, are in good accordance with the strong contribution of inorganic iron 

phases found during Mössbauer experiments. For the acidic ORR, these species have been proven to be 

less selective than the atomically dispersed Fe-sites [184]. C-PPyFe(NO3)3 does not show this correlation 

between inorganic iron species and higher H2O2 yield. This is because ORR selectivities are also 

influenced by (I) high disc loadings of the RRDE which are typically used when investigating Fe-N-C 
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catalysts and (II) the BET surface area of the catalysts [427]. In combination both might lead to 

trapping of H2O2 inside the catalyst layer, so less is detected at the RRDE ring. Experiments with lower 

catalyst loadings could help to estimate the true selectivity.  

PEMFC Tests 

After screening the activity of the catalysts in the RRDE setup, the most promising catalysts were 

subjected to a second heat treatment and investigated by PEMFC tests. These are C-PPyFeCl2, C-PPyFeCl3 

and C-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3. The fuel cell polarization curves measured under H2-O2 are shown in Figure 67. 

The catalysts exhibit good ORR activities under PEMFC testing conditions, the peak power densities 

range from 350 to over 600 mW cm-2. The current density recorded for an IR corrected cell voltage of 

800 mV are 31 mA cm-2 (C-2ht-PPyFeCl3), 64 mA cm-2 (C-2ht-PPyFeCl2) and 70 mA cm-2 

(C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3). 

 

Figure 67: PEMFC polarization curves of polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts prepared with different iron salts, voltage against 

current density (a) and voltage against power density (b). (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 3.3 - 3.4 mg cm-2, 

N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

Since C-2ht-PPyFeCl2 and C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 show the most promising performances, these two 

materials were selected for further optimization considering the amount of used iron salt. For FeCl2, 

two additional samples were prepared, each containing a higher amount of iron precursor. These 

samples are denoted as C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2 and C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2. With reference to C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 

one more catalyst with a higher Fe(NO3)3 and FeCl3 content in the precursor mixture was prepared. It 

is denoted as C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3. The polarization curves and power densities of these catalysts 

are shown in Figure 68. When adding more FeCl2 to the precursor mixture of C-2ht-PPyFeCl2 only a 

slight increase in activity is achieved, as seen for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl2. The iron salt amount seems to be 

already at or very close to an optimum. However, when adding excess amounts of FeCl2 the activity is 

again decreasing, this is the case for C-2ht-PPy++FeCl2. Contrary, C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3 shows a more 
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decisive improvement. In comparison to C-2htPPyFeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 the current density recorded for a IR 

corrected cell voltage of 800 mV increases from 70 mA cm-2 to 180 mA cm-2. Likewise, a peak power 

density of 780 mW cm-2 is measured for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/+Fe(NO3)3. 

 

Figure 68: PEMFC polarization curves of polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts prepared with different iron salts and with 

altering iron salts amounts after a second heat treatment, voltage against current density (a) and voltage against power 

density (b). (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 3.2 - 3.4 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 

0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

 

8.3.4 Brief Summary on the Influence of Different Iron Salts 

The type and the amount of the iron salt which is used in the synthesis of Fe-N-C catalysts plays a 

crucial role. The activity can be boosted by choosing optimized parameters. In particular, it was shown 

that a catalyst prepared with a FeCl3/Fe(NO3)3 mixture benefits from the compromise of a pure active 

site composition, which is obtained when adding FeCl3, and the high surface, induced by the pore 

forming properties of Fe(NO3)3. Mössbauer spectroscopy revealed that the amount and more especially 

the type of iron precursor governs the nature of the formed iron sites as well as the catalyst's BET 

surface area. Both of these characteristics govern the performance of a non-precious metal-based ORR 

catalyst to a very high degree. Choosing the right iron salts during the preparation of Fe-N-C catalysts 

is therefore of exceptional high relevance. 
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8.4 Optimization of a Mn-Fe-precursor Mixture 

The previous chapter revealed that the iron salts, used in the precursor mixture during synthesis of 

Fe-N-C catalysts, play an important role. However, iron was established as the only type of 

non-precious metal. In this chapter the influence of different manganese salts as well as the 

combination of manganese with iron precursor salts is identified. In general, manganese based 

non-precious metal ORR catalysts are reported to be less active than iron-based ones. However, 

Higgins et al. showed for an iron, polyaniline and Ketjenblack derived catalyst system a half-wave 

potential loss about 80 mV after 5,000 durability cycles in RDE experiments [31]. Whereas the same 

catalyst synthesized with manganese instead of iron revealed a shift of only 20 mV. Likewise, Li et al. 

demonstrated comparatively good stability for a manganese + ZIF-8 catalyst during a 100-hour test of 

PEMFC operation [166]. Hence, manganese based non-precious metal catalysts are very promising for 

improving the stability. This is why manganese was chosen as the second metal for optimization of the 

developed polypyrrole-methyl orange approach in this work. The main goal is to improve the stability 

without suffering loss in activity compared to an iron only based catalyst. This chapter will deal in 

detail with the synthesis and characterization of these manganese catalysts. PEMFC activity tests are 

presented, as well as short stability tests in H2-O2. A more precise look at stability under longer 

operation time under H2-air together with a direct comparison of manganese + iron to the solely 

Fe-based catalyst is given later in chapter 8.8. 

8.4.1 Prepared Catalysts and Investigated Iron/Manganese-Precursors  

A summary of the prepared catalysts of this chapter is given in Table 19. Three catalysts are 

synthesized from just one metal source; C-PPyFeCl3(2), C-PPyKMnO4 and C-PPyMn(Ac)2. The notation 

C-PPyFeCl3(2) implies that this catalyst was prepared identical to the catalysts C-PPyFeCl3 from chapter 

8.3. It would be possible to just take the data obtained from C-PPyFeCl3. Instead, this catalyst was 

re-prepared for the sake of reproducibility of the synthesis approach. In general, a good reproducibility 

of the synthesis process was found, more details on this are given in the appendix. 
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Table 19: Overview of prepared Fe, Mn and Fe + Mn based polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts. 

Sample Name 
Type of Metal 

Salts 
Polypyrrole 
Tube / mg 

Iron salt / mg 
Manganese Salt 

/ mg 

C-PPyFeCl3(2) FeCl3 350 350 - 

C-PPyKMnO4 KMnO4 350 - 341 

C-PPyMn(Ac)2 Mn(Ac)2 350 - 372 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 FeCl3 + Mn(Ac)2 350 350 372 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 FeCl3 + KMnO4 350 350 341 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 FeCl3 + KMnO4 350 350 341 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 FeCl3 + KMnO4 350 590 176 

 

Further, two catalysts are prepared from a mixture of iron and manganese salts, namely 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 and C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. All mentioned catalysts are evaluated after one heat treatment 

and subsequent acid leaching. Following the preparation, the materials are characterized via TEM and 

Mössbauer spectroscopy, screened in the RRDE setup as well as during H2-O2 PEMFC activity and short 

two-hour stability tests. The most promising catalyst material C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 underwent a second heat 

treatment in order to obtain the maximum performance values during PEMFC tests, it is denoted as 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. This catalyst was also further optimized for PEMFC performance considering the 

ratio of FeCl3 and KMnO4 and named C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. 

8.4.2 Structural Characterizations 

Transmission Electron Microscopy  

TEM pictures of the prepared catalyst are given below, in Figure 69. All catalysts which were 

synthesized within this chapter are shown, except of C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. This is because the 

morphology usually does not change during a second heat treatment. Hence, the TEM pictures of 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 resemble those of C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 and are shown in Figure S7 (appendix).  
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Figure 69: TEM pictures of polypyrrole-methyl orange-based catalysts prepared with different Fe, Mn or Fe + Mn salts. The 

catalyst in the lower right was prepared with a different amount of transition metal salts. 

All catalysts show a similar morphology and carbon structure. Moreover, for all catalysts the nanotube 

structure remains largely intact after the synthesis procedure. However, it seems that for C-PPyMn(Ac)2 

carbon phases of higher graphitization are present next to the amorphous nanotube structure. Metal 

nanoparticles are only observed in C-PPyKMnO4 but not for mixtures of FeCl3 and KMnO4. 

BET-Results 

In line with the catalysts prepared in the previous chapters, the BET surface areas of the Fe/Mn 

catalysts were determined via N2 sorption experiments. The bar graph of Figure 70 summarizes the 

results.  

 

Figure 70: BET surface areas for Fe, Mn and Fe/Mn-based Me-N-C catalysts obtained from N2 sorption experiments. 
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The BET surface areas strongly vary with the used type of metal salt. C-PPyFeCl3(2) exhibits a specific 

surface area of 512 m² g-1. When using KMnO4 as the metal source, a very high surface area of 

713 m² g-1 was measured. This can be explained by the high oxygen content of the permanganate ion. 

Oxygen containing groups promote pore formation through "consuming" e.g. near carbon atoms. Those 

are removed in the form of gaseous carbon oxides, leaving vacancies and pores. This behavior of 

KMnO4 is within good accordance to the previous results observed when implementing different 

iron-salts. Here, acetate (CH3COO-) and nitrate (NO3
2-) containing salts gave the highest BET surface 

areas. For C-PPyMn(Ac)2 a surface area of 577 m² g-1 is found. Even though this value is higher in 

comparison to the FeCl3-based catalyst it is surprisingly low in comparison the Fe(Ac)2-based one from 

chapter 8.3. When a combination of Fe and Mn-salts is used, a significant higher BET surface area is 

obtained in comparison to the precursors pyrolyzed with just one type of metal. 980 m² g-1 is measured 

for C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 and 1027 m² g-1 for C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2. This suggests a synergetic effect of the two 

metal salts when it comes to boosting the surface area of the catalyst. For the catalysts prepared from 

the combination of FeCl3 and KMnO4, the most promising ORR performance was found. Hence, for this 

catalyst a second heat treatment was performed. Subsequently, the BET surface area is reduced 

significantly. For C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 it is 686 m² g-1. For catalysts which solely contain iron, an 

increase of about 20 % in BET surface area is typically found after the second pyrolysis, see chapter 

8.3. As mentioned earlier, Koslowski et al. investigated porphyrin-based catalysts before and after the 

second heat treatment [197]. It was found that about 15 % of the catalyst material burned-off during 

the process of the second heat treatment in N2 (depending on time and overall temperature). Very 

similar results were found for the polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts of this work which were 

prepared solely with iron salts. Contrary, a much more decisive burn-off was measured for 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. About 30 % of initial mass was lost during the second heat treatment. This leads 

to the conclusion that Fe/Mn salt-based catalyst show a significant different behavior considering BET 

surface area and mass loss during a second heat treatment in N2 than solely Fe-based ones. Partial pore 

and structure collapsing of C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 might explain the strong decrease of the surface area. A 

decrease in BET surface area was also reported by Wu et al. for a carbon black polyaniline-based 

catalyst [122]. Fortunately, it was possible to compensate these losses by altering the total amount and 

ratio of FeCl3 to KMnO4. C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 exhibits a surface area of 968 m² g-1. 

Mössbauer Spectroscopy  

The 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra of the catalysts C-PPyFeCl3(2), C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 and C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 do not 

show any contribution of inorganic iron side phases. Since the results are very similar to the spectra of 

the previously shown catalysts C-PPyFeCl3 and C-PPyFeCl2, the graphs are given in the appendix, see 

Figure S1 and Table S1.  
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8.4.3 Electrochemical Experiments 

RRDE Evaluation of Iron, Manganese and Iron + Manganese Based Polypyrrole Catalysts  

After gaining detailed insights on the surface area, morphology and the structural composition of the 

prepared catalysts, the electrochemical performance for the acidic ORR is measured. In order to keep 

experimental time short, the catalysts C-PPyFeCl3(2), C-PPyMn(Ac)2, C-PPyKMnO4, C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 and 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 were fast-screened in a RRDE setup after one heat treatment and acid leaching. The 

polarization curves in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 are shown in Figure 71 a). Simultaneously recorded 

ring currents allow for calculating the respective H2O2 yield. Hence, Figure 71 b) gives information 

about the selectivity of the catalysts.  

 

Figure 71: ORR polarization curves (a) and respective H2O2 yields (b) for the catalysts prepared from different iron, manganese 

and iron + manganese precursors recorded with a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1 in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4, a rotation rate of 

1500 rpm and a disc loading of 0.5 mg cm-2. 

The lowest ORR activities are found for the two catalysts prepared solely from manganese salt, 

C-PPyMn(Ac)2 and C-PPyKMnO4. This is in accordance with previous findings, where manganese based 

Me-N-C catalysts have been shown to be slightly less active than their respective iron counterparts [31, 

134, 166]. Still, there is a noticeable influence of the type of manganese metal salt which is used. This 

nicely fits with the previous findings about iron precursors where the same strong influence of the type 

of iron salt (chloride, acetate, nitrate, ...) on ORR activity was established. As indicate by the respective 

onset potentials, C-PPyKMnO4 has an enhanced activity in comparison to C-PPyMn(Ac)2. The measured ORR 

onset potentials are 732 mV for C-PPyMn(Ac)2 and 770 mV for C-PPyKMnO4. However, a comparison 

between iron and manganese salt precursors from Figure 71 is non-conclusive, since different salts 

were used, FeCl3 vs. Mn(Ac)2 vs. KMnO4. Therefore, Figure 72 includes the results from chapter 8.3. 

ORR performances of the catalysts which are prepared both from acetate salts, Fe(Ac)2 and Mn(Ac)2 

are given. Surprisingly, for the polypyrrole-methyl orange synthesis approach of this work, C-PPyMn(Ac)2 
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shows a slightly enhanced ORR activity in comparison to C-PPyFe(Ac)2. Still, the iron-based Me-N-C 

catalyst shows a much better ORR selectivity, as seen in Figure 72 b).  

 

Figure 72: ORR polarization curves (a) and respective H2O2 yields (b) for the catalysts prepared from either Fe(Ac)2 or Mn(Ac)2 

recorded with a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1 in O2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4, a rotation rate of 1500 rpm and a disc loading of 

0.5 mg cm-2. 

Interestingly, when combining the metals manganese and iron an enhancement of ORR activity is 

achieved, see Figure 71. C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 and C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 show a slightly enhanced onset potential 

as well as more distinct plateau in the diffusion controlled region of the polarization curve, compared 

to C-PPyFeCl3(2). In accordance, Wu et al. found synergistic effects when combining Fe- and 

Co-precursors for a polyaniline/carbon black based Me-N-C catalyst [140]. Considering the ORR 

selectivity, C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 shows a slightly higher H2O2 formation rate than the pure iron containing 

catalyst, C-PPyFeCl3(2). Still, in comparison to the high values found for the manganese-based material 

C-PPyMn(Ac)2 a good ORR selectivity is achieved for C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2. For the combination of FeCl3 and 

KMnO4 an excellent ORR activity and selectivity is measured during the RRDE experiments. This 

makes C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 a very promising catalyst material for further investigations during PEMFC tests. 

PEMFC Tests 

Finally, the most promising catalysts of the Fe, Mn variation series are evaluated considering their 

performance during PEMFC tests. These are C-PPyKMnO4, C-PPyFeCl3(2), C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 and 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. The catalysts have been measured after one heat treatment and acid leaching.  

Polarization curves giving the voltage respectively the power density against the current density are 

depicted in Figure 73. After confirming the superior performance of C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4, this catalyst 

underwent a second heat treatment and a further optimization step considering the total amount and 

ratio of FeCl3 to KMnO4 salt. This is discussed later in this section. C-PPyMn(Ac)2 was not measured in the 

PEMFC setup since very little ORR activity and low selectivity during RRDE tests were found earlier. In 

order to still gain insights about a pure manganese-based Me-N-C catalyst, C-PPyKMnO4 is measured.  
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As obtained from Figure 73, the ORR activity trend measured during the preceding RRDE experiments 

is confirmed during the PEMFC tests. C-PPyKMnO4, which was prepared solely from a manganese 

precursor shows a very low performance. A shortfall in the kinetic region (high voltages) as well as 

diffusion limited part (low voltages) of the polarization curve in comparison to the other three 

catalysts is striking.  

 

Figure 73: PEMFC polarization curves of different Fe, Mn polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts, voltage against current density 

(a) and voltage against power density (b). (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 2.8 - 3.4 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 

1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

Contrary, advanced performance is measured for the MEAs prepared with C-PPyFeCl3(b), 

C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 and C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. Maximum power densities of 285 mW cm-2, 337 mW cm-2 and 

362 mW cm-2 are obtained. Hence, a performance enhancement is achieved when combining FeCl3 

with manganese salts like Mn(Ac)2 or KMnO4. Whereas the combination of FeCl3 and KMnO4 shows 

the best performance. These results are in line with the outcome of the RRDE experiments.  

However, as stated in the introduction part of this chapter, the main purpose of combining an iron and 

a manganese metal into a bimetallic Me-N-C catalyst was not solely to enhance the activity. More 

importantly the challenge was to enhance the poor stability of Fe-N-C catalysts. Figure 74 a) shows 

the absolute current values of the different Fe, Mn catalysts at a constant potential of 600 mV over a 

time period of 120 min. Figure 74 b) gives the remaining current, taking the respective current value 

of 0 min as point of reference (= 100 %).  
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Figure 74: PEMFC stability tests of catalysts that were prepared from Fe, Mn or Fe + Mn salts. The durability tests are 

performed at a constant potential of 600 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 2.8 - 3.4 mg cm-2, N212 

membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

The starting performances (at time = 0 min) displayed in Figure 74 a) again show that 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 has the highest current output, C-PPyKMnO4 the lowest, whereas the values of 

C-PPyFeCl3(2) and C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 are found in between but closer to those of C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. 

Following the starting point of the measurements, the typical sharp current decay of Me-N-C catalysts 

is found for all four of these catalysts, as well.  Still, from Figure 74 b) it appears that all catalysts 

prepared with manganese salts are more stable than the catalyst prepared just with iron, C-PPyFeCl3(2). 

For instance, when comparing C-PPyKMnO4 to C-PPyFeCl3(2), the first 60 min C-PPyKMnO4 shows a less 

distinct current decay. Unfortunately, the current decay of C-PPyKMnO4 matches the one of C-PPyFeCl3(2) 

the following 60 min (time = 60 - 120 min). Hence, after an operation time of 120 min, a current 

output of about 45 % remains for C-PPyKMnO4 as well as for C-PPyFeCl3(2). A longer experiment time can 

clarify which of these two catalysts is actually more stable. Nevertheless, a significant higher stability is 

observed for C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2 and C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. Within the first minutes of operation the sharp 

current decay is much less pronounced, especially compared to C-PPyFeCl3(2). Overall, about 65 % of 

the initial current is retained after 120 min of operation time, a significant improvement compared to 

both single metal-based catalyst. 

Of the catalysts under review in this chapter, C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 reveals the highest activity as well as the 

best stability. Therefore, C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 underwent a second heat treatment, it is labelled as 

C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 afterwards. Further, the total amount and ratio of FeCl3 to KMnO4 precursors in 

C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 was varied, this catalyst is denoted as C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. The polarization curves of 

these two catalysts are shown in Figure 75. A maximum power density of about 640 mW cm-² is 

reached for C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4, a slightly higher value of about 675 mW cm-2 is obtained for 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. Hence, compared to C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 a great enhancement in fuel cell 

performance was accomplished with a second heat treatment.  
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Figure 75: PEMFC polarization curves of different FeCl3 + KMnO4 based polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts after a second 

heat treatment with altering Fe to Mn-salt ratio and amounts, voltage against current density (a) and voltage against power 

density (b). (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 3.2 - 3.3 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 

0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80° C, 96 % humidity). 

Figure 76 a) gives again the current density at a constant potential of 600 mV over a time period of 

120 min. Figure 76 b) the retained current in %. Considering the performance, the constant potential 

holds at 600 mV emphasize the improved activity after the optimization of the precursor contents. An 

initial current density of 308 mA cm-2 is measured for C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. A significant higher value of 

525 mA cm-2 is obtained for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. Furthermore, for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 a great 

stability over the course of 120 min is found. 74 % of the initial current is retained for 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. Whereas for C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 65 % of the initial current density is measured at 

the end of the stability test. 

 

Figure 76: PEMFC stability tests of FeCl3 + KMnO4 based polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts after a second heat treatment 

with altering Fe to Mn-salt ratio and amounts, performed at a constant potential of 600 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-O2, 

cathode loading 3.2 - 3.3 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % 

humidity). 
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8.4.4 Brief Summary on the Influence of Different Fe/Mn Salts 

A set of different catalysts containing Fe, Mn and Fe + Mn was prepared from polypyrrole-methyl 

orange nanotubes and comparatively investigated.  

N2 sorption experiments revealed that catalysts prepared from Mn(Ac)2 and KMnO4 yield materials 

with higher BET surface areas in comparison to a catalyst which is prepared with FeCl3. Further, the 

combination of a manganese salt and FeCl3 gives catalysts with a high surface area.  

Electrochemical measurements, reveal a synergetic effect of FeCl3 with Mn(Ac)2 and KMnO4. Both 

catalysts prepared from Fe + Mn salt mixtures show an improved performance for the ORR in 

comparison to the catalysts prepared from the respective single metal source. PEMFC short stability 

tests showed that the combination of Fe + Mn yields catalysts that are less prone for degradation, 

compared to the respective single metal version.  
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8.5 Variation of the Temperature during the Synthesis of Polypyrrole-Based Me-N-C 

Catalysts 

The parameters of absolute temperature, pyrolysis time, heating rate and gas-atmosphere play an 

important role during the heat treatment step of the synthesis of Fe-N-C catalyst. A main difficulty 

during the pyrolysis is the trade-off between activity and stability. Very briefly; applying longer heat 

treatments at higher temperatures leads to a more stable carbon phase. At the same time, these 

pyrolysis parameters lead to a destruction of active sites and push the formation of inorganic iron 

phases, yielding poorly active catalysts. It is the aim of this chapter to identify the influence of the two 

most crucial parameters during the pyrolysis steps for the newly developed FeCl3/KMnO4-based 

polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotube synthesis. The duration of the second heat treatment and the 

absolute temperature of the first heat treatment is considered for analysis.  

However, a detailed investigation including a wider range of temperatures and parameters is not 

performed at this stage. Instead, after the first promising findings of this work a master thesis project 

which was supervised within the scope of this thesis addresses this topic in more detail. The 

experiments of the master thesis and this work finished simultaneously and are therefore not included 

here.  

8.5.1 Catalysts Prepared with Varying Duration of the Second Heat Treatment  

As shown in chapter 8.4, a second heat treatment on C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 significantly lowers the specific 

BET surface area. A BET surface area of 890 m² g-1 was measured for C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4, whereas only 

686 m² g-1 is obtained after the second heat treatment for C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. A similar behavior was 

reported by Wu et al. for a carbon black polyaniline-based catalyst system [122]. Further, in chapter 

8.2.1, a strong correlation between BET surface area and PEMFC performance was revealed. Hence, 

the question arises, can the PEFMC performance of the catalysts be increased, if the collapse of the BET 

surface area during the second heat treatment is by-passed or minimized?  

The parameters of the second heat treatment for C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 and C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 are; 

heating rate of 300 °C h-1, absolute temperature 800 °C, holding time 45 min. The approach here is to 

increase the heating rate and lower the holding time of the sample. Table 20 shows which samples are 

prepared and what the respective parameters for the second heat treatment are. Since 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 showed the best performance, considering PEMFC activity and stability, this 

specific mixture of FeCl3, KMnO4 and polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes is chosen hereafter. 

Composition of the precursor mixture, first heat treatment and acid leaching are identical for all 

samples prepared in this chapter. C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 refers to a sample which was synthesized with just 
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one heat treatment and acid leaching. The notations 2ht, 2htm and 2hts represent the different 

durations for the second heat treatment (m = medium, s = short), the details are given in Table 20. 

Table 20: Fe, Mn-Catalysts prepared without a second heat treatment and with a varying total duration time of the second 

heat treatment. 

Sample Name 
First Heat 
Treatment 
300 °C h-1 

Second Heat treatment 

C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 800 °C hold 1 h - 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 800 °C hold 1 h 300 °C h-1 to 800 °C hold 45 min 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 800 °C hold 1 h 800 °C h-1 to 800 °C hold 15 min 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 
800 °C hold 1 h 1000 °C h-1 to 800 °C hold 1 min 

 

PEMFC Performance and BET Surface Area  

Figure 77 summarizes the results of the N2 sorption experiments for the catalysts prepared with 

differing durations of the second heat treatment. The highest value of 1485 m² g-1 is found for the 

catalyst that did not undergo a second heat treatment, C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. This value is remarkably high. 

Zhang et al. reported a BET surface area of 640 m² g-1 after performing one heat treatment on a 

ZIF-8-based precursor [448]. Higher values are normally measured after a second heat treatment with 

NH3. Proietti et al. reported 964 m² g-1 after 15 min pyrolysis in NH3 at 950 °C [25]. Likewise, Li et al. 

boosted the BET surface area of their ZIF-8-based catalyst from 378 m² g-1 to 1360 m² g-1 after a 

second heat treatment with NH3 [449]. As already reported earlier in this work, the specific surface 

area of the FeCl3/KMnO4 polypyrrole-methyl orange-based catalysts partly collapses after the second 

heat treatment. A significant decrease is observed for the sample that underwent the heat treatment 

for a long duration time. A BET area 968 m² g-1 is measured for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. This corresponds 

to a loss of about 35 % in comparison to the initial sample C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. However, as intended, the 

loss in surface area is much less pronounced for shorter heat treatment durations. Most importantly 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 exhibits a surface area of 1382 m² g-1, i.e. 93 % of the initial surface area was 

retained.  
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Figure 77: Specific BET surface area obtained from N2 sorption measurements for catalysts that underwent different second 

heat treatment duration times and the initial catalyst that was treated once. 

 

Figure 78 gives the measured PEMFC polarization curves, i.e. plots of the voltage and the power 

density versus the current density. The samples C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 were 

measured twice. Hence, the average value of the two measurements is plotted together with the 

respective error bars. The latter are barely visible due to the strong overlap of the two measurements.  

 

Figure 78: PEMFC performance of catalysts that underwent no second heat treatment or a second heat treatment with a 

varying duration time. (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 3.3 - 3.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back 

pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

The difference between C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and the rest of the curves is much more pronounced than the 

changes among C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4, C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. 

C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 has the lowest performance of all investigated catalysts. In general, after the second 

heat treatment the activity is enhanced for all catalysts. Reasons for this are the removal of 

N-protonation and/or anion-binding effects, the removal of surface oxide groups and therefore the 

increase in hydrophobicity and electron density at the active site [122, 151, 162, 197]. The duration of 
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the second heat treatment has only a small effect on performance of the catalyst. The overall changes 

are not distinctive. Still, in accordance with the enhanced BET surface area for shorter heat treatments, 

the current in the mass transport region profits. The peak power density of the catalyst that underwent 

the shortest treatment C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 is 742 mW cm-2. Slightly less peak power density is 

obtained for a medium duration time C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4, 709 mW cm-2. 670 mW cm-2 is measured 

for the catalysts with the lowest BET surface and the longest duration of the second heat treatment 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. The BET surface areas of C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 are 

both very high and further do not differ significantly from each other. Therefore, the just slight effect 

on the polarization curves of these two catalysts is reasonable. Still, it can be stated that by lowering 

the duration time of the second heat treatment the collapsing of the pores is minimized, subsequently 

improving the mass transport properties during PEMFC operation. Due to the concentration 

dependence of mass transports phenomena, measurements in H2-air instead of H2-O2 might display a 

greater difference in the polarization curves of these catalysts. 

Figure 79 shows the 120 min durability tests of the catalysts. The experiments were conducted in 

H2-O2 at a constant potential of 600 mV. Whereas Figure 79 a) displays the absolute values of the 

measured current densities and Figure 79 b) gives the normalized current in %. As already established 

from the polarization curves in Figure 78, C-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 shows the lowest performance of all 

measured catalyst, also during the potential hold. Contrary to the polarization curves, the difference of 

the measured current densities during the constant potential hold of C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4, 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 is more pronounced. The highest initial performance 

of 629 mA cm-2 is measured for the sample that was treated for the medium duration time, 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. The sample treated for the shortest time C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 only shows an 

initial current density of 386 mA cm-2 and the longest treatment gives 486 mA cm-2 for 

C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. Having in mind the values of the specific BET surface areas, displayed in Figure 

77, it becomes clear that the performance during constant potential holds is a trade-off between 

retaining a high surface area (short treatment times) and sufficiently healing the defects induced by 

the acid leaching (long treatment times). 
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Figure 79: PEMFC stability tests of catalysts that underwent no second heat treatment or a second heat treatment with a 

varying duration time. The durability tests are performed at a constant potential of 600 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-O2, 

cathode loading 3.3 - 3.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % 

humidity). 

It is very interesting to notice, that the second heat treatment is not a decisive factor considering the 

stability of these catalysts. Figure 79 b) displays the remaining current density in percentage over the 

time. Neither without a second heat treatment nor with different duration times of the second heat 

treatment the stability is changed. However, it is important to keep in mind that the stability tests were 

performed for an overall time of only 120 minutes. It is known that non-precious metal-based catalysts 

decay in two different stages. A first very sharp initial decay within the first 24 hours followed by a 

more slowly linear decay. Hence, to be precise from the results of Figure 79 b) it is stated that the 

initial decay of the catalysts is not influenced by a second heat treatment. 

8.5.2 Catalysts Prepared with Varying Temperature of the First Heat-Treatment  

Raman spectroscopy (chapter 8.2.2) indicated that the polypyrrole-methyl orange precursor is able to 

suppress the formation of highly graphitized iron carbide phases. Very briefly, catalysts prepared from 

normal polypyrrole contain sharp peaks in their Raman spectra. Those are attributed to highly 

graphitized carbon phases induced together with the formation of inorganic iron by-products (as 

verified by TEM and Mössbauer spectroscopy). Contrary, if polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotubes are 

applied, no sharp peaks are found. This behavior was observed even at very high temperatures of 

1100 °C. A general problem related to Me-N-C catalyst synthesis is the trade-off between activity and 

stability. At high temperatures, a highly ordered carbon phase is formed, i.e. more resistance against 

carbon corrosion and subsequently a more stable catalyst is obtained. However, molecular active sites 

are being destroyed at high temperatures and inorganic iron phases emerge. For low temperatures, a 

high amount of molecular active sites is usually linked to conjunction with an amorphous, instable 

carbon back bone. In summary, either an active but unstable or an inactive but stable catalyst is 

obtained depending on the pyrolysis temperature.  
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As it is indicated from the Raman spectra, the polypyrrole-methyl orange nanotube precursor has the 

potential to overcome this dilemma. So far, all catalysts in this work have been prepared at a 

temperature of 800 °C. It is the intend of this chapter to prepare a more stable catalyst by increasing 

the temperature of the first heat treatment. Therefore, two catalysts are prepared, differing in the 

absolute temperature of the first heat treatment. C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 serves as the respective 

reference catalyst prepared at 800 °C. Further, C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 is re-prepared in the exact same 

manner except that the pyrolysis temperature of the first heat treatment was increased to 1000 °C. This 

catalyst is denoted as C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000. The synthesis parameters of all relevant catalysts 

of this chapter are summarized in Table 21.  

Table 21: Fe and Mn-based polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts prepared at 800 °C and 1000 °C. 

Sample Name Polypyrrole 
Tubes / mg 

FeCl3 
/ mg 

KMnO4 
/ mg 

First Heat 
Treatment 
300 °C h-1 

Second Heat treatment 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 350 590 176 800 °C hold 1 h 800 °C h-1 to 800 °C  
hold 15 min 

C-
2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1

000 

350 590 176 1000 °C hold 1 h 800 °C h-1 to 800 °C  
hold 15 min 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 350 590 176 800 °C hold 1 h 1000 °C h-1 to 800 °C  
hold 1 min 

 

Table 9 further shows C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4, a catalyst prepared at 800 °C but with a shorter second 

heat treatment time. As it has been shown in chapter 8.5.1, Figure 79, that fuel cell stability of 

catalysts prepared with fast second heat treatment (2hts) and the medium lasting one (2htm) is not 

affected. Hence, for establishing a relationship of the temperature during the first heat treatment and 

the stability of the catalysts a comparison of C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 with C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 is 

reasonable.  The reason behind is the availability of experimental stability data of 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 with more than 120 minutes. The 

measurement for C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 could not be performed to that extent due to a shutdown of 

the laboratories for renovation. 

Physical Characterization  

BET  

N2 sorption experiments were performed to obtain the specific BET surface area of the catalysts, the 

results are addressed in Figure 80. Increasing the pyrolysis temperature from 800 °C to 1000 °C leads 
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to a catalyst with slightly lower BET surface area. In numbers, a decrease from 1266 m² g-1 for the 

800 °C sample to 1178 m² g-1 for the 1000 °C sample is measured. Considering the influence on BET 

surface area which was found earlier for the second heat treatment in Figure 77, the impact of the 

overall temperature of the first heat treatment is rather low. 
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Figure 80: BET surface areas obtained from N2 sorption measurements for two FeCl3/KMnO4, polypyrrole-methyl orange-

based catalysts that differ only in the absolute temperature of their first heat treatment. 

TEM 

The TEM photographs of the two samples are shown in Figure 81. Both samples have a similar carbon 

morphology which was described earlier. However, the particles of the sample prepared at 1000 °C are 

slightly more agglomerated. More importantly, this catalyst clearly shows inorganic iron particles. It is 

concluded that by increasing the temperature from 800 °C to 1000 °C visible amounts of nanoparticles 

form. 

 

Figure 81: TEM photographs of FeCl3/KMnO4, polypyrrole-methyl orange-based catalysts prepared at 800 °C (left) or 1000 °C 

(right).  
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Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

The 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra of the two catalysts are given below in Figure 82.  

 

Figure 82: Mössbauer spectra of catalysts which were prepared at different temperatures. 

Despite the differences, in both spectra the already mentioned D1 doublet specie appears. It can be 

ascribed to FeN4 sites of different oxidation spin states, with different axial ligands or iron / ironoxide 

nano clusters [424, 450]. For the sample prepared at 1000 °C further inorganic iron species are 

detected, see Figure 82 b). To these oxide phases sext 1, sext 2 but also the D2 species is contributing. 

The high isomer shift and but small quadrupole splitting of the D2 is assigned to Wüstite like FexO and 

is rather unusual for Fe-N-C catalysts. A possible explanation for its occurrence might the high 

temperature in combination with an oxygen source, which is present in the form of KMnO4 in the 

precursor mixture. Hence, from a standpoint of iron composition the higher pyrolysis comes with the 

drawback of excessive side product formation. The detailed Mössbauer parameters of the spectra from 

Figure 82 are given in Table S2. 

 

Performance and Durability during PEMFC Tests 

Figure 83 shows the polarization curves of the three catalysts which were measured in H2-O2 in this 

chapter. There is no significant difference in the polarization curves of the displayed catalysts. Indeed, 

it is a very promising result that the sample prepared at 1000 °C, C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 shows 

an almost identical performance as the sample prepared at 800 °C, C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. Considering 

the 57Fe Mössbauer spectra, where a significant higher amount of less active inorganic iron species was 

found for C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000, this is a surprising result. However, even so 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy contains important information on the iron (active-site) composition, there is no 
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information about how many of the active-sites are actually accessible for the reaction. Therefore, a 

possible explanation is that the active sites in C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 are less buried in the bulk 

of the sample but more present at the surface and hence more accessible for the reaction in 

comparison to C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. 

  

Figure 83: PEMFC polarization curves of catalysts that are prepared at different temperatures during the first heat treatment. 

(experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 3.4 - 3.6 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 

oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

The durability of the catalysts in H2-O2 at a constant potential 600 mV is displayed in Figure 84. 

Displayed are the two catalysts that were prepared by the exact same protocol despite the change in 

temperature during the first heat treatment. As mentioned before, due to a lab shutdown 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 was measured for only 120 minutes. For this reason, C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 is 

included in Figure 84. C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 is likewise prepared at 800 °C but with a different 

duration time for the second heat treatment. As follows from Figure 84 a), the overall current density 

is affected by changing the duration of the second heat treatment but not its relative change, the 

relative change is given Figure 84 b). Hence, for discussing the matter of long-term stability 

C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 can be used too. The results clearly show that the catalyst prepared at 1000 °C 

shows a superior stability in comparison to both 800 °C samples. Within the first 120 minutes of 

constant operation about 85 % of the initial current density is measured for 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000. For C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 and C-2hts-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 it is 68 % and 

65 % respectively. For a longer operation time of 525 min the difference becomes even more decisive, 

about 59 % remain for the 1000 °C sample whereas only 33 % are retained for the 800 °C one. 
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Figure 84: PEMFC stability tests of catalysts that that are prepared at different temperatures during the first heat treatment. 

The durability tests are performed at a constant potential of 600 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-O2, cathode loading 

3.4 - 3.6 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

As for most common real world fuel cell applications air and not pure O2 is used as oxidant 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 and C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 were further investigated in H2-air. The 

polarization curves are presented in Figure 85. Here, contrary to the polarization curves measured in 

H2-O2, the respective curves in H2-air reveal a performance difference between the two samples. For 

the sample prepared at 1000 °C a slightly lower current density is measured. This behavior can be 

explained by the slightly lower BET surface area of C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000. Figure 86 shows a 

60-hour stability test of these two catalysts, likewise under H2-air at a constant potential of 500 mV. 

Once again there is a slight difference in behavior when comparing the measurements in H2-air with 

those obtained under H2-O2 (Figure 84). When operating in air, the initial current decay over the first 

20 hours of the two catalysts is almost identical. About 63 % of the initial current density is measured 

after 20 hours of operation time. However, when the constant potential hold is extended further the 

1000 °C sample, C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 reveals an enhanced stability. After operating for 60 

hours 39 % of the initial current density remains for C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000. Whereas only 20 % 

are obtained under same conditions for the catalysts prepared at the lower pyrolysis temperature of 

800 °C. 
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Figure 85: PEMFC polarization curves of catalysts that are prepared at different temperatures during the first heat treatment. 

(experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.4 - 3.6 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 

oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

 

Figure 86: PEMFC stability tests of catalysts that that are prepared at different temperatures during the first heat treatment. 

The durability tests are performed at a constant potential of 600 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 

3.4 - 3.6 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

 

Brief Summary on the Influence of Pyrolysis Temperatures  

For the polypyrrole catalysts a second heat treatment significantly enhances the performance. 

However, during the second heat treatment the BET surface area is partly collapsing. Here, an 

optimum duration time for the second heat treatment was found which is explained by yielding a good 

compromise between retaining a high surface area (short treatment times) and sufficiently healing the 

defects induced by the acid leaching (long treatment times). Further, 2-hour stability tests indicate that 

there is no influence of the second heat treatment or its duration time on the initial current decay of 

these catalysts. 

When the absolute temperature of the first heat treatment is increased from 800°C to 1000°C the 

catalyst shows a significant better stability, whereas the activity is only slightly lower.   
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8.6  Increasing the Acid Leaching of Inorganic Metal Species  

In the previous chapter it was revealed that by increasing the temperature of the first heat treatment 

from 800 °C to 1000 °C a significantly more stable PEMFC operation was achieved. Whereas at the 

same time the performance in H2-O2 was preserved and the performance in H2-air only declined to a 

minor extent. However, TEM and 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy showed the formation of inorganic Fe 

by-products at 1000 °C. These inorganic phases are detrimental because they can leach out during fuel 

cell operation [33]. The Fe2+/Fe3+--ions bind more strongly to the proton conducting functional sides 

of NafionTM than protons do. This results in a lowering of the proton conductivity in the membrane and 

in the catalyst layer itself. Even worse the Fe2+/Fe3+--ions can damage the membrane and the catalyst 

oxidatively through Fenton-like reactions [159, 160]. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to minimize the formation of these by-product phases while retaining 

the good stability which was gained through performing the pyrolysis at 1000 °C. The approach aims 

for improving the acid leaching step. Commonly, the acid leaching is performed in mineral acids like 

HCl, H2SO4 or HNO3 with varying concentrations of about 0.1 to 5 M. To further enhance the leaching 

process, the sample might be heated and placed in an ultra-sonic bath. The latter helps to disperse the 

catalyst powder by breaking-up agglomerates. As a consequence, inorganic Fe phases which are 

protected by surrounding carbon might survive the acid leaching. The acid leaching of the samples that 

are reported in previous chapters was performed in 2 M HCl, at 50 °C in an ultra-sonic bath for 2 - 2.5 

hours followed by aging this mixture at room temperature over-night. To avoid the formation of acid 

stable iron oxides or hydroxide the leaching process is performed in N2 saturated solution [33]. The 

problem that was identified while applying this procedure is the insufficient dispersion of the catalyst 

powder. The catalysts might consist of smaller particles but those combine and form bigger 

agglomerates. The latter are not being broken up completely during the acid leaching step and 

therefore protect inorganic Fe phases from being removed by the acid.  

The idea on how to overcome this issue is to add a certain amount of isopropanol to the aqueous HCl 

solution. The additional solvent is lowering the surface tension of the water-based acid solution and 

thereby helps the solvent and the acid molecules to penetrate the agglomerates and pores. In general, 

all kind of water miscible and low-surface tension solvents can be used for this purpose. Isopropanol 

was chosen here because of its capacity to form very uniform and fine catalyst dispersions during ink 

formulation. 

Two catalysts were prepared according to the previously developed methods. The best performing 

catalyst was chosen. Hence, polypyrrole-methyl orange was used in combination with FeCl3 and 

KMnO4 as the precursor mixture. The precursors were heated to 1000 °C. The subsequent acid leaching 
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was either performed according to the standard protocol in 2 M HCl or with a mixture of 150 ml 2 M 

HCl and 50 ml isopropanol. A second heat treatment was performed as well. All details on the 

synthesis are given in Table 22. 

Table 22: Fe and Mn-based polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts prepared at 1000 °C with a different acid leaching step. 

sample name 
polypyrrole 
Tubes / mg 

FeCl3 
/ mg 

KMnO4 
/ mg 

1st heat 
treatment 
300 °C/h 

2nd heat treatment acid leaching 

C-PPy-1000 350 590 176 
1000 °C 
hold 1h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

standard 

C-PPy-1000-IsoAL 350 590 176 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

with isopropanol 

 

Physical Characterization BET, TEM and Mössbauer-Spectroscopy  

As before, N2 sorption experiments are used to evaluate the BET surface area of the catalysts. The 

results are depicted in Figure 87. The surface area of the isopropanol acid leached catalyst is slightly 

enhanced. This result is expected because iron particles are usually embedded in carbon pores or holes. 

The removal of these Fe particles leaves the pores exposed to the surface, the overall surface area 

increases. However, the obtained BET data only indicates a successful removal of more Fe particles for 

the isopropanol acid leached sample. The be certain, TEM and 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy are 

evaluated.  

 

Figure 87: BET surface areas obtained from N2 sorption measurements for two FeCl3/KMnO4, polypyrrole-methyl orange-

based catalysts prepared with a normal acid leaching C-PPy-1000 and with an isopropanol acid leaching C-PPy-1000-IsoAL. 
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The TEM pictures of the two samples are given in Figure 88. The upper pictures (red box) contain the 

results of C-PPy-1000. This catalyst contains plenty of visible inorganic Fe phases, e.g. Fe 

nanoparticles. Contrary, in the catalyst that was acid leached with additional isopropanol no 

nanoparticles are found. The TEM results of C-PPy-1000-IsoAL are depicted in the lower part (blue 

box). 

 

Figure 88: TEM photographs of FeCl3/KMnO4 polypyrrole-methyl orange catalysts that are prepared at 1000 °C but with a 

different acid leaching, upper (red box) pictures of catalysts that underwent a 2 M HCl acid leaching and lower (blue box) 

pictures of catalyst that was acid leached with 2 M HCl + isopropanol. 

57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy is a bulk method and allows for a more certain statement on the presence 

of any inorganic iron products in comparison to TEM. The obtained 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra of the 

regular and the isopropanol acid leached sample are given in Figure 89. Despite the dominant D1 

doublet species, as discussed in chapter 8.5.2, C-PPy-1000 contains inorganic iron and different iron 

oxide phases. Later are not found in C-PPy-1000-IsoAL. Thus, it is concluded that the isopropanol 

assisted acid leaching removes or at least increases the removal of inorganic side phases. Furthermore, 

the overall iron content of the isopropanol acid leached sample, C-PPy-1000-IsoAL is significantly 

lowered compared to C-PPy-1000, this is illustrated in Figure 89 c). The absorption signal is much 

lower for both, doublet as well as for sextet species. There are two possible explanations for this 

observation: (I) The isopropanol assisted acid leaching removes all iron sites in the same manner, 

meaning actives sites as well as inorganic spectator phases. This would be a drawback of the new 

leaching method and would manifest itself in a significant lower activity of the catalyst. (II) As stated 

by Wagner et al. [450], the recorded doublets signals in C-PPy-1000 are actually not only composed of 
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different FeN4 sites of different oxidation spin states and with different axial ligands but also of iron 

and iron oxide nano clusters. The isopropanol assisted acid leaching removes the major amount of 

these nano clusters. Since those are most probably not active for the ORR, hypothesis (II) would 

manifest itself in a similar activity of C-PPy-1000 and C-PPy-100-IsoAL. Likewise as given by Wagner et 

al. 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy at low temperatures (~5K) in combination with an external magnetic 

field could resolve the presence of any iron or iron oxide nano clusters  [450].A table with the 

Mössbauer parameters is given in Table S2. 

 

Figure 89: Influence of the acid leaching procedure on the 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra of polypyrrole catalysts. 

 

Performance and Durability during PEMFC Tests 

The fuel cell performance of the acid leached and isopropanol acid leached catalyst are evaluated in 

H2-air. The polarization curves are presented in Figure 90. Both samples were measured twice, 

displayed is the average value as well as the error bars. When conducting the enhanced acid leaching 

with isopropanol the performance is slightly higher in comparison to the commonly acid leached 

sample. The polarization curves reveal that the performance enhancement correlates over the whole 

potential range. Meaning that the mass transport at the lower potential region, as well as the kinetic 

properties emerging at high potentials are positively affected by the treatment. This is a very promising 
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result, when considering that at the same time a significant amount of inorganic by-products is 

removed with this method. Further, from the data of Figure 90  it is stated that the solvent plus acid 

treatment does not damage or attack the actual molecular FeNxCy active sites. From this standpoint, 

hypothesis (II) explains the outcome of the 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra. 

 

Figure 90: PEMFC polarization curves of catalysts that are prepared at different temperatures during the first heat treatment. 

(experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.2 - 3.5 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 Lmin-1 

oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

Fuel cell stability of C-PPy-1000 and C-PPy-100-IsoAL is depicted in Figure 91. The tests were run in 

H2-air at a constant potential of 500 mV. The overall current density values are shown in Figure 91 a). 

The MEA prepared with C-PPy-1000-IsoAL gives a higher initial value of 523 mA cm-2 than the one 

made with C-PPy-1000, its initial current density is 440 mA cm-2. This result is in line with the data 

obtained from the polarization curves in Figure 90. In terms of stability, both samples show the same 

initial current decay over the first 10 hours of the experiment. After 10 hours about 65 % of the initial 

current density is retained for C-PPy-1000 and 66 % is obtained for C-PPy-1000-IsoAL. Following the 

rapid initial decay of both samples the isopropanol acid leached sample shows a slightly better 

stability. After 27 hours of testing the isopropanol acid leached sample, C-PPy-1000-IsoAL retains 57 % 

of its initial current density. Conducting the same experiment for C-PPy-1000 gives a value of 54 %. 

The corresponding time frame after the rapid initial decay where C-PPy-1000-IsoAL slowly begins to 

perform more stable than C-PPy-1000 is included separately and in magnification in Figure 91 b). 

Unfortunately, due to a lab shutdown because of renovation work, the sample C-PPy-1000-IsoAL could 

not be measured for a longer period. Hence, we can only state that the initial current decay within the 

first 10 hours is not affected and therefore also not caused by leaching of inorganic Fe by-products like 

Fe carbides or Fe nanoparticles. The results indicate that the isopropanol acid leached sample exhibits 

an enhanced stability following the stage of the initial decay. However, the experiment needs to be 

conducted over a course of at least 50 hours in order to confirm this first quite promising results.  
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Figure 91: PEMFC stability tests of a FeCl3/KMnO4 polypyrrole-methyl orange catalyst that was prepared with a common 2M 

HCl acid treatment and of the same catalyst prepared with a 2 M HCl + isopropanol acid treatment. The durability tests are 

performed at a constant potential of 500 mV. (experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.2 - 3.5 mg cm-2, N212 

membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 
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8.7 The Influence of Doping Agents on Polypyrrole based Me-N-C Catalysts 

The lab work considering some results within this chapter was assisted by Niels Kubitzka during a 

research lab internship.  

In chapter 8.2, it was shown that methyl orange has a significant influence on the characteristics and 

performance of polypyrrole based Fe-N-C catalysts. Very briefly, it was found that polypyrrole which is 

synthesized in the presence of methyl orange is capable of suppressing the formation of iron 

by-products during the pyrolysis. Instead, the formation of molecular active sites is boosted. The 

underlying effect behind this is associated with the methyl orange molecules being incorporated into 

the polymer structure either by doping or similar effects. Beforehand it should be mentioned that the 

investigations within this chapter were conducted at the very end of this thesis project and the overall 

experimental work had to come to an end. This means that the depth of characterization and 

electrochemical experiments within this chapter is limited. Still, some first interesting results on the 

described phenomena are presented. The idea is to investigate other organic molecules besides methyl 

orange and their effect on the fuel cell performance of the resulting catalyst. The motivation is to find 

another doping agent that exceeds the effects of methyl orange. Even more, it is of interest to study 

which structural part of the methyl orange molecule is responsible for the performance enhancement 

of the catalysts. Hence, organic molecules are selected in a way that a systematic comparison of 

functional groups is possible. An overview of the inspected compounds is shown in Figure 92.  

 

Figure 92: Lewis-structure and name of the as doping agents investigated compounds for the preparation of polypyrrole-

based catalysts. 

Methyl orange serves as the starting compound. Its characteristic functional groups are the two 

aromatic benzene rings that are linked by an azo-group (RN=NR'), the sulfonic acid group and the 
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dimethylamine group. Chromotrope© 2R is chosen to explore if larger aromatic parts influence the 

characteristics of the catalyst. It comprises of a third benzene ring. Naphthalenedisulfonic acid has no 

azo-group linkage but a second sulfonic acid group. A very systematic comparison is possible between 

aminobenzoic acid, sulfanilic acid and toluenesulfonic acid. Investigation of these molecules will give 

information about the influence of the sulfonic acid group, the carboxylic acid group, the amino group 

and the methyl group. 

For the synthesis of the catalysts one polypyrrole batch was synthesized in the presence of each of the 

mentioned organic compounds. The doped polypyrrole samples were then impregnated with FeCl3 and 

KMnO4 as described earlier for C-2ht-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4. The first heat treatment was conducted at 

1000 °C, followed by the isopropanol acid leaching. All samples underwent a second heat treatment at 

800 °C. These details and the sample denotation are summarized below in Table 23. 

Table 23: Catalysts prepared from FeCl3/KMnO4 polypyrrole mixtures. The polypyrrole is doped with different organic 

compounds. 

Sample Name 
Polypyrrole 

synthesized in 
presence of 

First heat 
treatment 
300 °C/h 

Second heat 
treatment 

Acid Leaching 

C-PPy-MO methyl orange 
300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

C-PPy-SA sulfanilic acid 
300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

C-PPy-TSA toluenesulfonic acid 
300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

C-PPy-ABA aminobenzoic acid 
300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

C-PPy-NDSA 
naphthalenedisulfonic 

acid 

300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

C-PPy-CT2R Chromotrop© 2R 
300 °C h-1 
1000 °C 
hold 1 h 

800 °C h-1 to 800 °C 
hold 15 min 

2 M HCl 
+ispropanol 

 

Physical Characterization BET, and TEM  

Due to the mentioned time limitations of this project and the fact that C-PPy-ABA showed very poor 

fuel cell performance (see next chapter), C-PPy-ABA was not physically characterized. 
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All the other samples which were prepared in the course of this chapter are characterized by TEM and 

BET. The TEM pictures of C-PPy-MO and C-PPy-CT2R are shown in Figure 93. The catalyst prepared 

from polypyrrole-methyl orange shows the typical nanotube morphology as described earlier. The 

nanotubes are slightly deformed and even appear to be partially melted together after the pyrolysis 

and acid leaching. C-PPy-CT2R was prepared from polypyrrole-chromotrop©2R. Here a mixture of 

bigger spherical particles and nano rods is obtained. Interestingly even mixed morphologies (spherical 

+ rod) are created with just one type of dopant.  

 

Figure 93: TEM photographs of different polypyrrole based catalysts. Upper pictures show catalyst obtained from polypyrrole-

methyl orange, C-PPy-MO and lower pictures gives C-PPy-CT2R a catalyst prepared from polypyrrole-Chromotrop©2R. 

Figure 94 gives the TEM photographs of C-PPy-TSA (upper), C-PPy-NDSA (middle) and C-PPy-SA 

(lower). Neither nanotubes, nor nano rods are found. The morphology of all three catalysts is 

dominated by a spherical shaped polypyrrole framework. However, there are also some specific 

differences among these materials. For C-PPy-TSA large and densely packed particles with an 

estimated size of at least several µm are visible. These particles show sharp and very defined edges. For 

C-PPy-NDSA, very similar, dense and micrometer-sized particles are obtained. However, as it can be 

seen at the edges of these particles, the dense spherical polypyrrole backbone is coated with thin layers 

of disordered graphene sheets. These sheets further contain carbon encapsulated iron nanoparticles. 

Contrary to the first two spherical samples, C-PPy-SA comprises of much smaller particles. The 

polypyrrole framework particles of C-PPy-SA show a stronger distribution in their size but are all well 

below 1 µm. The morphology of C-PPy-SA resembles the morphology of carbon blacks very much. 

Later are typically used as support in Pt/C and have demonstrated good mass transport characteristics.   
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Figure 94: TEM photographs of different polypyrrole based catalysts. Upper pictures show catalyst obtained from polypyrrole-

toluenesulfonic acid, C-PPy-TSA, middle pictures show the catalyst synthesized with polypyrrole- naphthalenedisulfonic acid 

and lower pictures gives C-PPy-SA a catalyst prepared from polypyrrole-sulfanilic acid. 

The results of the N2 sorption measurements are given in Figure 95. All the synthesized catalysts 

exhibit very high BET surface areas (> 1200 m² g-1). As mentioned earlier, these results are remarkable 

high compared to other reported catalysts [448]. Usually high surface areas of > 1000 m² g-1 are only 

obtained after a second heat treatment with NH3 [25]. However, from all of the prepared catalysts, C-

PPy-SA shows an exceptionally high BET surface area of 1503 m² g-1. This is in good accordance with 

the TEM photographs which revealed significantly smaller particles sizes for C-PPy-SA then for the 

other catalysts.  

 

Figure 95: BET surface area obtained from N2 sorption experiments for catalysts which are synthesized from different 

polypyrrole + organic molecule precursors. 
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Activity during PEMFC Tests 

The activity of the catalysts was evaluated by performing PEMFC tests under H2-air. The results are 

shown in Figure 96 and Figure 97. Whereas Figure 96 gives the results for C-PPy-TSA, C-PPy-NDSA, 

C-PPy-MO and C-PPy-SA the catalyst loadings follow the same chronological order and are 

3.7 mg cm-2, 3.5 mg cm-2, 3.5 mg cm-2 and 3.5 mg cm-2. It becomes apparent that all these catalysts 

show very similar OCV values as well as similar behavior in the kinetic region of the polarization curve 

(only C-PPy-TSA lacks behind slightly). This indicates, that for all of the used dopants the effect of 

enhancing the ORR activity in comparison to a catalyst prepared without an additional dopant is true 

(see Figure 60 and Figure 62). The characteristic functional groups that are common in the used 

dopants from Figure 96 (toluenesulfonic acid, naphthalenedisulfonic acid, methyl orange and 

sulfanilic acid) are at least one phenyl-group and one sulfonic acid group. However, Figure 96 also 

reveals some drastic differences in the mass transport region of the polarization curves. Especially 

C-PPy-TSA suffers from a very low performance at the lower potential region. A maximum power 

density of only ~175 mW cm-2 is reached. Contrary, the catalyst which already showed the highest BET 

surface area as well as favorable particle morphology during TEM, C-PPy-SA reveals great performance 

during kinetic and mass transport limited region of the polarization curve. A maximum power density 

of 316 mW cm-2 is reached. 

 

Figure 96: PEMFC polarization curves of catalysts that are prepared from differently doped polypyrrole. (experiment 

conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.5 - 3.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel 

flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

It was not possible to produce stable catalyst layers with loadings of 3.5 mg cm-2 for C-PPy-ABA and 

C-PPy-CT2R. Therefore, these two catalysts were evaluated separately with a catalyst loading of 

2.7 mg cm-2.  For comparison, a second MEA from C-PPy-SA with a loading of 2.7 mg cm-2 was 

prepared and is displayed together with C-PPy-ABA and C-PPy-CT2R in Figure 97. As already obtained 

by the comparison of the other dopants in Figure 96, C-PPy-SA also shows the highest performance in 

relevance to C-PPy-C2TR and C-PPy-ABA. Further, C-PPy-CT2R shows a quite good performance, a 
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maximum power density of 231 mW cm-2 is measured. On the contrary, a very poor activity is 

measured for C-PPy-ABA. The polarization curve of C-PPy-ABA falls short in terms of the kinetic as well 

as the mass transport limited region of the polarization curves in comparison the rest of the displayed 

curves from in Figure 97. The measured maximum power density of C-PPy-ABA is 52 mW cm-2. It 

becomes apparent that the pyrrole which is polymerized in the presence of aminobenzoic acid does not 

result in a catalyst material with the specific performance enhancement.  

 

Figure 97: PEMFC polarization curves of catalysts that are prepared from differently doped polypyrrole. (experiment 

conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 2.7 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 

80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

From these results it is proposed that at least a phenyl-group and a sulfonic acid group are necessary 

for achieving the performance enhancement of polypyrrole-dopant-based catalysts in comparison to 

the normal polypyrrole-based catalyst. As the results further show, despite the general effect of 

significantly enhancing the ORR activity, the dopants also have a big impact on the morphology of the 

catalysts. The latter is an important factor because it determines the performance of the catalyst in the 

mass transport limited region of the polarization curve. The sulfanilic acid doped polypyrrole-based 

catalyst shows the best performance of the investigated materials. This is because sulfanilic acid is 

capable of boosting the ORR activity through the "doping effect". Whereas at the same time sulfanilic 

acid generates polypyrrole particles that show a favourable morphology. High current densities are 

reached because the catalysts benefit from the "morphology effect". 

Due to the mentioned time limitation of this project no stability curves were measured for the catalysts 

in this chapter. However, for the most important catalyst, C-PPy-SA, these are given and discussed in 

the following chapter. Further, it should be noted that the catalysts C-PPy-NDSA, C-PPy-TSA and 

C-PPy-SA have been prepared with an additional washing step. This washing step was performed after 

the polymerization with 15 ml of EtOH. It has been proven for C-PPy-SA that this washing does not 

affect the fuel cell performance. Polarization curves for C-PPy-SA with and without EtOH washing step 

are given in the appendix.  
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8.8 Summary of Key Findings and Systematic Comparison of the Most Relevant Catalysts  

In chapter 2, challenges related to Fe-N-C catalyst synthesis were formulated. During the course of this 

work these challenges were addressed. It is the aim of this chapter to reflect the outcome of the 

initially formulated topics. To visualize the process, this chapter also includes fuel cell measurements 

of all the relevant catalysts under identical testing conditions. This chapter gives the most important 

results in an abbreviated from, so that the focus is on the fuel cell graphs. A detailed summary and the 

outlook are provided in chapter 10. 

Table 24 gives a summarizing overview of the addressed topics and developed solutions of each 

chapter using key words.  

Table 24: Chapters of this thesis by addressed problem of Fe-N-C catalyst preparation and provided solution.  

Key-word/ 
Chapter + page 

Problem Addressed Solution Approach / Outcome 

Simple C, N-Precursor/ 

Chapter 8.1/8.2, page: 91 

Expensive C, N precursors due to 

complex structure (e.g. ZIF-8 or 

porphyrins). 

 

Cheap and reliable precursor found: 

polypyrrole doped with methyl orange. 

Iron Precursors/ 

Chapter 8.3, page: 105 

Low activity due to inhomogeneous 

iron site composition. 

 

Mixture of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3 gives 

high activity and homogonous iron site 

composition. 

 

Iron-Manganese Precursors/ 

Chapter 8.4, page: 113 

Low activity but higher stability 

reported for manganese catalysts. 

Synergetic effect of iron and 

manganese boosts activity. 

 

Heat-Treatment and Stability/ 

Chapter 8.5, page: 123 

Low stability caused by amorphous 

carbon phases. 
 

Heat treatment at 1000 °C improves 

stability. 

Inorganic Side-Phases/ 
Chapter 8.6, page: 134 

Catalysts can contain inorganic 
iron, even after acid leaching. 

 

Adding isopropanol improves the 
leaching process. 

Doping Agents/ 
Chapter 8.7, page: 140 

Low mass transport due to 
unfavorable catalyst particle 

morphology and high catalyst 

loadings. 

 

Replacing methyl orange with 
sulfanilic acid as the doping agents 

improves catalyst particle morphology 

towards better mass transport in fuel 

cell. 

 

Simple C, N-Precursor (0) 

It was found that the major iron phase formed in polypyrrole based catalysts is iron carbide, which has 

no relevant ORR activity (acidic media). This problem is depending on the iron salt to polypyrrole ratio 

and is more severe for a high iron salt content. However, at low ratios an overall insufficient number of 

active sites are formed so that the catalyst is again non-relevant for any applications. Here, it was 

found that when polypyrrole is doped with methyl orange the main iron phases are not inorganic iron 

but atomically dispersed FeNxCy centers, even at high iron salt to polypyrrole ratios. 
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Iron Precursors (Cat A) 

It was shown that the amount and type of iron salt which is used during the preparation influences the 

iron site composition, the BET surface area, the pore distribution and the overall morphology of the 

final catalyst. For the methyl orange doped polypyrrole approach a mixture of FeCl3 and Fe(NO3)3 

gives the best results among the tested iron precursor mixtures. The catalyst benefits from a pure 

active site formation, which was obtained when using FeCl3 and a high surface area induced by the 

pore forming properties of Fe(NO3)3.  

Iron-Manganese Precursors (Cat B)  

Synergetic effects for a bimetallic iron and manganese-based variation of the catalysts were found. The 

most significant performance enhancement was found for a mixture of FeCl3 and KMnO4.  

Heat-Treatment and Stability (Cat C) 

The absolute temperature during the first heat-treatment strongly impacts the activity as well as the 

stability of the catalyst. A balanced performance, meaning a good trade-off between activity (usually at 

lower temperatures) and stability (usually at higher temperature) was found at 1000 °C.  

Enhanced Removal of Inorganic-Side Phases (Cat D) 

Even so Fe-N-C catalysts undergo an acid leaching step, undesired inorganic-side phase can survive the 

cleaning procedure because they are often shielded by carbon. Isopropanol was added to the water-

based acid solution. This lowered the surface tension and agglomerates were broken-up more 

efficiently. Significant amounts of iron were removed from the catalyst, whereas the activity remained 

unchanged.  

Morphology and Mass Transport (Cat E) 

Several other doping agents then methyl orange have been systematically examined. The results 

indicate that the structure of the doping molecule must feature a phenyl and a sulfonic acid group. A 

sulfanilic acid-based catalyst showed the best results. A favorable morphology of the polymer particles 

with respect to mass transport was identified as the major reason for enhanced fuel cell performance.  
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Figure 98: Polarization curve of catalysts A - E, (experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.3 -3.9 mg cm-2, N212 

membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity). 

 

Figure 99: 50-hour Stability test of catalysts A - E. (experiment conditions: H2-air, cathode loading 3.3 - 3.9 mg cm-2, N212 

membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity, 500 mV constant potential). 

Table 25: Key-parameters for the catalysts Cat A - E. 

Catalyst 
jinitial(0.8V) 
/mAcm

-2 
jinitial(0.5V) 
/mAcm

-2
 

Pmax 

/mWcm
-2 

U @ pmax 

/ V 
BET / m² g

-1 Loading 
/mg cm

-2 
remaining j after 

50 h CA / % 

Cat A 24 345 170 365 1115 3.3 24 

Cat B 61 503 250 545 968 3.3 26 

Cat C 24 455 232 470 1178 3.4 43 

Cat D 37 551 275 557 1297 3.2 56 (27 h) 

Cat E 68 670 344 619 1503 3.9 71 
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9 Comparison to Best-Off Materials   

The following chapter compares the developed catalyst to the best-off FeNC, reported in literature. 

Therefore, fuel cell activity and stability are considered. Further, the practicability of the synthesis 

process is discussed very briefly.  

PEMFC Performance, Activity and Stability 

For the comparison of the fuel cell performance, the activity and the stability during PEMFC conditions 

under H2-air is used. The best-performing published catalysts are listed in Table 26. However, the 

huge variety of different MEA fabrication procedures and different testing conditions make a reliable 

comparison of the values difficult.  

Table 26: Comparison of the so-far published best performing non-precious metal-based ORR catalyst during PEMFC tests in 

H2-air. 

Catalyst Name 

Activity  Stability 

Test Conditions Ref. Current 
density 
@0.8 V / 
mA cm-2 

Peak power 
density / 
mW cm-2 

Current Retention 
/ % (Potential or 

current, time) 

Cat E 68  344  70 % (0.5 V, 50 h) 

 cathode loading 3.9 mg cm
-2

, 

N212 membrane, 1 bar back 

pressure, 0.2 L min
-1

 oxidant and 

fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % humidity 

This 
work 

CA#1 120 570 
> 90 % 

(galvanostatic 0.5 
A cm-2, 50 h)  

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, 

NR211 membrane, 0.83 bar back 

pressure, 40 stoch. oxidant and fuel 

flow, 75 °C, 100 % humidity
 

[145] 

PANI-FeCo-C(1) 105 550 
> 90 % (0.4 V, 50 

h) 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, 2x 

N1135 membrane, 1.8 bar back 

pressure, 0.6 air 0.4 H2 Lmin
-1

 

flow, 80 °C, 100 % humidity 
[140] 

TPI@Z8(SiO2)-650-
C 

105 410 
60 % 

(galvanostatic 0.5 
A cm-2, 20 h) 

cathode loading 2.7 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, ?? bar back pressure, 

0.5 air 0.3 H2 Lmin
-1

 flow, 80 °C, 

100 % humidity - stability 1 bar 

back pressure, 0.1 L min
-1

 flow rates 

[451] 

Fe/TPPZ/Z8 90 305 - 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, 

NRE211 membrane, 1.0 bar back 

pressure, 0.3 L min
-1

 oxidant and 

fuel flow, 80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[262] 

Fe-N-C-Phen-PANI 80 380 - 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, 1.38 bar back pressure, 

0.5 air 0.3 H2 Lmin
-1

  flow, 80 °C, 
100 % humidity 

[452] 

1.5Fe-ZIF 75  360 64 % (0.55V, 50h) 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, 1 bar back pressure, 

0.2 Lmin
-1

 oxidant and fuel flow, 
80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[448] 

FePhenMOF-
ArNH3 

50 400 - 

cathode loading 2.0 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, 2 bar back pressure, 
0.2 L min

-1
 oxidant and fuel flow, 

80 °C, 90 % humidity 
[449] 
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FePhen@MOF-
ArNH3 

50 380 - 

cathode loading 0.3 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, 1.5 bar back pressure, 

?? L min
-1

 oxidant and fuel flow, 

80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[453] 

Fe-MOF-700/950 28 302 - 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, 

NRE211 membrane, 1.0 bar back 

pressure, 0.3 Lmin
-1

 oxidant and 

fuel flow, 80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[454] 

(Fe,Co)/N-C 25 505 
100% 

(galvanostatic 0.6 
A cm-2, 50 h) 

cathode loading 0.77 mg cm
-2

, 

home-made Aquivion/ePTFE 

membrane, 2 bar back pressure, ?? 

L min
-1

  flow, 80 °C, 100 % 

humidity 

[455] 

Fe/oPD-Mela 22 270 - 

cathode loading 3.0 mg cm
-2

, N212 

membrane, 2 bar back pressure, ?? 

L min
-1

 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 

100 % humidity 

[456] 

Fe-PANI/C-Mela 13 330 25 % (0.6V, 50h) 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, N212 

membrane, 1 bar back pressure, 

0.8 L min
-1

 oxidant and 0.3 L min
-1

 

fuel flow, 80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[339] 

Fe-MBZ 10 330 - 

cathode loading 3.5 mg cm
-2

, N211 

membrane, 0.8 bar back pressure, 

0.25 L min
-1

 oxidant and 0.2 L min
-1

 

fuel flow, 80 °C, 100 % humidity 

[273] 

Fe/PI-1000-III-NH3 10 320 
90% 

(galvanostatic 
0.25 A cm-2, 50 h) 

cathode loading 4.0 mg cm
-2

, 

NR211 membrane, 2 bar back 

pressure, 0.3 L min
-1

 oxidant and 
0.3 L min

-1
 fuel flow, 80 °C, 100 % 

humidity 

[398]  

 

The best performance is reported for the catalyst labeled as CA#1 [145]. This catalyst was developed 

by Nisshinbo Holdings Inc. in Japan and is being used in the world's first non-precious metal-based 

(cathode) fuel cell device. The FCgen®-1040 by Ballard Power Systems. The performance has been 

achieved after optimization of the catalyst layer and MEA processing. For instance, the peak power 

density was enhanced from 395 mW cm-2 to 570 mW cm-2 just by the optimization of the ionomer 

content in the catalyst layer (from 40 wt% to 35 wt%) [145]. The stability during a 20 hour constant 

current hold of 0.5 A cm-2 increased from 80 % of remaining current to 87 % by lowering the EW of 

the used ionomer from 1100 to 700 [457]. This thesis was focused on the optimization of the catalyst 

on the synthesis level. No optimization on the MEA preparation level has been performed so far. 

Hence, the reported performance of Cat E, which can be ranked among the top third of the listed 

catalysts looks very promising.  

Practicability of the Synthesis Process 

The developed synthesis of this work will now briefly be compared with the two, to this date, 

commercially most advanced non-precious metal-based ORR catalysts. Figure 100 shows a schematic 

of the individual synthesis steps for the approach from Pajarito Powder, Nisshinbo Holdings Inc. and 

the process developed in this work.  
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Figure 100: Schematic representation of the particular synthesis steps for the process of making different non-precious metal-

based ORR catalysts. Approach developed by Pajarito Powder (left, blue), Nisshinbo Holdings Inc. (middle, green) and the 

method presented in this work (right, red). 

From a standpoint of the overall synthesis steps the approach designed in this work is preferable over 

the existing commercial products. Indicating that the scale-up of this synthesis is highly feasible and 

the production costs of this catalysts are indeed very low.   
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10 Summary and Outlook 

This chapter covers the results considering the polypyrrole-based catalysts. The results of the MWCNTs 

approach are summarized in chapter 7.5. 

Within this work, a simple synthesis method for a non-precious metal-based ORR catalyst was 

developed. The new Me-N-C catalyst is based on doped polypyrrole and was designed towards the 

application in PEMFCs.  

As a result of systematic variation of important synthesis parameters and subsequent physical and 

electrochemical characterizations, consistent progress in fuel cell performance was made. Further, a 

deeper understanding of the analyzed synthesis parameters was gained: 

(I) A mixture of polypyrrole and iron salt can serve as simple and cheap precursors for the synthesis of 

Fe-N-C catalysts. However, 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy and TEM showed that the main pyrolysis 

products of this precursor mixture are highly graphitized carbon and iron carbide particles. These lead 

to low ORR activity. 

(II) If pyrrole is polymerized in the presence of methyl orange, methyl orange doped polypyrrole 

nanotubes are formed. In contrast to (I), the pyrolysis of these nanotubes together with iron salts gives 

a highly active catalyst. 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy, TEM and Raman spectroscopy show that the 

main pyrolysis product of this precursor mixture is an amorphous carbon phase which contains 

molecular dispersed FeNxCy-moieties.  

(III) A systematic variation of the synthesis process showed that in order to obtain the effect described 

in (II), the methyl orange requires to be present during the polymerization of the pyrrole. Only minor 

enhancement of the ORR activity is observed when methyl orange is added after the polymerization. 

The low ORR performance of the catalyst obtained from polypyrrole + methyl orange, which was 

added after polymerization, was again conform with the formation of inactive iron carbide instead of 

molecular active sites. 

(IV) Removing the methyl orange from the methyl orange doped polypyrrole nanotubes after the 

polymerization through washing, only showed a slight influence on the ORR activity. The washing 

never removed methyl orange completely. The structural composition of the catalyst from the 

viewpoint of 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy and TEM did not change. However, an inverse correlation 

between BET surface area and intensity of the washing (removal of methyl orange) was found.  
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(V) Based on the findings described in (III) and (IV), one can conclude that the methyl orange is 

strongly in-cooperated into the polypyrrole network through doping or a similar effect if it is added 

during the polymerization. 

(VI) Other dopants besides methyl orange were systematically tested. The ORR is enhanced only in the 

case when the dopant molecule holds a phenyl and a sulfonic acid group. From the tested dopants, 

sulfanilic acid showed the best ORR activity during fuel cell tests. Enhanced mass transport properties 

were measured for the sulfanilic acid doped polypyrrole catalyst. TEM showed spherical polymer 

particles of several hundred nanometers. This morphology resembles those of carbon blacks. The latter 

are known to form catalyst layers with good mass transport properties. 

(VII) The type of iron salt inside the precursor mixture plays a crucial role during the synthesis of the 

polypyrrole-based Fe-N-C catalyst. Oxygen containing irons salts, such as Fe(Ac)2 or Fe(NO3)3, enhance 

the BET surface area but also produce inorganic iron phases due to poor iron stabilization. Contrary, 

FeCl2 and FeCl3 showed lower BET surface areas but a purer iron site composition. A mixture of FeCl3 

and Fe(NO3)3 was confirmed to be ideal for high fuel cell performance due to a good trade-off between 

high surface area and pure active site composition. 

(VIII) Synergetic effects were found when iron salts were used in combination with manganese salts. 

The combination induces an enhancement of BET surface area. A mixture of FeCl3 and KMnO4 

revealed the best results. A higher fuel cell activity as well as better short term stability (50 h) were 

established for catalysts prepared with FeCl3/KMnO4 instead of FeCl3/Fe(NO3)3. 

(IX) BET measurements demonstrated that a second heat treatment in N2 significantly lowers the 

surface area of the catalysts. However, a second heat treatment is critical in order to obtain a high 

performing catalyst. The second heat treatment heals the defects induced by the acid leaching. It was 

proven that the healing effect can already be achieved after relatively short heat treatment times. 

However, too short heating times lowered the performance because the defects from the acid leaching 

were not completely healed. An optimum ORR performance was achieved after heating the catalyst 

with 800 °C h-1 to 800 °C and holding that temperature for 15 min. About 83 % of the initial surface 

area was retained after this treatment.  

(X) The absolute temperature of the first heat treatment was varied. The degree of carbonization of the 

polypyrrole and therefore the catalyst's stability proceeds with higher temperatures. Unfortunately, at 

the same time active sites are destroyed and inorganic iron phases are formed. A good trade-off 

between activity and stability was validated at 1000 °C for the doped polypyrrole approach. More 

details on this topic are found in the master thesis project of Janik Scharf, who investigated a broader 

range of temperatures after the first promising results of this work. 
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(XI) The acid leaching process is significantly enhanced when isopropanol is added during the leaching 

process. Isopropanol lowers the surface tension of the water-based acid solution. This facilitates to 

break up particle agglomerates. Hence, the catalyst is dispersed much better in the acid. Otherwise, the 

agglomerates shield iron particles from getting in contact with the acid. This makes them survive the 

acid leaching and they leach out during fuel cell operation damaging the MEA. 57Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopy showed 80 - 90 % less iron inside the isopropanol leached sample in comparison to the 

catalyst leached with just HCl (aq). The fuel cell activity did not decrease, i.e. no active sites were 

destroyed.  

The final catalyst which is presented in this work showed a peak power density of 344 mW cm-2 under 

H2-air fuel cell conditions. Considering that no electrode or MEA optimization was performed, this is a 

very promising result. Moreover, the synthesis process of the presented catalyst is indeed remarkably 

simple. The use of complex or expensive precursors like MOFs or porphyrins is omitted. The precursor 

mixture can be prepared within one step by reacting pyrrole, doping agent and transition metal 

precursor salts. No stability declining NH3 treatment is necessary.  

Future work should focus on the optimization of the electrode and MEA fabrication process. The ink 

preparation, the amount of binder inside the catalyst layer, as well as the equivalent weight of the 

binder are crucial factors that influence the fuel cell performance. For evaluation of the stability, CeO2 

particles should be added to the catalyst layer and cerium-ion doped + mechanically reinforced 

membranes should be adapted as the state-of-the-art in MEA testing. In case of fuel cell activity, power 

densities of at least 500 - 600 mW cm-2 should be obtained before Me-N-C catalysts can be considered 

as cost competitive to Pt/C based systems for the automotive application (see chapter 4 Figure 23).  

Even so the most crucial synthesis parameters have been investigated within this work, several others 

could still be optimized, to mention some: 

(I) The influence of the ball milling parameters, such as frequency, amount or weight of the balls 

should be studied and optimized.  

(II) Further, the amount of doping agent within the polymerization mixture could strongly affect the 

ORR performance.  

(III) Since the improved acid leaching procedure removed significant amount of iron from the catalysts 

while the activity remained constant, low temperature 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy should be 

performed. This could clarify if iron or iron oxide nano clusters are present in the "standard acid 

leached" sample and if the enhanced leaching with isopropanol can indeed remove them. Long term 
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(100 hours and more) should be performed to inquire the extend of nano clusters effect on the 

stability.  
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12 Appendix 

57Fe-Mössbauer spectra and assigned iron species of the FeCl3 + Mn catalysts of chapter 8.4 are given 

in Figure S1 and Table S1. 

 

Figure S1: Mössbauer spectra of polypyrrole methyl orange nanotube catalysts prepared with different Fe and Fe + Mn salt 

mixtures. 

Table S1: Mössbauer parameters and assignment of iron species for the polypyrrole methyl orange-based catalysts which were 

prepared with different iron and manganese salts. 

 C-PPyFeCl2 (2) C-PPyFeCl3/Mn(Ac)2  C-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4 

 population / % population / % population / % 

δiso
 / mm s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 δiso

 / mm s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 δiso
 / mm s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 

D1   
L2FeN4  

(2+, S = 0), LFeN4  
(3+, S = 5/2), 

cluster 

27.6 37.0 21.3 

0.36 0.86 0.36 0.86 0.34 0.79 

D2 
FeN4 

(2+, S = 1) 

47.6 21.0 47.1 

0.41 1.52 0.41 1.52 0.44 1.52 

D3 
FeN4 

(2+, S = 2) 

24.9 42.0 31.6 

0.73 2.99 0.73 2.99 0.70 3.24 
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Table S2: Mössbauer parameters and assignment of iron species for the polypyrrole methyl orange based catalysts which were 

prepared at different temperatures ad with an isopropanol assisted acid leaching, see chapter 8.5.2, Figure 82 and chapter 

8.6, Figure 89. 

 
C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4 

C-2htm-PPy+FeCl3/-KMnO4_1000 
same as C-PPy-100 

C-PPy-100-IsoAL 

 population / % population / % population / % 

δiso
 / mm s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 δiso

 / mm s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 
δiso

 / mm 
s-1 ΔEq / mm s-1 

D1   
L2FeN4  

(2+, S = 0), LFeN4  
(3+, S = 5/2), 

cluster 

39 16.4 67.3 

0.34 1.02 0.48 1.12 0.28 1.17 

D2 
 

45 22.9 - 

0.27 1.77 0.97 0.49 - - 

D3 
 

15.7 - 32.7 

1.1 2.77 - - 0.93 1.83 

Sext 1 

site A in Fe3O4 

- 29.3 - 

- 0.32 H =49.0 T  

Sext 2 - 10.8 - 

site B in Fe3O4 - 0.72 H =46.0 T - 

Sext 3 - 20.7 - 

alpha iron - 0.00 H =33.0 T - 

 

Reproducibility of the Preparation Process 

To validate the reproducibility of the overall synthesis process, C-PPyFeCl3 (chapter 8.3) and 

C-PPyFeCl3(2) (chapter 8.4) were prepared according to an identical protocol. Likewise, C-PPy-1000 was 

re-prepared, it is denoted as VGC21 and was used for tests in the fuel cell. It should be emphasized 

that the reproducibility of the electrochemical measurements, such as RRDE and FC, was already 

monitored within the overall course of this work. RRDE experiments were always conducted twice and 

the error bars were included to the figures. Because FC measurements are much more time and 

material consuming, 40 - 50 % of the samples were chosen randomly and re-measured, see Table 11. 

Table S3 shows the four samples that will be discussed. 
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Table S3: Catalysts that were prepared twice to validate the reproducibility. 

Sample Name 
Polypyrrole 
Tube Type 

Polypyrrole 
Tube / mg 

FeCl3 / mg KMnO4 / mg 1st HT 2nd HT 

C-PPyFeCl3 washed 350 350 - 800 °C - 

C-PPyFeCl3(2) washed 350 350 - 800 °C - 

C-PPy-1000 unwashed 350 590 176 1000 °C 800 °C 

VGC21 unwashed 350 590 176 1000 °C 800 °C 

 

The BET surface area of C-PPyFeCl3 is 545 m2
 g-1. For C-PPyFeCl3(2) it is 512 m2

 g-1. A total deviation of 

about 6 % is observed. No difference in morphology was found for the two catalysts during TEM 

analysis, the results are shown in Figure S2.  

 

Figure S2: TEM pictures of two identically prepared catalysts, no difference in morphology is seen. 

The electrochemical activity and selectivity of C-PPyFeCl3 and C-PPyFeCl3(2) was measured with a RRDE, 

the results are displayed in Figure S3. The RRDE measurements for both catalysts were conducted 

twice, the error bars are included. The ORR activity of the two identically prepared catalysts is indeed 

very reproducible. No difference in onset potential and only minor divergence for the diffusion limited 

current is detectable. The H2O2 yield of C-PPyFeCl3 is 1.5 % and 0.8 % was found for C-PPyFeCl3(2). 

However, as indicated by the error bars of C-PPyFeCl3, the reproducibility of the selectivity experiments 

is more likely limited by the RRDE experimental setup itself than by the catalysts or the synthesis of 

the catalysts. The high electrode loadings that are required for RRDE experiments with Fe-N-C 

catalysts are responsible for this behavior.  
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Figure S3: Reductive scans of the polarization curves obtained in 0.1 M H2SO4 saturated with O2, rotation rate of 1500 rpm, 

10 mV s-1 and a disc loading of 0.5 mg cm-2. The disc current density is given in (a) and the H2O2 yield in (b). 

Figure S4 gives the Mössbauer spectra of the two identically prepared catalysts. Table S4 shows the 

assigned iron species and Mössbauer parameters. From the iron composition the preparation seems 

quite reproducible, the same doublet species can be found both catalysts. However, the population of 

the different species is slightly different as seen from Table S4. 

 

Figure S4: 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of two identically prepared catalysts, C-PPyFeCl3
 and C-PPyFeCl3(2). 
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Table S4: Mössbauer parameters of the samples C-PPyFeCl3 and C-PPyFeCl3(2). 

Sites Parameter C-PPyFeCl3 C-PPyFeCl3(2) 

D1,  
FeIIN4,  

low spin 

Δiso / mm s-1 0.362 0.365 

ΔEQ / mm s-1 0.984 0.864 

hwhm / mm s-1 0.3 0.3 

Population / % 49.8 27.6 

D2,  
FeIIN4,  

middle spin 

Δiso / mm s-1 0.361 0.401 

ΔEQ / mm s-1 2.086 1.52 

hwhm / mm s-1 0.4 0.4 

Population / % 32.2 47.6 

D3,  
FeIIN4,  

High spin 

Δiso / mm s-1 0.936 0.734 

ΔEQ / mm s-1 2.54 2.99 

hwhm / mm s-1 0.4 0.6 

Population / % 17.9 24.9 
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The reproducibility considering fuel cell activity was examined by re-preparing C-PPy-1000. VGC21 

was prepared according to the same procedure as C-PPy-1000. While the complete procedure of 

catalyst synthesis, electrode and MEA fabrication as well as the execution of the fuel cell 

measurements was conducted by another PhD student. The results are shown in Figure S5. Despite 

minor variance in the mass transport region the measurements give almost identical results. 

 

Figure S5: PEMFC polarization curves of two identically prepared catalysts, C-PPy-1000 and VGC21, (experiment conditions: H2-

air, cathode loading 3.4 mg cm-2, N212 membrane, 1 bar gauge back pressure, 0.2 L min-1 oxidant and fuel flow, 80 °C, 96 % 

humidity). 
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TEM Pictures 

 

Figure S6: TEM photographs of the catalysts C-PPy0x
 and C-PPy5x.  

 

Figure S7: TEM pictures of the catalyst C-2ht-PPyFeCl3/KMnO4. 
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Washing Water of Polypyrrole-Methyl Orange Nanotubes 

 

Figure S8: Filtrate after #number of washing steps. The polypyrrole nanotubes were washed according to the mentioned 

procedure in the experimental part. The red color indicates the removal of FeCl3 and methyl orange. The yellow color indicates 

the removal of methyl orange.  

Fuel Cell 

 

Figure S9: FC polarization curves of catalysts prepared with and without an ethanol washing step of the polypyrrole precursor, 

the FC performance is not affected. The standard experiment conditions as mentioned before were used. 


